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LOCAL AFFAIRS.
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ISUbtrt senunte.
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WE
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KV TO LO \X
MO\
'‘mi—.

to

sun,H

Companies.
Safely.

with

Compatible

improved

on

real

estate

am

I

WE SELL THE

CELEBRATED

BABY-^

Sophroida W I!ridges—Notice of foreclosure.
CASTINK
•John M Vogel 1—Sheriff’a sale.
North Sullivan:
Stillman Randall—Caution notice.

^

pages */, 5 and 8.
T. J. Whiting is homo from Boston
where he spent the winter.
news see

Mrs. Albion P. Alley, of Bar Harbor, is
the guest of Mrs. George II. Grant.

'Tile Best ill tile World.

Bradford McKenzie is home from Dartmouth college for the summer vacation.

rango from

prices

Harold H. Clark is home from the University of Maine for the summer vacation.

f8.50 to #13.

W. Tripp’s livery stable has been
connected by telephone. The call is 15-3.
O.

FURNITURE, PAINTS,

W. Haynes and family have gone
their Shady Nook cottage for the sum-

Dr. H.

OILS, WALL PAPER

to

mer.

W. CUSHMAN & SON.

A.

Street,.ELLSWORTH,

No. 1 Franklin

II!

The W. C. T. 17. will meet with Mrs.
Kent Thursday afternoon at 2.30
o’clock.
Miriam

DIRECTORS.

FUNERAL

The King’s Daughters society is planning to give a supper or a “Dewey tea” at
an early date.

ME.

__

(|

Ms

ated t

The

SALE OF

LADIES’ SUITS and JACKETS
THIS WEEK.

Henry A. Cook has
moved to Boston.
Mr. Cook is employed
in the Charlestown navy yard.
The patriotic entertainment which was
being prepared by the Women’s relief
| corps has been indefinitely postponed.
Miss Lizzie Crippen arrived from Boston Saturday for two weeks’ vacation
with her parents, John T. Crippen and
family

Miss Frances

JACKETS, Silk lined, 8J.75.

of

H.Tribou,of Charlestown,

Mass., is in Ellsworth to spend the summer with lu r grandmother, Mrs. James F.
Davis.

85 to 812.50

William 'I'.
Moor
and
family, of
Walt ham, Mass., formerly of Ellsworth*

L.

_(

CARRIAGES.
Style,

Hand-made throughout and
!’

J> L
NOW

1\.

V
IS

V p 1 iC

Lvl

1 >\

attendance

TIME

THE

to

put the

time

to

j«*b

aui.Tmer

harden

to

tion.

paint-shop-plenty

«

of
f

I carry fall line, of HAKM—>l>.

Repository

lll.AXKKTS. 1COUES ami

high

worth

re-union

association

school

at-

will

and
of

banquet
the

Klls-

held at the

be

next

from home
go away
Fourth. The Senators

Will I'M.

St., Ellsworth,

Franklin

and Salesroom,

the alumni

Hanover to

to

lectures.

summer

Monday evening.
The Ellsworth hose racing teams will

field, and the Dirigos
Bangor.

HENRY E. DAVIS. ,KKl5=,.

.laeVh^M...

desired.

American house

thoroughly before using.

done.
Repairing thoroughly and'quiekly

t

is

of

next

Saturday
at 7.30 o’clock.
A large

The first annual

that will carry fourteen

vehicle through the

important meeting

an

Daughters

He will return

tend the

two-people
one

*lic

Percy Bartlett is home from Dartmouth
college, Hanover, N. 11.. for a short vaca-

fully warranted.

from a'ncat

All si/e*

spend

will

A small tire in

Me.

unoccupied

___

a

house

to

race

on

the

go to Fairprobably will go to

pile
on

will

of

rubbish in

Grant

an

street called

the lii emen iast V. eiinesdny evening.
The fire was extinguished without the aid
of the firemen.

GLORIOUS FOURTH
To celebrate it in the best lashioi t
and to accomplish that
you need to look well,

Will

soon

be here.

BYRN’S

BUY YOUR SUMMER SUIT AT
A

--

Summer Underwear—All qualities.
Summer Hats and Caps.

styles.

Summer Neckties—Latest
Furnishings

1
5

■

1

Water

of every kind for men and hoys.
Best Quality for Least

Money.

BYRN.
O W K X
St..--;Ellsworth,

Me.

BICYCLES,
SUNDRIES
SUPPLIES

AND

*

Hand-made CANVAS HAMMOCKS *

$2.50.

An

Extra Quality

at

MORRISON, JOY

&

|

I

A

CONMtK,
«*■» ST~

!;m

M.LLISKK-.

GEO. H. GRANT,

INSURANCE.

■

ELLSWORTH

ASH

BAR HARBOR

vicinity

are

yacht

ANNIE LEE

3IISK GEORGIA IIOLT,
TEACHES

PIANO

AND

OF

HARMONY.

fifteen-inch tile drain on Main
At
State street to the river.
the corner of State street the drain will
connect with the drains from Stale and
Main
streets.
is being
The
work
It has long been
thoroughly done.
needed.

H. Stratton has received honors in
Uniform Rank, Knights of Pythias,
of Maine, having been appointed an aide
on the staff of Brigadier-General Wesley
Mr.
G. Merritt, with rank of major.
Stratton left for Waterville this noon to
attend a meeting of the officers of the
Uniform Rank.
the

The
Course

from

June -2J

BLUF.HILT

to

August 2y.

MAINE.

wboleaome and

|
delicious.

TROOPS WILL BE LANDED THIS WEEKUNCONFIRMED RUMOR OF ATTEMPT TO ASSASSINATE
BLANCO.

few days news of importance will
be received from Santiago.
An army of
16,CD0 men, and a fleet of nearly thirty
warships, are before Santiago, and before
In

a

tlie end of the
land and

present week

combined

a

Santiago and Admiral Cervera’s fleet will bo inaugurated.
sea

attack

on

That news of tlie engagement will be as
free from sadness as has marked operations

far, is not to be expected.

so

POWDER

Absolutely Pure

There

will be desperate lighting at Santiago, and
many brave Americans will die fighting,
but the outcome of the

engagement is uot
doubt. Santiago will be taken, and the
victorious American army will move on
to new victories at Porto Rico.
The Spaniards at Santiago have resorted
in

distinguished son, Judge Emery. The
family is now occupying Crosby lodge at

to the

ing

cowardly expedient
imprisoncaptured Yankee heroes—Hobson

the

and his

H. Weldon Osgood has purchased
the practice of Dr. A. L. Douglass,
in
this city, and will occupy his offices in

mouth of the

Dr.

POVAt BAKINO POWOFB CO.,

KLLS WORTH

of

Hancock Point.

seven

harbor,
On

to

protect it from

Monday

it

was

re-

that the

VOffk.

>.gw

FALLS.

M. Davis spent Saturday
Sunday with friends in Bangor.

Miss Annie
and

Morro castle at the

men—in

bombardment.

ported

A1
a

Thompson, of Watervilie. is here on
fishing trip, as I he guest of Asa

week’s

C. Flood.

Spanish government refused to exchange prisoners.
The report
has since been contradicted. Such action
would be a breach of all rules of civilized

Mrs. Frank Holden, of Bar Harbor, is
the Eddy building on Main street.
Dr.
C.
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Douglass will go to Rockland, where he
Hastings.
takes the office of D. C. Perkins, reThe graduating exercises of the Falls
tired.
Dr. Osgood graduated this year warfare.
At the harbor of Guantanamo the little grammar school were held on Tuesday
from the Boston
University medical
school.
As an Ellsworth
boy whom camp of marines, reinforced by Cuban forenoon.
J. O. Whitney returned home from a
everybody here knows well and favora- insurgents, has not only held its pobly, he will be doubly welcomed here. sition, but has forced the fighting in the business trip to New York and Boston
His success in college bespeaks his suc- enemys’ country with marked success. Sunday morning.
The Spanish losses have been large, but
cess as u practicing physician.
A concert will be given in the vestry on
Several members of the high school the American fatalities have been small. Monday evening, J une *27, consisting of
The
Cubans
in
are
Santiago province
music and dialogue.
Proceeds to
be
alumni, living in town, have failed to
receive the circulars of the alumni asso- proving valuable allies.
used in church aid.

ciation which

were

Ad such

are

mailed

to

them

hereby invited

association, and. bavin? done

the

attend

so.

to

new’

know

Sunday.

n.

on

| The 10 20 p.

m.

train

west

10 20 p.

will

arriving at Ellsworth
ing at 2.31.

HAVANA.

to assassinate

a
young volunteer in the Spanish
army, who wished to avenge a brother
who was condemned to death by Blanco
on

alleged

an

Blanco

charge

conspiracy.

of

wounded in the

thigh,but not
dangerously. The attempted assassination has precipitated almost a revolution,
the volunteers siding with the would-be
assassin, ami are crying fur the recall of
Blanco and r< urn uf Weyler.
While the blockade of Havana harbor

in.

10.20

p. m.
not run

Sunday. On Sunday, July 10,
special newspaper train will he put

July

is

By the

Ellsworth for west at 8.20 and 21.55

a.

transports ior in is
be compelled to

may

Capt.Gen. Blanco.
No confirmation
of
the
report has
been received.
The would-be assassin

Sundays, 6.19 and 9.30
m.
Returning trains will

j m.; 1.32 (freight), 5.18 and
I Sundays, 7.03 a. in., 5.18 and

em-

American army in San Juan.

see an

attempt

m.

5.59 p.

Santiago.

impressment of ships.

to

IN

arrangement trains will arrive at
Ellsworth from west on week-days at
6.19, 10.10 (freight) and 11.24 a. m.; 4.29
m.:

setute

and

fall of

report comes from Havana with a
detail which encourages belief of an

new

and 5.59

follow the

A

how

time table will go into effect

the Maine Central next

leave

government has been somewhat

may

expect to attend the banquet
signify their intention before

it is necessary to
Saturday,
many will be in attendance.

a.

The

resort

who
as

A

quickly

uautisacu

apply in person or by postal card to Miss
M. A. Greely, secretary of the association,
for blanks to till out. All members of the
must

less

banquet which will be held
They are earnestly requested to expedition,

the

June 27.

alunmi

capture of Porto Rico will doubt-

The

last

join

to

the

emit

on,
at 12.12 and return-

was

imies,

reliable
Isle of

it is

sources

provisions

reported

from

that Havana is

from Yucatan

by

Pines, and thence by

apparently
receiving

way of the
light draft

There will be another flag-raising in steamers to
Batabano, on the south coast
Ellsworth tiiis week. To-morrow even- of Cuba, which is connected with Havana
ing at 8 o’clock the Odd Fellows will un- by rail, and only forty miles away.
furl a ilag from their building.
There
THK CADIZ FLKKT.
will he r parade by Monaghan’s hand and
The mystery surrounding the Cadiz
;
W. M. Haines

company,

Filiform

Rank,

tleet

continues.

Last

Thursday

At the

other five have gone to the Canaries.
The ohic(
of tin move into the Med-

invitation of Rev. C. S. MeLearn,

v minis

I'auiui

v

uum i.

Ellsworth chorus of the Maine music festival will close its rehearsals for the
The

with

season

concert to be

a

given in Han-

Thursday evening, July 14.
The chorus will be assisted by the
Apollo quartette, of Bangor, and several
singers from the festival choruses of Bancock hall

on

gor and Oldtown.
These additions will augment the chorus
to about seventy-five voices. The programme will include chorus singing, part
songs by men’s voices, part songs by
women’s voices, quartettes and solos.
After this concert rehearsals will be discontinued until fall.

Buildings at Auction.

Main Street

Monday, June 27, at 10 a. m., ’he
buildings at the corner of Main aod Srute
he
streets, on the lots to be occupied by
new bank building, will be sold at public
Next

auction.
Three buildings are thus to be dispo-ed
of—those occupied t y lb E. Joy. J. A.
The t .vo
McGown ami O. 11. Burnham.
latter art already vacant.
Mr. Joy
ill
vacate July 10.

Wedding
Invitations

Invitations Out.

are

out for

the marriage of

Miss Georgia lola Long, daughter of Tr.
and Mrs. G. G. Long, of East Bluehi!!, to
Edwin Warner Barton, oi
Hpringfi hi.
ne
Mass., which will take place at the
of the bride on Wednesday. June 29.

Sfc&rrtismtrnts.

the fleet

Then the flag will he unfurled,
-two battleships, five cruisers and four
and the spectators will he asked to join in
torpedo-boats—sailed through the strait
s nging the “Red, Whiteand Blue”.
Ad- of Gibraltar and into the Mediterranean.
dresses will be delivered by Dr. George A. !
Saturday the fleet arrived at Cartagena,
Phillips and Rev. J. P. Simonton. Then which is the second important Spanish
|
the crowd will sing “America”.
After port in the Mediterranean.
But there
the exercises there will be a social dance were sixteen vessels in the fleet which
in tic- hall, to which the members of the
left Cadiz; only eleven passed through
v- -ql orders which hold
meetings in the
t lie strait.
The supposition is that the
i.ali are invited.
K.of 1*.

of the

GEO.

\. l'AJU

1IEU,

WHOLESALE mil MIL
DRUGGIST.

on

Physicians' Supplies

ports for these troops, and has been

a

P.

ready to take them at short notice anywher
along the coast. To charter by the day or weel
W. E. WHITING, Ellsworth.
Apply to
i

Royal makes the food pure,

FRONT

SHOUTING

street from

PARTIES

notified that the

IN

INVASION

31 ail Orders

ing

CO., Ellsworth.

in this

where
This isn’t a trademark, but suggests
Hancock County.
get best bargainsHi
C.AIL

Very Low Price.

YACHTING

HATS and FLOWERS.
C. & C.

a

SJWjcrtfannrnts.

RUMORS.

Baptist church, the Masons will,
•iterranean is unknown. It might be to
Sunday afternoon at 3 o’clock, attend
give the impression that the fleet was
a special masonic service at
the Baptist
headed for the Philippines, by way of tHe
wwi-nniiLi-u
oi.
uuuun
umiLM.m
of
Mrs. F. H. M acorn her,
Seal Harbor,
unj
Suez canal, but by the time tlie Spanish
the
he
sermon
will
addressed
Although
is spending a few days with her parents,
fleet could reach there Admiral Dewey
A. li. Devereux and wife, in this city. specially to Masons, the services are open
will be so strongly reinforced that it will
to the public generally, and all are corand
Miss Maud Colcord, of Searsport, is tlie
be
The memhave no terrors for him.
dially invited to
present.
guest of Miss Ella Devereux.
bers of Lygonia and Esoteric lodges will
AT MANILA.
neet at their respective lodge-rooms at 2
SPECIALTIES.
Latest news from Manila indicates that
o’clock Sunday afternoon.
Then the
dication of the predicted dull season. members of
Lygonia lodge will march to desperate lighting continues between the
Last Friday
train
was
a
Esoteric
from
which
morning’s
lodge-room,
place insurgents and Spanish troops, with the
••double-header*’, with two baggage cars, t he two lodges will march in a body to advantage all with the insurgents.
The
the church.
four
Pullmans.
two day coaches and
E L LSWORTII,
fall of Manila is a matter of but a short
31A1N E.
The petition asking
for fishways in
time, and is only delayed until such time
Flag
liaising.
dams on Union river has been forwarded
as Admiral Dewey may have at his disC0311N<; EVENTS.
Last Wednesday evening another handThe
to the State fish commissioners.
sufficient force to occupy the city
some
American flag was dung to the posal
commissioners have sent for a list of dam
and establish effective provisional govMonday. Tuesday and Wednesday, June
breeze; the event was attended by music ernment.
27, 28, 29, Hancock hall Spears Comedy
owners, who will be notified of a hearing
and eloquent speeches.
on the matter soon.
Prices, 15, 25 and 35 cents.
News of the arrival at Manilla of the Co.
C. L. Morang’s dry goods store was the
cruiser “Charleston” and the flrst fleet of
and Saturday, July 1 and 2—
Of the eighteen applicants for phar- scene of the event.
Friday
before
dark
Long
transports may be looked for daily. The Farmers’ institute at North Bluekill.
macists’ certificates who took the exami- the street was tilled with
people in anticarrived
at Honolulu June 1 and
transports
nation before the State commissioners of
Monday, July 4—Trotting at Mountain
ipation of the event.
They should reach Manila park, Hluehill.
After a short parade the Uniform Rank, left June 4.
pharmacy at Bangor two weeks ago, only
six passed the examination. E. (J. Moore, K. of P., handsomely dressed, and led by early in the present week, but news of
military band, drew up in their arrival will not be received until
of Ellsworth, was one of the successful Monaghan’s
front of the store. After a patriotic selec- three
361)£ttiS£in£Ut5.
days later.
six.
tion by the band Mr. Morang introduced
The second
expedition for Manila
Rev. J. D. O’Brien, who made a brief but Hailed last
Dr. Roland G. Wasgatt, son of the late
Wednesday, and probably is
eloquent address.
now at Honolulu.
Its stay there will be
Charles W. Wasgatt, of North Ellsworth,
Rev. W. R. Hunt followed, with an
and it should reach Manila by
short,
who has been practicing at Union, has appropriate and stirring speech. At its
11.
July
signal was given, and the
The third expedition is now being titted
purchased the practice of his brother-in- close the was
unfurled. From its amhuge llag
up, and is expected to leave this week
law. Dr. Byron D. Spencer, at Rockland,
folds
fell
a
shower
of
miniature
Hags. with 4,CJO troop
we leave to others, and let
ple
This will leave about
who is compelled to retire owing to ill There was a scramble to obtain these ap9,000 troops still to be transported to the
our
garments shout for
health.
propriate little souvenirs of the occasion. Philippines to make up General Merritt’s
themselves. Pay us a visit,
Three rousing cheers were given for the
army of 20,000. The government has been
aud examine our.
Street Commissioner Maddocks is layHag, and then the crowd dispersed.
somewhat embarrassed to obtain transout

THE

OF

No. 25.
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OF SANTIAGO.

spry as many women many years
younger. She takes a keen interest in
the affairs of t he day, and is a careful observer of current events.
Her home is,
and for some years has been, with her

next

evening, June

Workmanship.

/>

They

here.

King’s

the

BUGGIES. EXPRESS and ROAD WAGONS. SURREYS

OPEN and TOP

city.

he

There will bo

BACKBOARDS

Finish and

t

summer

Largest Stock in Eastern Mnine, and all up
tu date in

in

are

MOHAXG._
■

ARMY

To-day, June 22,1s the eighty-seventh
birthday of Judge L. A. Emery’s vene.able mother, Madame Eliza A. Emery. In
spite of her years, Madame Emery is in
full possession of all her faculties and is

week.

wife.

SITES from

WAR

New York, is making his annual visit
Ellsworth. For many years Mr. Joy
has spent as much of the month of June
as he could with his mother, Mrs. David
S. Joy, and other relatives here. His old
friends are always glad to see him, and
he never fails to acquire
new
ones.
Chowder parties to Weymouth Point are
always a feature of Mr. Joy’s visit to
Ellsworth, and the first of the series
took place last Friday afternoon.

vpftr

Ambrose Butler, father of Mrs. James
E. Parsons, of this city, died at West
Franklin last Wednesday.

mUKAMj.

Jj.

|

John A. Scott has arrived home from
Bowdoin college, from which he gradu-

EVENINGS.

STORE OPEN

recom*

as

For other local

CARRIAGE,
The

Holt—Music lessons.

Penormcot

F. A. WIIITNEY

well

comes

to

Annual meeting of the Mount Desert bridge
corporation.
JJLITKIIILL
Miss Georgia

collateral.

This company

mended, having given great satisfaction
in Eastport
and
Machias.
The programme is changed every night, and is
liberally interspersed with specialties.
The repertoire is given in another column.
Fred W. Joy, with Rogers, Peet & Co.,
of

—.

Most Reliable Home ami Foreign
Lowest Lutes

f

ME.

ELLSWORTH,

Bldg.,

XHIS WKKK.

Te chera* c.\amlnat'ori.
A (' Huge. hv—Notice of foreclosure.
F. Fno—Saraio j« waier.
K R .loy—Mo nengePs notice. W
*
F F .Joy—’ewcller.
I* H Stra Ion— ll.wi’rra
.ore.
C II A Cu.m
-MIH p
C I. Mo n —D.y
Geo II G.aiu—liisu.ance.
A A Cun.Ro'pii.Mn—Con recl,.onei.
I!o’»o.t H Holme
urd p,e.
F A Coomb —w
opc. v.
A W Cl's.iIPP «l A.
o.' —» Ul llitU'C.
Hancock Wall Tim Spears Comedy Co.
F.df.n

general INSURANCE AGENTS,
Burrill Bank

ADVKRTIHEMKNTS

week.

1898.

Spears Comedy

Co.

is

announced

to appear at Hancock hall Monday, Tuesday nnd W‘’dnfr,dav •vo'n'nry' of nov‘.

com-

by “Sappho”.
pelled to impress ships into t ho service.
The monitor “Monaduock” and the
fishing schooner “Sinnott”,
of Sorrento, was run down and sunk by collier “Nero” are also expected to sail
this week.
the Maine Central steamer “Sappho” near
Admiral Dewey may have another warthe Porcupines, on her last trip to Bar ship added to his fleet.
The cruise.
Harbor Saturday night.
“Philadelphia”, now at San Francisco,
1 ho “Sinnott” was bound for Sorrento,
has been ordered to be ready for sea by
ami it is reported showed no lights.
She July 1.
wa* struck nearly amidships, and sank
board
almost
On
the
immediately.
Sunk

Men's. Youths' and

The small

schooner

Cant.

STtjbrrtisrT^rts.

Kane, of
Sorrento, his dauguter Winnie, and a
crew of two.
They escaped in a dory.
were

John

Service at Bar Harbor.
There will be a masonic service in the
Unitarian church at Bar Harbor next
Sundav evening, in commemoration of
St. Joan’s day.
Rev. W. R. Hunt will
preach a masonic sermon. The Masons
will a? 1 end in a body.

and Summer

Furnishing

A few

left; Letter call before they

Iv

are

all gone.

TTU C lv

I

decorating.

ARE

BARGAINS—
not in the ordinary

FRESH EVERY DAY.
Plants for

Goods. Mackintoshes.
THEY

of the

Masonic

Boys Spring
Clothing. Hats. Caps.

Cut

sense

word, but consider-

ing the make, fit,[uyle and
general excellence, they
are REAL bargains, at THE
prices.

Flowers.

The 1 tl'TTON GREENIIOUSES.

LEWIS FRIEND & "0.

CHRISTIAN

^fopic

ENDEAVOR.

Fop the Week

splendid wages, and they distributed them among our merchants with a
freedom and liberality which would give
Main street an attack of heart disease
should it happen over again.
Capt. Crockett gives a long regretful sigh
when he recalls how much money he used
to handle in those days. It came by express,
flOO.OOO at a time and was given into
Capt. Crockett’s charge for a safe passage
to Dix Island.
After a while fears began
to be entertained that a break might be
made and Treasurer Titcomb, of the Rockland savings bank, carried it over by daylight, himself heavily armed.
When the Dix Island boom began to
wane, Capt. Crockett and G. W. S. Cobb,
now of St. Louis, built the coasting vessel “G. M. Brainerd”, as good a craft,
Capt. Crockett says, as ever left the ways.
The “Brainerd” was sailed mainly to Baltimore, Philadelphia and New York, and
realized good money from freights. Then
shipping went the way of the Dix Island
granite industry, and Capt. Crockett saw
quite a spell when he might just as well
have thrown his money into the bay as to
have played with coasting vessel property. From that time up to the present
Capt. Crockett’s history is that of the
Rockland A Bluehill and Rockland, Bluehill A Ellsworth steamboat lines.

OSCAR CROCKETT’S STEAMERS.

Heglnnlns Jane 26.
S. H. Doyle.
of time.— EccL iil, 1-8;

Popular Captain Mho Unlit Up the
Roeklaml and Ellsworth Line.
nfToPiC.— The right use
ilkCtn xiiv, 24, 25.
[From the Rockland Courier-Gazette.]
One of the most important things in
life is the right use of time. Time prop
On the north side of Tillson wharf, sunerly used fits men for both time and ning themselves beneath these rare June
•ternity; time neglocted or improperly skies, are two trim craft popularly known
tised unfits them for both. Our temporal
along the Maine coast as the “Catherine”
•nil eternal destinies depend upon our
and “Juliette", or still better known as
•so of time. How important, then, that
Cap’n Crockett’s boats.
It should be rightly used!
Previous to going onto the Rockland,
The topical references snggest some
Bluehill and Ellsworth route July 3, much
Important reasous why time should bo time and skill are being devoted to the
fcightly used.
two steamboats, and when Capt. Crockett
1. Time should be rightly used beand crew get all done tinkering and
cause God hasappointed ‘‘to everything
painting the “Catherine" and “Juliette”
• eeasdn an 1 a time to every purpose
will reflect like mirrors.
Hinder the heaven.”
W* can easily see
The reporter of the Courier-Gazette
Hbat this is true in the physical world,
aboard the other day and found
fclod has a time for every season, a time dropped and
crew with their shirt sleeves
lor day, a time for night, a time for captain
rolled up and head over heels in business.
jnminer, a time for winter, and with
have been giving the “Catherine” a
^Unfailing regularity each season comes They
which
includes
fit God’s appointed hour. God also has thorough overhauling,
painting inside and out, boiler revamped
appointed times for the life of man. and
hard-patched, engine and pumps
Ev ery hour has its divinely appointed
looked after. Two new water-tight bulkho
in
the
and
who
fails
duty,
performance of it fails in his duty to God. Our heads have been built,making three watertime
should tight compartments with which the “Cathgreatest anxiety concerning
be to learn what is the divinely ap- | erine” is now equipped.
I
One of the staterooms has been coupointed duty of the hour and then to verted into a
|
private cabin for lady pasperform it.
It is sheathed in white wood and
2. Time should bo rightly used, be- j sengers.
cause it passes swiftly by and never re- when all isj in readiness will be upholturns; if, therefore, the duty of the stered and provided with portieres, easy
ihonr is not performed, the opportune chairs and other modern conveniences,
time has gone forever. What conftisiou The pilot-house has also been sheathed up
there would be in the physical world if and painted and Capt. Crockett is already
the duties of the hour were not perform- beginning to feel as proud as a peacock
ed. What if day should extend into | over it.
(night or night prolong itself into the ! The “Juliette’\lies alongside the “Cathiday, summer extend into winter or erine” and in a general way is receiving
winter continue into summer? Confu- similar repairs. One important change is
sion would he the result. How many the new Roberts safely boiler which has
Ihumau lives are thrown into absolute been put in.
The steamer “Rockland", which also
■confusion from such a cause as this, |
ttho duties of one hour aro ueglected ur belongs to the fleet, will be hauled out for
[postponed uutil another, and this is con- a thorough overhauling, and the “Jutinued until so many duties crowd upon liette" will take her place. Last spring
that it is impossible for us to straight- the “Rockland” received pew pumps, condenser and carpets and when she receives
en out the confused affairs of our lives.
rThere should be no procrastination in a fresh coat of paint inside and out will
<rar lives. It is indeed the thief of time. i be O. K. from prow to stern.
lfBhe more important the duty of the
The “Catherine” carries an excursion
IV
Ihour, the more certainly it should he | 1 11111
IOUJ
Jferformed. There was a time in the life ( sengers; the “Juliette”, without such a
of Felix when under the vigorous license, accommodates 125 passengers,
Jreachiug of Paul he was on the verge while the “Rockland" is permitted to carof decisiou for God aud for righteous- ry as high as 150 passengers, so it will be
ness, but he failed to seize his splendid seen that the company is in pretty good
opportunity, he pnt off decision till a shape to look after the traveling public.
more convenient season, with fatal re- Mention, also, might be made here of the
sults. The foolish virgins had a time fine new wharf which the company has
for buying oil. They neglected it, aud built at North Deer Isle.
When they sought the opportunity again
“We are in better shape than ever to
ft was too late. Time is given us of accommodate the
public," said Capt.
let
us
use
it
for
God.
God;
aright
Oscar, “and we are anticipating a very faAs to how to use our time aright no vorable
year even if the war does last
bettor advice can be given than that of
th»ough it. The wire edge of fear that
Hichard Euxter: ‘‘Spend your time in
anyone may have felt for the Spaniards
nothing which yon know must be re- has worn off and by a few more weeks
of.
Spend it in nothing on which will have been wiped out entirely. The
lented
you might not pray for the blessing of Spaniards seem to have all they can take
God. Spend it in nothing which you care of in Cuban waters and a darned
could not review with a quiet conscience
sight more."
on your dyiug lied. Spend it in nothing
The Rockland
and
Bluehill line of
which you might not saf"ly and propersteamboats was established in June, 1877,
ly be doing if death should surprise y -u and the first boat to run on it was the
in the act.
steamer “Hercules" owned by Gen. Davis
Bible Readings.—Ps. xxxix, 1; xc,
Tillson and afterwards taken to Alex1-32; Feel, xii, 3; Isa. lv. (I, 7; Math. andria.
Virginia, where her name was
T, 25; Luke xix, 41, 42; John ix, 4; xi.
to the
Virginia".
9, 10; xii, 80, 8(j; Rom. xiii, h-14; 11 changed
! Capt. Crockett ranjher two years on the
Cor. vi, 2: Gal. vi, 9; Fph. v. 15, 1(1;
Bluehill line, and then started in with the
Col. iv, 5, (i; Rev. x, 5, ti.
Henry Morrison". The “Morrison” did
Comment

by

Kev.

«

Music

Worship.

Granting the need of

ri

form,

wo are

j duty thus
j only a few

Honest,

for

seven

or

eigiit

a

Wonderful changes

aro

taking place,

complaint—Christian Instructor.
Among the Briers.

*

If yon cannot in the harvest
Gather up the richest sheave—
Many a grain, both ripe and golden,
Will the careless reapers leave—
Go and glean among the briers
Growing rank against tlie wall,
For it may be that their shadow
Hides the heaviest wheat of all.

—Selected.
V

in

SINKSS

Necessity

Its

EI)I CATION.

Depends

Promotion

I'pon it.
day
sharp,
petition. In order to succeed r man must
thoroughly understand the business in
This is the

relentless

of

com-

which he

proposes to engage, and a young
cannot expect to obtain a foothold

man

few

a

from

The statement that there

openings in
one standpoint

have

been filled with those who do not

come

up to the required standard.
the other hand, there are

she

or

will

of

one

occupy

these

college education,

ana

are

or

formed

StrtrrtiatmmtB.

AN

fruit

One

day

Miss Willard

Harrison

wanted to

depth

frequent.

were

thing

was

destroyed.

killed, and
The wind

of

mittens.

three

Snow fell

inches

Uanking.

to the

Massachusetts

in

New York, seven in Maine and ten
In Vermont. In the latter state a heavy
a
and
snowstorm prevailed June 17,
farmer left home at noon to look up his

sheep, jocosely remarking

Established 1887.

to

his

wife:

me
start the neighbors after
Seeing it’s the middle of June, I
That night
may get lost in the snow.’
the storm increased and he failed to re-

‘Better

FIRST
NATIONAL BANK
OF F.LLSWOltTH.

soon.

turn.
menced

day

morning

Next
and

search

was

com-

until

the

third

hillside

with

continued

when he

was

found

on a

A
feet frozen and unable to walk.
yeoman in Tewksbury built tires about

night to keep away the
frost, and his was the only crop which
ripened in that vicinity.
“July had frosty nights, and ice a
his cornfield at

all

gathered
through New England and New York
and sections of Pennsylvania, destroying
inch

an

thick

of the corn that escaped the prefreezings.
“August was more dismal than any of
the preceding months.
Ice formed half
an
inch in thickness, and crops of all
kinds both in this country and Europe
were blighted and ruined.
On the 30th
most

SURPLUS,

1 lu»r**

uh-. u

Mturm in

*imu

Km/Iund.

the

provisions
riots

the

a

were

price

Wheat sold for
bushel in England, and
common throughout the

kingdom during 1817.
‘•September came in with
pleasant weather, but went

two weeks
out

Every facility offered Customers.
Correspondence solicited.
ASIIKF.W

of

covering of ice.

exceptionally cold,

was

WlSWF.I.L, Prffidrnt,

P

K. \\ HiriNG, Her President,
11KN It \ W. Cl'SHMA N, Cn *
DIRECTORS:
A. r. WiswF.i.L,
S. K. Whiting,
l. a. Evikhv.
K. H. Gkef.lv,
Eugene Hale,
a. w. King.
S.

MAJ.W STREET,

ier

ELLSWORTH, ME.

Hamel County Sarats Baal,
ELLSWORTH, ME.
Commenced

llii«lne»*

Deposit? In thi? bank

arc

taxation.

May

1873.

1,

by law exempt from

-V. B. COO LI DOE, President.
JOBS P.

WHITCOMB, Vice-President.

CHARLES C.

HOARD OF DIRECTORS:
F. lintsiiam,
John F. Whitcomb,
N. 15. Cooliuge,
F. Cakkoll Blkkill,
Charles C. Blkkill.

A.

and

Bank hour?

comfortable month.

“The farmers in the I'nited States had
to use corn raised in 1815 for seed hi 1817,
and it sold at from four to live dollars a
bushel.
“Across the four-score years and more,
1816 to 1898, there fall to us some

BCRRILL, Treasurer.

Deposits draw Interest from the first day of
March, June, September and December.

beneath

October
November
bleak and stormy, but December proved a
inch-thick

an

m.

of

doubled.

three dollars
bread

continent

1 p.

m. to

Mini

papers published there stated that ‘1S16
| will be remembered as a
year in which
there was no summer’.
In France and
on

917,500.

Hanking hours from a.
Saturdays from 9 to 12.

vious

|

950,000.

CAPITAL STOCK,

both

sixteenth of

uaker Oats

At all grocers
■lb. pkgs. only

and

She

turning their
an education

ice

and

generally

overcoats and

i
visit;

police station.

street

fi

thick, and farmers had to

fields.

constantly from the north, bitterly
cold
and
Country people
piercing.
worked out their highway taxes clad in

WILLARD’S LIFE,

MISS

asy to Buy,
isy to Cook,
asy to Eat,
asy to Digest,

blew

j

INCIDENT IN

Easy Food

unseasonable

of

season

every green

elsewhere

editor.]

inch

“In June frost

Nearly

chafing,

Column.

an

replant their

of the W. C. T. 1’. In Hancock county, ami
white rlbboners generally, to contribute to this
column reports of meetings or items that will be
of interest to workers In other parts of the
county. We would like this to be a live column,
T.
but It needs some effort on the part of W. (
U. women to make it so. It Is a column of their
making, not ours, and will be what they make
It.
Items and communications should be short,
and arc, of course, subject to approval of the

places. the

and

more

that

more

to

affairs

to the

dally, from

12

m

earn

If

9 a. m. to

what your money will
Invested In share* of the
1*

from

crumbs of

comfort.

shivering

and

northeast
but

the

rest

are

and

blasts

places

in
of

drenched
by the bitter

We stand
buffeted
the
our

Ellsworth Loan and Building Ass’n.

mouth cf roses,

nightly

summer

yet without draperies of frost,

NEW

A
is

SEKIES

open, Shares, *1 each; monthly
payments, f / per share.

now

of

JOHN

£)R.

DENTIST.

branches,
if be

can

desires

be
a

long out of employment
In this day of
place.

and

anything that
must be done, and it will always be so.
A superior book-keeper, stenographer, or
teacher, will always be sure of employwomen

who do

WOffice

Rescue of a
Starving Man.

well

fittest”.
Not every young man

1

vival of the

or

wants

woman

a clerk, book-keeper, or stenographer for life. The surest way to real-

to remain

ize that ambition, is to become the best
possible clerk, book-keeper, or stenog-

rapher.

In

order

to do

this,

prepare in the most complete
the work

required,

and

must

must

one

for
then make

manner

best effort of which he is capable to
his duty. In the business world
faithful service ranks with ability.
When the young man is entitled to
promotion, he will receive it. It rests

the

perform

with him alone to make his

ability,

char-

acter, and reputation such that when the
opening comes he may be fitted for the
position. The business world cares less
for

than

men

who

can

manner

one
service,
required in the best
likely to get the place.

for

and the

do the work
is

most

Every man and woman to-day should
splendid figure of from £110,000 to i have a knowledge of business methods.
1
£116,000. This was while the New York It does not matter what the vocation in
life may be, for every man and woman in
post-office was being built.
Capt. Crockett saw a dollar in a steam- any occupation must come in contact
boat line between the island and mainland with the business world, and then the
and the chartering of the little “Medora” necessity of a business education is seen.
was the outcome of his
speculations. The This training is a greater necessity in the
steamer “Firefly”
succeeded the “Me- case of the young man or woman who

forgotten
to-day
applying it, but on the contrary
thing that is utilized.
to be

on

account
is

of

not

recover

cal

no

way

training

can a

is

my health.

“For days I would take practically

no

nourishment.

441
44

t

_

AND

S'oTAHV 1’CBLIC

ANl)

was

starving

c

o:

to

death !

■»

■

1

■

■

■

1

-,c-r.

Marshall.

ral

n

They produce a healthy,
stimulation, a craving for nourish-

ir; and the power

m.-

he.

JUSTICE

!shy

nerve

and flesh.

to

convert

it

PEACE.

H. W.

HAYNES,

E. J.

Q.

WALSH’S STORK..*,

LITTLEFIELD,

M.

D.,

PHYSICIAN”,
BLUEHILL,

MAINE.

TELEPHONE CONNECTION.

BENJ

B.

WHITCOMB,

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW.
OFFICE

IN

PETERS’ BLOCK,

ELLSWORTH,
F.

MAINE.

BURNHAM,
ATTORNEY
AND

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
Also prosecuting attorney for all eiabses of
lenslons against the United States,
business solicited.

£llsworth,

.....

Maine.

into

P°wfr!ul vegetable ingredients
.hewKJrr’
Williams’ Pink Pills lor Pale People
Prths
supply
antidote for

!,

poisonous matter in
and add those elements needed to
body and brain.
"i hey are for sale by all
druggists. On*
box lor oQ
cents, or six boxes for $2.50.

the blood
build up

OF THE

Otllce over Burrlll National Bank.
State Street,
Ellswoktu, Me.

I

The action of Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for
ale People upon the blood and nerves
prothe happy result described in the case

m

My parents were greatly alarmed, expecting that I would have a relapse. My
mother prepared special dishes to tempt my
appetite, but I could not eat them.

given.

ATTORNEY

WSandolorfor the PalalenExtrao-

"

an arm or

stomach shared in this weakness. I
had lost all desire for food.
441 could eat no nourishing food. It soon
became plain that, at this rate, I would never

few months be spent
to better advantage than by attending a
first class business college where a practiIn

feeble 1 could hardly lift

Block, Ellsworth.

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.

tlon of Teeth.
.‘.OFFICE OVER

l«g.
*My

some-

P

women.
"

College,

DENTIST.

44

the business world.
The money and time spent in a business
course are well invested, and bring good
returns, for it is not something learned

Giles’

in

Dental

CARROLL BURRILL,

0R

began to bt alarmed at my condition
The change for the better in my health
began on the day when I first took Dr. Wilnoappetite.
Tnere are thousands dying Hke this man, liams’ Pink Pills for Pale
People.
44
surrounded by plenty, because, although
They were recommended to my mother
they want to cat, they have no desire for by a neighbor, who knew of some
marvelfood.
lous cures they had effected.
Instances of people who .starve to death
"My strength gradually returned, as the
are not at all uncommon.
me an appetite, and I once mon
When the stomach loses the, craving for pills gave
ate nourishing food with a keen relish.
food, and the power to digest it, the body
In a short time I resumed my work, as
is starved and death results, either directly
a news agent,.on'the Lake Shore
& Michior indirectly, from this cause.
The recovery of George Marshall, Jr., gan Southern Railroad.”
Mr. Marshall added that he gave his
will interest many. He tcHd the story at his
home, No. 19 Norwich Street, Cleveland, experience with the hope that it would be
of
help to some man or woman afflicted as
Ohio.
44
he was.
Last spring,” he said,
my whole system was affected with inflammatory rheu“Now-,” he said, in conclusion, “I eat
matism. I was painted with iodine, to re- three or four square meals every day,” and
his appearance
lieve my intense suffering.
gave evidence that this was
44
After three months I got better, but 'rue.
was so

Philadelphia

Famishing in the midst of plenty this sufferer was
helped by the suggestion of a neighbor, whose adriee
applies equally well to thousands of other men and
This account of a man's escape from
death is written to benefit people who have

enters

I
!

Graduate of the
ilasa of *75

iHrtiical.

vocations, abundant work and
good remuneration can be found for men

crowded

the

Halcyon days were those, when money
flowed in and out like the tide on Glen
The stone workers
Cove’s clam flats.

was

sheets of ice or coverlets of snow."
We stopped
several times before that.
and talked to her awhile, and the sweet
WHY PAY RENT?
pertains
practical
1‘lauk K<m<l*.
and gentle ways in which Miss Willard
when you ran borrow on your
life. This accounts for the increase in
Next to macadamized and gravel
pleaded with the girl had a wonderful efshare?, give a llr-t mortgage and
the number of young men and women
reduce it every month. Monthly
fect upon her. The prisoner was moved
roads plunk road.* are the b*--t and j
who are entering commercial
schools.
pawuent? and Intcre-t together
to tears, and doubtless they were tears of j consequently the i-lieapest. Plunk roads
will amount to but little more
The paramount question with a
vast
than v-u are lu.w paying lor
had
no
she
handkerchief
But
where
other
materials canrepentance.
maybe built
number is how to get a start in business.
rent, and In about 10 Years you
with which to wijie them from her eyes, j not be had. They should be constructed
will
The time when almost any bright boy
Miss Willard drew from Iter pocket her of hard, well seasoned timber, planks 3
OWN YOUR OWN HOME.
could secure a place in an cilice and work
own handkerchief, handed ii to the woman
8
feet long laid crosswise on
by 8 and
Business men
up bRs long since gone by.
arrested as a common drunk and said: three parallel rows of slee^r* 4 by 12
For particular* Inquire of
now demand skilled help, and they have
llhNKY >v. Cl *IIMAN, See’y.
keep that.” I will not tell you and 1 > feet long, laid with “broken
1 ‘‘There,
1- Ir.-t Nat’l Bank Bid.-.
no time to devote
to the education of
the woman’s name, but that kind act joints.” With timber at $6 j>er 1,000
A. W. King, President.
their assistants.
In order to get this
saved her. She reformed and has lived a
such a road can be built, with “turn
start a young man or woman must have a
different life from that day to this. She outs” every oUU feet, lor $2,000 per
Professional Carts.
The is now
knowledge of business methods.
doing an excellent work in saving mile. Many plank ruads have been built
!
quickest and least expensive way of ob- others, and realizes what she owes Miss in New York, Virginia and Michigan,
K. BUNKER, JR.,
taining this desired training is through Willard.
where they have proved highly satisthe business college.
The business colATTORNEY AT LAW.
factory. The average life of sueii a road
It has
Of the thirteen windows in Willard is 12
lege is no longer an experiment.
years.—Louisville Courier-JourOFFICES AT
been the means of starting thousands of hall, the central one lias been set aj>art as nal.
BAR HARBOR AND BLUEHILL, ME.
a memorial to Gen. Neal Dow.
The winyoung people on the road to success, and
G»»o<I Koa<l Town*.
its facilities for imparting a knowledge dow will cost £500.
Bar Harbor offices: 7 and s Mt. DcaertBlock.
Rluehlll office open Saturdays.
Brookline, Mass., will spend $ inn, 500
of business methods were never so comon
her
streets
the
and
the
during
year,
plete as now.
\o need to fear sudden attacks of cholera InH. GREELY,
Newtons will devote £292,850 to the
Jfo young person of average ability,
fantum, dysentery, diarrlma or summer com
maintenance
and
of their
improvements
good character and industry, and who
if
have
Dr.
of
Fowler’s
Extract
plaint,
you
highways.
possesses a knowledge of the commercial Wild strawberry in the medicine chest.—Add.
attention

vener-

dora”. She was not allowed to carry more
than thirty or forty passengers, but Capt.
Crockett has brought her into this port
with 125 men aboard, and couldn’t help it
The men wanted to get ashore
either.
where they could blow in their wealth of
coin, and they came aboard without stopping to display their visiting cards.

1816, which

eighty-two years ago:
“January and February were mild;
March, cold; April opened, warm, but
In May ice
closed with snow and ice.

qualities required are absolute in- took a great interest in all women,
espectegrity, energy and industry, and the ially those unfortunate creatures who have I
qualifications are a knowledge of the fallen without the
pale of the virtuous, {
duties involved in the position sought, and she
endeavored to help them all she
and the application of that knowledge.
could. So we went to see the crowds
Many of the young people of this prac- locked up in the station. Among the pristical and progressive day, have neither
oners w as a
poor girl who had been arthe time nor money to use in procuring a
rested for being drunk. She had been up
The

the Rockland

weather

[The editor Invites secretaries of local unions

a
On
vast
number of places to be tilled, and good
places, too, and it rests with every young
man or woman to determine whether he

to

follows:

like

be

to

memorable

ttiat

owder

111. C. S. U.

so

every year there has been a steady decrease
in the number of good situations that

1898

as

throughout the United States and
Europeas ‘the year without a summer’?
The following are the chilly chronicles of

Mrs. Mary Bollinger, 1101 Marianna
St., Chicago, 111., to Mrs. Pinkham:
I have been troubled for the past
two years with falling of the womb,
leucorrho?a, pains over my* body, sick
headaches, backache, nervousness and
weakness. I tried doctors and various
remedies without relief. After taking
two bottles of your Vegetable Compound, the relief I obtained was truly
wonderful. I have now taken several
more bottles of your famous medicine,
and can say that I am entirely cured.”
Mrs. Henry I)okk, No. mwl Findley St.,
Cincinnati, Ohio, to Mrs. Pinkham:
For a long time I suffered with
chronic inflammation of the womb,
pain in abdomen and bearing-down
feeling. Was very nervous at times, and
bo weak 1 was hardly able to do anything. Was subject to headaches, also
troubled with leucorrhoea.
After doctoring for many months with different
physicians, and gettingnorelief, 1 had
j given up all hope of being well
j
again when I read of the great good
j Lydia E. PinklianTs Vegetable Comj pound was doing. 1 decided immedii
to give it a trial. The result was
! ately
simply past belief. After taking four
i bottles of
Vegetable Compound and
using three packages of Sanative Wash
I can say I feel like a new woman. 1
deem it my duty to announce the fact
to my fellow sufferers that Lydia
E. PinklianTs Vegetable remedies have
entirely cured me of all my pains and
;
Buffering. 1 have her alone to thank
for my recovery, for which I am grateful.
May heaven bless her fur the
good work she is doing for our sex.”

Competi-

true.

(Mass.) Standard
"Is

_

is

up

The shortest «ud surest
way to live
with honor in the world, is to be in
reality what we would appear to be; and
if we observe, we shall find that all
human virtues increase and
strengthen
themselves by the practice and
experience
of them.

known

It I* the .juoen of nursery and toilet powder*.”
Produce* a tine complexion. Recommended by
II J. bryden, Trained Nurse, Weston, Mass.

sharp that good, lucrative positions do not come to those
who are not qualified to fill them, and
every year has found the business world
more exacting in
its requirements, and
tion has become

correspondent writes

A

Helps

Mrs. Pinkham

Overcome Them.

(oinfort

business world

the

How

And

Skin Irritation of any kind, lolling,
is soothed and Inaied quickly by

only

are

Record

The Year 1810 llohls «he
to I>ate.

tions that tit him for work that must be
done.

SUMMER LESS YEAR.

A

THE ILLS OF WOMEN

qualifica-

in business unless he possesses

able and varied career by being burned at
moved to explain that the first step
her dock in Boston.
must he a change of heart and a work
Then followed the steamer “Bluehill",
I
of grace among ministers and church
I w hich was shortly afterwards disposed of
officers by which they will be enabled
to parties across the border, and is nowto understand that the first and the one j
near Cape Breton as a passenger
Vital requisite iu a successful choir is running
and mail steamer. With her departure,
Hot musical proficiency, but Christian
which was two years after she had been
character.
Any other fouudation is built, the
company gave up the route and
and
stubble.
So
as
wood, hay
loug
Crockett chartered steamers to acchurch officers prefer of two candidates Capt.
commodate traffic.
“the better player” or “the better singFinally the late George H. Stover went
er,
irrespective of religious considera- into
partnership w ith him and the steamtions, so long will they have aud deer “Florence" was bought, shortly after
serve to have unmeasured trouble, for
the curse of God rests ou auy such giving away to the “Catherine" and “Juliette". After the death of Mr. Stover,
mockery.—Church Economist.
Commodore Alexander Henderson, C. 58.
N\, bought the boats and formed the
Ministry to the Soul.
Bluehill & Ellsworth line, of
Christ emphasizes ministry to the Rockland,
which he is treasurer. Commodore HenBOul. He does not overlouk physical ills,
derson is also chief engineer of the coast
but makes their relief subordinate to
the necessities of the spiritual nature. guard squadron and is kept pretty busy
the government.
There seems to be a tendency iu our by
Capt. Oscar Crockett, who will comday to reverse this order of service. Humanitariauism is exalted at the expense mand the “Catherine” this season, is one
of the best-known steamboat captains on
of Christ's gospel.
There is too much
attention given to a gospel for this life the Maine coast. His seafaring career beand too little to the gospel for the life gan at the tender age of five years, when
his parents were given the alternative of
to come. Let there not be less relieving
of the sick, the suffering and the needy, allowing the youngster to go to sea with
but more instructiug the ignorant, more his father or to listen to daily complaints
resouing the fallen, more comforting from a remarkably healthful pair of
the dying and more helping men into youthful lungs. They adopted the former
course, and while other lads of his age
heaven. —Presbyterian.
were making mud pies Oscar was accompanying his father on deep sea trips and
Transforming Power of Conversion.
a
A new creature in Christ Jesus—that exhibiting great interest in matters nautical.
is what conversion makes one.
It
Oscar Crockett added the title of “capchanges the point of view from which
tain” to his name when he assumed comeverything is regarded. He who has
of the little packet “Medora”, which
been aocustomed, more or less con- mand
for two years between Rockland and
sciously, to consider primarily what he plied
bas supposed to be his own interests Dix Island.
Capt. Crockett and wife had been living
now learns to think first and chiefly of
the divine interests. God and his rela- at Dix Island, acting as superintendent of
tion and duty to God now are the most a quarry and lobstering between whiles.
important subjects of his thought.— Then began the great Dix Island boom,
when 1,600 men found employment within
Cougregatioualist.
the environments of the granite bound
The Mont difficult.
shores, and the monthly pay-roll reached

and these often come suddenly. They
show that we should not despair in auy
circumstances of the triumph of truth.
That triamph is as certain as that the
promises are truo. All we have to do is
to work, wait aud suffer. The latter is
a most difficult thing to do without

big-hearted Capt.

and

—

A

years, and

up

bluff

Crockett has steered his course up and
down the Maine coast this many a day,
admired, respected and beloved by all.
Steam boating is honestly inherited by
Capt. Crockett’s sons, Ralph and Ixniis,
who will command the “Juliette” and
“Rockland", respectively, this season.
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weeks ago wound

Utibrrtianntntz.

earned

Drs. CALDWELL & POLLARD,
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of

the Ontario

Veterinary Surgeons
Cream
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and Dentists.

or Milk tested by the Babcock Lactom
Gravimetric methods.
Office, School Street. Telephone, 38 2.
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Shall we continue along the line of the
It
closing thought of last week’s letter?
was that the end of the war will leave us
with a very much extended horizon of
and

<|\»fy

with

is

It

as

us,

with

the

climber, that the upward step
what

we

As I

had not

out

pointed

mountain
shows

liefore.

seen

tfeeks ago,
impelled us to

some

us

__

hereafter to be more closely
watched by the great nations of the earth;
aikd no longer with mere curiosity and
idle surmisings as to the durability of our
The
experiment in self-government.
future will have In it for them a lingering fear as to what the years to come
conceal of impulsive action on our part,
and of real danger to the nations that
have hitherto known us only in a distant
fashion. From being a remote and unarmed nation whose governmental vagaries could be smiled at, and whose boastful vaporings could be despised, we are
transformed into an essential instrument
in the great concert of nations.
we are

merely

into

morally wrong

;

cannot be

(
{

and

f

our

£

ours

keep

f

nationally right;

to declare that

only fight is for the clearing oat of
dark places of ignorance in order to let in
a great light of a new liberty; that we
shall not seek to extend our domain by
in
iru'i
pin
methods that partake of trickery;
any
“In reeking lulu* and lron-elmrd.’’
that we shall, only so long as is neeeson
artemptation will Ik* to lean
1 sary for their permanent independence,
mies and navies and call them safety. retain our hold
upon the lands we free;
Vet, guiding ourselves by our opponent, and finally that wo shall not forget our
these things to natal declaration
we set* that Spain shows
regarding the consent of
be of small moment unless backed by a
the governed as the base ol governmenthigh purpose. History is proof that the
least of all things for a nation to trust
These times are big with fate.
Generafn is force that is physical instead of tions of men yet unborn will arise to
To make national
moral or mental.
praise or condemn us, according to
power as vanishing as a sand rampart in whether we take actions that disintegrate
a rising tide, let us put our whole trust in
or bind together.
Next week let us in
rilles that repeat, and in iron castles that
kindly spirit discuss the Anglo-American
tioat.
alliance question.
our

—

them in

perfect

order.

Vedette

Bicycles,.$40

C

POPE MFG, e©.,

C

307 East Baltimore St.

)

ELLSWORTH,
K1TTKKY TO CAKIHOU.

1

Dropped on sugar it is plensant to take for colic,
cramp*, cholera-morbus, all summer complaint*,
<»r bites,
in tho stomach, bowels or kidneys,
it is
unis, bruises, sun-burn, sprains or strains,
the sovereign cure. All who use It are amazed at
Its power and are loud in Its praise for ever after.

!

gains

Week’s Windowings of News,
Novelty an<l Nonsense.
Nathaniel French was killed in Stacy’s
mill at Blanchard Friday, by being struck
by a broken belt.

PARSONS’

PILLS.

“Ef
stahts

2?$?K ErtSS

er

as

dar’d be

pill made for Biliousness, Pick Headache, all
I iver troubles. Send for our Book. l*ri< ® ‘ib cts.
1. s. Johnson A c* >.. jb custom 11ouse St., Boston.

youi

day’s work,”
it does when
a

heap

mo’

said

Uncle Eben,

little when you
yoh gits it done,
as

iudustriosity

in d€

world.”

©olto Dust IJlaatimg }Jo inter.

house, with

a bullet hole in his head,
revolver on the floor before him.
The first supposition was that it was a
case of suicide, but suspicious circumstances which developed later led to the
arrest of his wife and her mother on sus-

his

and

Every duty, even the least duty, involves the whole principle of obedience,
and little duties make the will dutiful
that is, supple and prompt to obey.—//.
E. Manning.
“seemed ter ’mount ter

a

An

inkling

of

good

coming

times

for

Dexter arrived in the shape of an order
for over 400 pieces of goods amounting to
18,000 yards, received by the Penobscot
Woolen company, the company recently
formed to operate the Stone mill. The
mill will be put in running order as fast
as

possible

and will

ment for 100 hands

soon

furnish

A woman’s hand tells the tale 1
and white it shows she uses her head to
it is smooth
save her hands—that she uses

tSfW

Vvi/j

with ttie work that the mills

jSBk.

ujy

■t /'
y

/t

do her cleaning. If her hand is rongfc, wrinkled and shrunken,
shows she is still using the old sohp and soda combination.
Why don’t you use Gokl
idu,t Washing Powder?

yyyy
, ^
^

V

/

/Jtj

on

The body of O. F. Graves, of Schoodic,
in
found
formerly of Bangor, was
Graves was beSchoodic lake Friday.
lieved to have committed suicide several
months ago, but it was considered strange
that his body had never been recovered.
This was accounted for when the body
About it was tied a rope to
was found.
Graves
which a rock had been attached.
had weighted himself with the stone and

--

x,

Lurgest package—greatest economy.
THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY.
St. Louis.
New York.
Chicago.
Boston.
Philadelphia.

have

will

I GOLD DUST SS!
to
>t

now

be enough to keep the mills
hand,
running on full time for four or five
months.

VjfJ

>,

deliberately jumped into the lake.

Stibcrttsrmmts.

RANGES

Pe-ru-na For Tlic Nerves.
Catarrh is responsible
for most cases of nervous
prostration. Po-ru-na
always euros catarrh.
Mrs. C. C. Filler, of
Columbus, Ohio, writes
us as follows: “For fifteen years I suffered from
what is called nervous
Several physicians failed to
o mo good.
1 had given up in despair
when I heard of Pe-riwia. Ic gave me
Immediate relief. I want to recommend
it to all who suffer as I did.”
Pe-i u-na is sold by all druggists.

HOT WATER

HEATING

f* APPARATUS.

Srostration.

-AT-

ELDRIDGE’S.

1q

great

va

rlet y.

Letters

from

,

Tub American:

Hancock

County Farmers.
The third bulletin of the State board of
agriculture for the season of 1S9S is devoted
principally to the song birds of Maine.
It is a particularly interesting and valuable number. It contains the following
letters from Hancock county farmers:
Deer Isle—In this section there is
not much need of protection for birds, as
very few, even of the boys, think of destroying them. The most common kinds
that are numerous, are the chickadee,
robin, sparrow, martin, eave swallow,
woodpecker, kingbird and a beautiful
brown and red bird commonly called the
appletree bird, although probably that is
Of course there
nut the scientific name.
are many other kinds, but these are very
aNo
the
numerous,
yellow birds—AmeriThese
can canaries they might be called.
are very tame; a pair of them nest in a
shrub within three feet of my house every
As to the crow, will farmers or
year.
scientists ever agree as to whether he does
more harm in destroying grain than he
does
in destroying insects?
The
kingbird destroys all the small fruits that
he can reach; does he destroy insects
enough to pay? The robin needs to destroy a good many insects to pay for his
depredations on small fruits, particularly
strawberries, but who feels tne heart to
grudge him a share? In this section, last
winter, when the snow was so deep, flocks
of birds came round the houses, and
people threw out hay-seed, crumbs, etc.,
and the birds seemed to show their gratitude by perching near and singing their
sweetest notes. Long live the birds!
R. S. Warren.

good

Lamoine—We do not believe we can
get too many of the small birds to alight
in our orchards and gardens.
We have
noticed that many of the birds we see in
seem
be
do
not
to
with us
early spring
Do they go somelater in the season.
If so,
where else to spend the summer?
where and why do they go? This class of
birds, we have noticed, seem to be more
shy than many of our common field birds,
Is it possible
as sparrows and robbins.
that they go further from the haunts of
We
man to nest and rear their young?
wouiu

lighten

ue

oungeu

us on

iu

anjuuu

»uu

in

en-

this point.

Young & Son.
Hancock—As to the benefit that birds
N. B.

in the way of destroying bad insects,
well convinced it is greatly overestimated. It is my firm belief'that if
all the birds were annihilated it would
have no effect in increasing our most destructive insects. Who ever saw a bird
eat a potato bug or a tent caterpillar':
My observation has fully convinced me
that they seldom form a part of the bird’.food is mort
diet. The bird's insect
largely composed of those insects which
are comparatively harmless to crops, or
really a benefit to them, as the earthworm.
There are many insects which
birds eat which are destroyers of bad ininclude certain kinds of ants,
these
sects;
But with all this, do not get the idea, m>
I advocate the wanton dethat
reader,
struction of the birds, but only to present
A degree ol
the matter in its true light.
consistency should always govern oui
E. W. Wooster.
thoughts and acts.
1

am

Or land—There are few people who
are not interested in our little
friends,
On the farm they art
the song birds.
The song-sparrow
heard at their best.
who emigrates to a warmer clime when
is one of tin
cold weather
first to greet us w ith his sweet song in the
early spring. Another of our familial
birds is the black-capped titmouse, oi
chickadee, which, unlike the sparrow, does
not fear the cold weather, but stays with
us.
His merry “chickadee-dee” can be
the coldest
heard in our orchards
endays in winter, where he is
gaged in searching the limbs for insects,
Their nests can often be found in some
hollow tree near the farm buildings,
The robin is quite domestic in his habits,
He builds his nest as near the farm buildings as he can find it convenient, as instinct tells him that this is a protection
As a song
from his enemy, the crow.
bird, he is a fiat failure. His diet consists of angleworms and strawberries,
especially strawberries. The only way to
save the berries is to fill those robins with
number ten bird shot.
Scarecrows are of
no use.
The bobolink, who spends his
w inters in a southern clime, we do not
His rollicking song is
see enough of.
never tiresome.
They seem to be decreasing in this locality. It is only at long intervals that one is heard.

approaches,

during

-and-

Crockery

i/h'kal in;llktin.

are

Linn woolen mills,at Hartland, have
received a contract from the United States
government for 17,000 shawls for Indians.
These shawls have been made by this
company for live years, and it has always
been the successful bidder for it. This,

|^^v,'fortuniP* Wk

Interesting

employ-

or more.
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Machines and Prices Guaranteed.

One

Baled.10 $12
New

potatoes, pk
Beets, per bu
New beets, bunch
Cabbage,
Onions,

busily

A. II. Dresser.

a

It

has

at

was

play,

the

a

and

was

never

done

been

as

a

deter-

supper party given
there

were

perhaps

dozen persons present.
As the first course was

brought in the
mischievous young woman,
turned to Lieutenant Hobson and said:

hostess,

a

“Will you say grace?”
Lieutenant Hobson did say grace, in
seriousness. There was no joke about
and if

there

after that who

ly

it,

any one at that table
looked sheepish it certain-

not the future hero of

was

all

was

Santiago.

revenue

pound has caused

j

Granulated,

.10
.15
.15
.75,

tax

.06>»

B,

Lumber and Building Materials.
Lumber—per M—
Clapboards—per M—
Extra spruce,
24 326
OOgll
Hemlock,
Hemlock boards, 0‘J 311
173IS
Spruce, No. 1,
Clear pine,
12310
35jj60
Spruce,
15<>20
Extra pine,
Spruce floor,
35<j60
12 315 Laths—per M—
Pine,
Matched pine,
15 318
2.00
Spruce,
Nails, per tb
.043.00
Shingles—per M—
2 75 Cement, per cask
160
Cedar, extra
2 00
.85
clear,
Lime, per cask
2d clear,
175 Brick, per M
7 311
extra one,
150 White lead, pr tb .05 3.Os
••
No. 1,
1 25
.75
scoots,
1 25
Spruce,
125
Hemlock,
Provisions.
.15 3.25 Tripe, per lb
.08
Steak, beef, lb
.11 3.12 Honeycomb tripe,tb .10
Fresh pork,
.123.14
Spring lamb, It* .15 3.25 Ham, per tb
.08 3-16
Shoulder,
.OO3.I0
Veal, per tb
.08 3.H
.12 3.16
Roasts,
Bacon,
Beef, corned, tb .063.10 Mutton, per tb .O63.IO
.15 Poultry—per lb—
tongue,
Salt pork, per tb
.10
.16
Fowl,
.10 3.12
.18
Lard, per lb
Chickens,
.10 Bologna,
.10
l’lgs feet, per tb
.16
Cooked ham, tb
Boneless ham,
.14
Fish.
SaltFresh—
.05
.07 3.10
Cod,
Dry cod,
.05
Pollock,
Haddock,
.043.05
.10 3.12
.30
Mackerel,
Flounders,doz
Halibut tins, .103.12
.15
Lobsters,
.12
Halibut heads,
.05
Pickerel,
.20
Boneless cod, .083.10
Clams, qt
.40 3.75
Tongues and
Oysters, qt
.30
.O83.IO
sounds,
Scallops, qt
.12 Smoked—
Halibut,
.12
.12
Halibut,
Bluefleh,
.25 3.35
.25
Herring, box,
Shad,
.10
.20 3.25
Finnan haddle,
Trout,
.30
Alewlves, doz
.25
Mackerel, each
.25
Salmon,
Fuel.
Wood—per cord
Coal—per ton—
6 25
00
3
^600
Broken,
Dry hard,
6 25
2 00 33 50
Stove,
Dry soft,
6 25
Egg,
Roundings per load
6 25
1OO3I 25
Nut,
6 00
Blacksmith’!
Flour, Grain and Feed.
The collapse of Leiter, the wheat speculator,
has caused a break In the wheat market, and
flour has dropped off $1 a barrel in local market.
The price will probably rule high for
some time, but It Is not considered likely that
There is
there will be another boom upward.
nrosnect of another big cron, but the foreign
demand continues and will steady the market.
.95
Shorts—bag—
Flour—per bb—
6 50 §7 00 Mixed feed, bag
1.00
Straights,
St. Loul9 roller,
Middlings,bag l.OOgl. 10
6 50-§7 00
Patents—
Winter wheat,
7 25
7 50
Spring wheat,
Corn meal, per bag .95
Corn, full weight per
1.00
bag
Oats, western, per
.43 g.45
bu
Hides and Tallow.
Hides—per tb—
Tallow—per tb—
.01 **
Ox,
.05^
Rough,
.05 ^
.03 >,
Cow,
Tried,
.05
Bull,
Calf skins, green

.253.75

Pelts,
Lambskins,

.40 g .50

.10 g.20
Seeds.
2 "0 Clover—per
.Is
Red,
.18
Alslke,
I tried Fruit.
.12 3.20 Tamarinds,

Herdsgrass, bu
Redtop, per tb
Lawn seed, per tb
Figs,
Oates,
Ral-dns,
Prunes,

tb—

Currants,
.08 §.15 Apples, string
.log.14 Apples, sliced
.lo

.1.

.li

to

TRIBOU
DECK,

IS STILL ON

AND DON’T YOU FORGET IT.
We are not selling goods for less than
cost, but our prices are down to hard
War cuts no ice W'ith us.
t imes’ figure.
We know

will not be called on to
we say, give it to those
Drive them into the sea and
Don’t worry about
there.
war, take things as they come and you
will be happy. By the way, if you want
to be happy don’t fail to secure one of
those
we

fight, so,|0f course,

Spaniards.
keep them

REVERSIBLE

RUGS

that we have sold bo many of
in tlie past. A new lot just in
at prices that will astonish
you. A few more sets of those

MILK and PUDDING PANS.
Sizes 1 to 8
at 25 cts. per
large line of

quarts, going

AGATE
at

bottom

everybody

Also

set.

a

WARE

prices.

We want
to call and Bee our

new

DIRIGO COOKING UTENSILS.
We have sold over 1,000 of them in the
past three weeks, and everybody is deWe have a few
lighted with them.
Clothespins left at 1 c. per do/.en.

We have just added

a

large line of

SHOES
ranging in price from (>5c. to $1 25.
Don’t go out of the city to buy goods
when
home.

you

can

save

money

buying

at

Patronize home industries and
help yourself while you help others; then
you will always be happy.

I>.

F. TRIBOU,

Ellsworth.
No. 2 Franklin St..
(3 doors from Main street.)

M. E. MALONEYS
IDEA
OF THE

Ellsworth, Me., March 7, 1898.
After a careful canvass of the different
towns and cities in every county of the State,
I have come to the conclusion that there neva better time than the present to ener was
gage in the carriage business, that is, for one
who has a thorough knowledge of the busiwho is willing to take off his coat
ness and
and put his whole energy into the work.
Sixteen years ago you could not sell a good
vehicle for what it cost to produce it. That
was because some were deluded by the cheap
western imitations of our work which could
be bought for a much less sum, but which were
worth practically nothing. To be sure they
looked very spick and span at first, blit one
season, if they held together as long as that,
proved to the owner the foolhardiness of the
policy of purchasing the cheapest without regard to the saving to be made in the long run
by buying of a local dealer and getting your
The unscrupulous dealer
money's worth.
reaped a harvest off these carriages. Some he
as
bought
cheap as £25 and palmed them off
on some unsuspecting customer for £100 or
more.

-b

.08 3.L
.0*

.b

Colored Map of Culm Free,
receipt of your address and a 2-ccnt stamj
for postage, the Boston Herald offers for f
on

short time to send a beautiful colored map o;
Cuba free to all.
Every young person shoulc
have this map, as it is a great educator. Witl
this map you can follow the movements of
single battleship or the whole fleet. While thej
last, this oiler Is open to all.
Address The Boston Herald, Boston, Mass.-4dv«.

iUibcrtisnucnts.

The

family cathartic
operate.—Advt.

the favorite

atmcrtisnncnta.

an

.06
Buckwheat,
.06 Graham,
.05
.05
.05% Rye meal,
Oil—per gal—
Molasses—per gal—
.35
Havana.
Linseed,
.603.65
.45 Kerosene, per gal
Porto Rico,
.13
.60 Astral oil,
.15
Syrup,

Coffee—A A
Yellow, C

are

take, easy

.50

on tea of 10 cents a
advance.
Dealers with
stock on hand have divided the profits with the
consumer, so that the advance quoted in local
markets is only 5 cents.
The price will gradually advance to the full amount of the new duty,
or perhaps a few cents above.
.06 §.08
Coffee—per lb
Rice, per lb
.15 §.20 Pickles, per gal .40 §.60
Rio,
.35 Olives, per qt
Mocha,
.353.75
.33 Vinegar—per gal—
Java,
Tea— per tb—
.20
Pure cider,
.0*;
.45§.65 Cracked wheat,
Japan,
.06
.30§.65 Oatmeal, per lb
Oolong,
Quaker rolled oats, .(6
Sugar—per lb—
war

to

1.00
New carrots, bunch .10

.60

.10
.03

Groceries.
The

Ho id's Pills

Easy

Vegetables.
.50 Carrots, bu

Turnips, bu
Radish,
.05 Asparagus,
.06 Tomatoes, lb
Bermuda onions,
.80 jj 1.00 String beans, pk
Potatoes, bu
.07
Cucumbers,
.08
Lettuce,

C

{

temptation will Ik* to descend to the
< INDKKS AS UOAI) METAL.
aggrandizing methods of less compact nations to take a hand in the game of grab
A. J.
Yerrill, a veteran business man
Excellent For ratio*, It Might Do Kquixlly
—and call it statesmanship; unmindful
Well oil th** I’ubllc Highways.
of Auburn, and an honored citizen, died
out
thins
that a “far-tlung battle-line”
The value of cinders for paths is en- Friday, aged seventy-eight years.
This
energy and makes wounding easy.
John P. Gibbs, a well-known Bangor
thusiastically dwelt upon by a Long Iswill be our strongest temptation; but to
land paper, which says that fliey sevtiro horseman, died Wednesday after an illness
yield to it will make us untrue to the mofirm traveling in all sorts of had weatli- of more than a year. The cause of his
tive that tirst impelled us, and will justify
or when anything else would fail to death was paralysis.
the doubts of some of the European na- I
it and cites cases in town to
Patents have been granted to Maine intions regarding the nobility of our aim.
I provido
this effect. It also goes further and
B. P. Emery, KenneThese are some of thy temptations, ().
ventors as follows:
a stretch of roadway laid with
wants
nation that has been led up into an exbunk, boiler; L. B. Perry, Lewiston, fifth
ift
order
to see whether they
them
wheel for railway cars.
ceedingly high place! The world with all would
give like satisfactory results unIf hungry, thou
its glory lies beneath.
Peter Archie, a French Canadian, aged
der heavy travel. Their action may bo
hast it in thy power to stop and eat
in
the
seventeen years, was drowned
determiued as follows:
Or
the bread of pride that satisfleth not.
“Fill a tub half full of loam; then Saco river at Biddeford Thursday, while
there is for thee devotion to the sublime
He was unable to swim, and
fill it up with water. Now put on your bathing.
rubber boots and step in. Toucan read* stepped beyond his depth.
fHrtiical.
Gilman H. Davis, one of the veteran
ily force your feet down to the bottom
of tho tub in the soft mud. If fine sand lumbermen of the Penobscot, was found
were used, u quicksand would have redead in his room at Oldtown Tuesday.
sulted. Now try tho same experiment The deceased was born in Oldtown in
August*
with cinders. The water has no tenden- 1821, where he had nearly always resided.
cy to soften thorn. You may stamp and Several years ago he retired from active
stir them, but you cannot make mud of business.
to
commences
twine,
When the melon vine
them. You will stand firmly on tho surLast Wednesday Everett
And fruits to colic in stomachs incline ;
White, of
Then all should recall, since “auld lang syne,"
face of tho cinder^ and it in only with
Chelsea, was found dead in a bed-room in
great effort tliat you can
foot down into them at alL

Loose.738

^

Wheels,.$75
50
Hartford Bicycles,.

|

Our

Johnson's Anodyne.

required

F. A. COOMBS, Columbia Dealer,

_

Our mothers hare used

Straw.

/

to

after

whether it

or

course

The victory rests with America’s greatest
medicine, Hood’s Sarsaparilla, when It battles
Best loose, per ton. 9 §10 against any disease caused or promoted by lm.
Baled..12*14 pure or impoverished blood.

}

A cloth to

Columbia Chain

?
\

right.

Furthermore, it is

or worry upon the rider.
Entail no
wipe the polished frame is all that is

work

rebuke

as a

Hay.

l

$125-

—

it

mined.

Improved Yellow Eye, per bush.2.50
Pea, hand picked, per bu.2.25

\ Chaitiless Bicyclesj

it is better to be right than to be
powerful; but better still to be powerful

guarantee of permanency; measuring ourselves foolishly by the standards of
other nations that have risen by material
things, lived by them, and perished by
them.
Higher thought is needed now
Mian for our beloved nation to

Beans.

chain.

Bevel-Gear

{

that

a

dirty, stretching

A Story of Hobson.
About three years ago Lieutenant Hobson, now the hero of Santiago, spent a
winter in Washington, and went about a
good deal in society. He in remembered
He
as a serious and intent young man.
is not lacking in the sense of humor, but
in his ideas of what are fit subjects for
humor he is different from many other
young people of his age. He gave a dignified rebuke once to a gay party of
young fellows, but whether he intended
matter of

Egg".
The Bar Harbor demand begins to affect the
price of eggs.
Fresh laid, per doz.15

that we are
standards
of value. It is ours to declare that the ex]>ediency of gain is less to be considered
than propriety of action; that what is

|

dust.”

temptation will Ik* to plume ouron fighting ability, and interpret it

a

Country Produce,

Creamery per tt>.25
Dairy.20 §.22
Cheese.
Best factory (new) per lb.12 §.16
Best dairy (new).15
Dutch (Imported).90
Neufchatcl.05

show
in

ing

(

|

Improved, per bu (seed).2.50

great unselfish act have been rarer, may
not from our mouthings grow either dis-

couraged or disgusted.
Our opportunity is to
not growing material

V)

j

S

enjoyment,

MKA8CHB8.

Butter.

opportunity is to show that we find
occasion for boasting, no matter how
great our contribution to the cause of human liberty.
It is ours to show a national
l>elief in the greatness of humility.
It is
ours to live out this belief so effectually
that others whose opportunities for a

temptation will be to play our part
that concert, guided by the actions of
those to our right or to our left, instead
of by the motions of the great conductor
before whom the greatest nations are

$

Not to tinker with it
don’t you ?
after each ride and spend hours cleaning and adjustFor

AND

bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
pounds, and a bushel of Turks Island salt shall
weigh TO pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes,
in good order and (It for shipping, is 60 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans in
good order uml lit for shipping, is 62 pounds.
Of wheat, beets, ruta baga turnips and peas, 60
pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions, 52
wounds; of carrots, English turnips, rye and
Indian meal, 50 pounds; of barley anu buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats, 32 pounds, or even
measure as by agreement.

Peas:

Our

Our

Bicycle?

a

C

no

in

selves

(

WKIOHT8

A

j

Do You Want

nor new

them any more than the child reproduces in his appearance the bread, the
milk, the potatoes, etc., that he has devoured. We are old-fashioned enough to
believe that we are what wo are, by the
grace of God, a nation with an individuality peculiar to itself, made so by the
experiences it has encountered. From the
homes of our toilers, in field and in factory; from the patient hearts of mothers
and the strong efforts of our men, may go
up a harmony that will be our contribution to the concert of the Ix>rd of Hosts.
“Righteousness exalteth a nation.’*

strange indeed if it had failed to return with interest to the great, kindly,
national heart.

on

Fwhy

of

been

"Valiant dust that builds

MAINE LAW BKGARDINO

Russia, nor new
France, and none of these can expect to
the find
counterpart in us. Though they all
ingo to the making of us, we are not copies

thing we had yet attempted in exemplifying the golden rule; and it would have

Our

Ireland,

nor new

unselfish motive that
terfere with Spain, was in advance of any-

Hut

Wednesday, .Tune 22, 1898.

Our new opportunities will be reversals
of our temptations.
It is ours to refuse
imitation of the untrue, trivial evil doings
of our neighbors whose moral education
has been less than our own.
We arc
neither new England, nor new Germany,

temptation.

and

opportunity

ELLSWORTH MARKETS.

ership in

“NBMO”.

BY

2H)bcrti0fnunt0.

consciousness of being set for moral leada world that is still too material
and too selfish for full appreciation of the
demands of the century to come.

PRKSENT-DAY THOUGHTS.

Only

However, everyone who purchased one of
tho-c carriages is to-day a walking advertisement for good work and doesn’t lose a chance
to ivi ommend you to buy a good wagon, provided you can secure one at a reasonable price,
lam personally acquainted with people all
over Maine—from
my home in Bllsworth to
.John Mallmon’s hotel in I.ubec, to Smith’s
hotel in Caribou, to the Whitney house in
Presque Isle, to Patten by way of Ox Beau, to
Moosehead Lake and across the country to
Rockland and back home.
In all my travels I have failed to find one
man who has given the western carriages a
trial that will again use one or recommend
others to do so. When asked what he knows
about western carriages he shakes his head
and says he knows enough about them to let
them alone.
To show you that \ am sincere in my remark-. let me tell you what 1 have been doing
carI have built eighty new
this winter.
I warrant
riages t hat I am in hopes to sell.
each and every one of these carriages to he
FIRST-CL ASS in MATERIAL and WORKShould any part prove otherMANSHIP.
wise, at any time, I will make it good regardless of the length of time it has been in use.
To this end I will furnish reference second to
none in the State.
one
But to those who are still willing to
of those western carriages I would say that I
have the agency for this county for one of the
best made—the Cortlaudt wagon. It is made
by the Cortlaudt Wagon Co., of New York.
Iam offering these wagons at a very low
price. Anyone residing in Hancock, Washington or Penobscot counties, who is in need
of a carriage of any kind and who will write
me stating his needs, I will call upon with
the carriage he wants.
I
MY PLAN OF WORK is as follows:
will call upon you in person and explain to
you any points'you are in doubt about. I can
If it be an
then find out your exact needs.
express you want. I can suit you with a light,
In top buggies I carry
medium or heavy.
four different styles, in fact, anythingin the
Don’t
carriage line you can find at my shop.
buy until you see my work and the low rates
I am offering.

try

COUNTY

Paper.
THE AHER1CAN.
Subscribe
For It.

M.

E. MALONEY.

Summer arrived at 4.59 o’clock yesterday afternoon.

JOURNAL

A LOCAL AND POLITICAL

OHITUAlfY.

^looair.

cut’rti

-ammiuu.

PUBLISHED

Fourteen years of duty without missing
a trip is the record of Capt. V. B. Gordon
of the little tug “Phillips Eaton,” of West
Sullivan.

AFTERNOON.

AT

ELLSWORTH, MAINE,
BY THE

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
F. W. Rollins, Editor and Manager.

Subscription l*rloe—$2.00
six

»nth•*;

50

year; $1.00 for
three months; if

a

for

cents

paid ->rletly In advance, $1.50, 75 and 88 cents
respectively. All arrearages are reckoned at

the rate of $2 per year.
Advertising Hates— Are reasonable, and will
be made known on application.

It has been suggested that a Hag-staff
be erected on Green mountain. The stars

stripes

and

not

could

find

a

more

has fallen into

Mrs. Coughlin

com-

line with the

Hancock county towns w hich w ill
glorious Fourth this year in

other

appropriate

a manner

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 22, 1898.

and

the

—Mrs.

who is

a

gunner

on

the

was,

Mills,

“Texas”, another,

on

In

and
The
in

ceiling

the

torn

down

coin

was

at

recently,

size

as

There

was

no

picture of a
cage holding in one
in the other a bag

which

coin

now
car-

election of

responsibility”.
the picture of

on

the

standing

hand

a

or

mule

reverse

with

Firmness” above

C. Burrill

the

the
was

words

it, and below

the words

understand it”.

ELECTION, SEPT. 15, 1898.

For Clerk of Courts:

JOHN t. KNOWLTON, of Ellsworth.
For Judge of Probate:
OSCAR P. CUNNINGHAM, of Bucksport.
For Sheriff:
LEWIS F. HOOPER, of Ellsworth.
For County Attorney:
JOHN E. BUNKER, Jit., of Bar Harbor.
For County Commissioner:
PERRY W. RICHARDSON, of Tremont.
For Register of Deeds:
WILLIAM B. CAMPBELL, of Ellsworth.
Treasurer:

passing of the war tax bill, the
offering of bonds, and the collapse of
Leiter and cash wheat, have made the
week somewhat exciting, says Dun’s
In

spite of some features
justified, the tax bill
approved as probably the best

out offers
amount

more

called

than three times the

desired,

and it will

probably

prove the most successful loan ever
invited by the United States. A great
victory in the field could hardly be

important, especially
fluence on foreign opinion,

more

in its in-

in an age
when wars are carried on with money,
a nation which waits impatiently to
loan

its
government 8700,000,000,
when it wants 8200,000,000, at 3 per
has reason to

for peace.
the excess of
imports in May by

cent.,

Not less Significant

hope

was

exports over
856.980,359, making

a
merchandise
balance in favor of the United States
*571,889,037 in eleven months of the

imports
8102,026,939, though in

fiscal year, while net
were

of

gold

no

pre-

vious fiscal year have the net imports
of gold exceeded 897,466,127 in 1882.

Stamp

Tax.

I

W.

Tapley,

W. B.

in

The

ton

or

New

York,

Portsmouth, N. H.

or

money

order

on

Watery!lie’s Oldest Citl/.eu Dead.
Orrin Guiiifer, the oldest citizen of
Waterville, died Sunday at the age of

ninety-eight

years,

seven

months

and

twelve days.
Mr. Guiiifer was born in the town of
Fairfield. Nov. 9. 1799.

University

Maine

well-known throughout
Hancock county. He was an old miner,
and had worked in the Bluehill and Sullivan mines.
was

Coming Conventions.
Democratic—State, at Bangor, Thursday, June 30.
Republican—State, at Augusta. Tuesday, June 28, at 11 a. m. Third district
(oongreMsional) at Augusta, same day—
June 28, at 10 a. m. County (Hancock)
convention, at Ellsworth, Wednesda3',
J une 22, at 10 a. m.

These Shoes are all Now Goods, of tho X
V Best Quality I'ONiii'l.A KID, Solo Loath X
er Counters, Solo Leather Inncr*olos, and <**

£

V Oak Bottoms.

X

X
X

X

X Indies’

X

Lace, 2144,150 0
Former Price, $2 00.
X

X

7,‘'*mTA'sK. |

Commencing their engagement with the
splcn lid >eii.-»ti<uial Coined v, entitled

“A KOVAL SLAVE”.
The drama

staged with new and elogant scenery f..r each and every art.
invested in < aleiutu and Electrieal effects.
>cenlc produc

1
1

lion.

offices,

reading

lecture

room,

MAUI

*

tentative

a

wide corridor

back.

Prices. (5. 25 arid

....

If You're Minn Yonr
the

over

puzzling

BraiT

question

of

Reserved

seats

on

sale

GO TO THE

WEST END FURNITURE STORE
IS

ODD FELLOWS’ BUILDING.
R

B.

HOLMES, Proprietor.

Sprinc.

This year

-■

ami

I>.

M.

princi-

I'KIiltY'S

DRY GOODS ,,m!-

UNO.

State Street,

Oats

seed.
Ke«l Clover,
and Seed f*ea«.

Our usual lines of

Not a laxative unless taken before breakfast.
EDJION

l.awn Oras*

Alwyke

GARDEN and FLOWER SEEDS.

beverage.

as a

mmmmmmr

Top ami
Harley,

per
^KICuIMk
^WZUflAidlB iilnss.
Excelsior Water is usoil

a

Timothy. Hungarian, K«m1

compound*.

els.

pally

make

Field and Garden Seeds.

Avolil
harmful artificial

*

we

of

r

GROCERIES.

Kllawurth.

WHITING

FIREWORKS

BROS.,

37 Main st.,

|

Kliswortli.

For The FOFKT1I.
No

one

at

I4...

else in town Inis

Wiggln’s Drug

—--'•t

•

FIREWORKS,
in;

EDWIN M. MOORE,

ule.

dealer In all kinds of

Fresh,

Salt,

Smohod,

Dry

FISH.

Best Goods—Lowest Prices.

(I.A.MS, OYSTERS, I.OBSTEUS.

store.

Wednesday Matinee, 10 mil 20o.

FRUIT of all kinds.

A delivery team will bo run dallv, ami
the family trade of Ellsworth and vicinity la respectfully solicited.
Campbell at True Rldg., East End Bridge,

'v

Spriial Xotirrs.
TKACH KISS-

EXAMINATION.
persons desiring to teach in the public schools of the city of Ellsworth the
coining year are notified to present themselves for examination at the high school
room, Main street, on Thursday, July 7, at y
o’clock a. m. No application will be considered until after the examination.
Ernest L. Moors,
Supt. of Schools.

STRAWBERRIES

ALT.

«F.

A.

A

their annual meeting will be holden at the
dwelling-house of the heirs of William
Thompson, in Trenton, on Monday, the
eleventh day of July next, at 2 o'clock’p. m.,
lor the following purposes, viz.:
First. To choose officers for said corporation for the ensuing year.
Second. To transact such other business
relative to the bridge that may appear necessary.
Eden, June 17, 1*98.
Ebkn L. Higgins, Clerk.
By Eben M. Haraor, his attorney.

NOTICE.
warned

person®
against
VLL
Randall,
my
my wife, Alline
I shall
bills of
ere

on

as

pay

no

this date.
North .Sullivan,

E^

TO INTRODUCE
THE FAMOUS

NATIONAL BOND
WRITING PAPER,
pound packages
25

CENTS

PER

at

POUND.

ENVELOPES. 3 bunches for 25cts.
Greatest

Value

ever

offered in

Stationery.
I have three sizes and
L'rea m.

tints—A

two

urine aud

A. COOMBS.

FINE STATIONERY,

Ellsworth,

Maine.

UNTIL JULY

10

trusting
account,

her contracting after
Stili man Randall.
June 20, 1898.

Hhbcrtisnnmts.

The public

tunity

w

ill have

to take

an

oppor-

advantage of

my

CLOSING-OUT SALK

REMOVAL

—OF—

Watches,

Clocks, Jewelry,

SPKCTACLES, EYK-tiLASSES.

|

^

AIrHKKRAS Nellie S. Donovan, of Ells>>
worth, Hancock county, .Stale of
Maine, by btr mortgage ifeed dated the fourteenth day of November, a. d. 1H95, and recorded in the Registry of Deeds for Hancock
county, Maine, in book 296, page 25H, conveyed
to
the
me,
Alexander
undersigned,
C.
Hagerthv, of said Ellsworth, a certain lot or
of land situated in said Ellsworth, and
bounded and described as follows, to wit:
Beginning et an iron bolt at the northwest
corner oT the John Donovan lot; thence running northerly by line of Grant street sixtv
,60, feet to an iron bolt; thence easterly and
at right angles with said street forty (40) feet
to an iron bolt; thence southerly and
parallel
with said Grant street sixty v60; feet to said
Donovan north line: theuce by said Donovan's north line to place of beginning; containing twenty-four hundred (‘2.400- square
feet, together with the buildings thereon.
rvim
uir c-onuiiion oi saia
mortgage
has been and is now broken, now therefore,
by reason of the breach of the condition
thereof, I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage ami give this notice for that
purpose.
A. C. llAOICKTHY.
Dated June 18, a. d. 1838.

parcel

NOTICE

FREDERICK

h

-.

Hfflal Xoticfs.

This Is without doubt the

THE

KIJsSWOKTH, ME.

CUNNINGHAM.

FOR A FEW DATS

NOTICE.

proprietors of the Mount Desert Bridge
Corporation are hereby notified that

'—

fresh every day.

TPHE

or

FORECLOSURE.

AIr HER i: A S Gertrude E. Ulaisdeli, of Pe▼ f
nobscot, in the county of Hancock,
ind State of Maine,
her mortgage deed,
luted the seventeenth by
rfay of September, a. d
1835, and recorded in the Hancock Registry of
Deeds, book 325, page 273, conveyed to me, the
undersigned, a certain parcel of real estate
situated in Penobscot, in said county, and described as follows, to wit: Hounded on the
northwest by the town road leading from
Hosea B. Ward well’s; on the southwest h\
lend of Joseph Perry; on the southeast by the
tide waters of the
Northern Bay”; on th«
n■ rthoust
land of Hosea B, Wwrdwd containing sixteen acres, more or less; and w herea- the
condition of said mortgage has
n
broken, I claim a foreclosure of said ia..rt
gage and give ibis notice for that purposi.
J une ’2u, a. d. 1838.
Sophko\ia W. Blur
s,
By Geo. M. Warren, her attorn. ;.
...

<

SHERIFF’S > \LE.
State of Maine, Manor k .vn.: jum.
n
(1. 1838.
'■TAKEN ON AN EXECUTION issued on
a
X
judgment recorded at the term of the
supreme judicial court, holden at Ellsworth,
within and for said county amt State, on
the third Tuesday of January, a. d. 189*. which
said judgment bears date the ninth
day of
February, a. d. 189*. wherein John (*. L’Kngl.
nf Jacksom ille, Florida, is creditor and tin
Bangor and Castine Telegraph company, a
corporation established by law, is debtor;
and to satisfy said execution and incidental
charges, F shall sell, at public auction, in accordance with the statute in such cases mad.
ami provided, the franchise of said corporation at the office of Geo. M. Warren, in < nstine, in said county, on Saturday, the twentythird day of July, a. d. 1838, at ten o’clock in
the foreuoon.
J. M. Vogeli.,
Deputy Sheriff.
A.

I have cloM-d rny -tore on Water Street, and
shall be pleased t<> wait on my customers at n.y

New Store

on

Main St..

in the old Odd Fellows'

Building,

Thanking all fur pa-t patronage, and desiring
continuance of your trade in the future, 1
shall try to please you in quality and price.

a

fall

for work

by that date—July 10.

N. 11.—All persons Indebted to me are request'd to settle same by .July 4; after that date J
'hall leave bills with attorney for collection.

E. K.
Main

JOY,

Street, cor. State,

Ellsworth.

LABRADOR
Call and

aee me

in my

J^YXWOOD

F.

New Store.

JERSEY FARM

BUTTER

GILLS,

Attorney and

IS

Counsellor

most Furniture for
Special attention given
little money.
Commercial business.

STOP !

White Lead.

Haw Oil, Varnishes ami
Shellac.
Colors ami Paint finishes.
ami

Served in its

V

at

Law.

MONEY

LOAN.

JFot Salt.

OR PERSONAL PROPERTY
ALL BUSINESS STB CTLY

Oflicca

over

SALE BY

ARTHUR SHUTK & CO.

SECURITY TAKEN ON REAL ESTATE

Ellsworth,

FOP.

to Collections and all

TO

THE

Best in the Market.

howto get the
a

“Eagle”
IIoIIimI

specialty

W. If. DRESSER.

3bbcrtisrmmta.

inning

U. S. Deck Paint for floors.

jjjjjjj,,,

A

nui iv r..

one

World’s Fair

We sell the
Prize- W

35c.

annual meeting of the stockholders
of the Frenchman’s Bay and Mt. Desert
Laud and Water company will be held at the
office of said company upon the Main wharf
at Sorrento, Hancock county, Maine, on Tuesday, June 28, a. d. 1*98. at 9 30 o'clock in the
forenoon, for the purpose of electing a board
of directors and clerk of said company, and
acting upon any other business which may
come before said meeting.
properly
Per order,
Cuari.es P. Simpson,
Clerk of said company.
June 2, 1898.

run-

On

Paper.

ALL COLORS.

The best

Park

by

Cloths,

GENUINE

PAIN’S

room.

from the front to the

Wall

SARATOGA MATER.

Change of bill nightly.

Popular

Matting,

AND

Button and

WALSH'S,

MADISON,

electrical dance.

At the

Floor Oil

X >XhXhXhXhXm>XhX>00<X«XmX>6

the finest lady dancer In the world,
in her many wonderful and varied
dance-.
Tlie greatest and most

and

Straw

OF

_

school will

library

CHOICE LINKS

Carpets,

X

Child’s Button and I.ace, 8*4-11, 1.00 X
Former Price, $1.25.
X
Misses’ Button and I.ace, 111 2, 1.-.1 ,x.
Former Price, $150.
X

ARTISTS

The Popular and Favorite Star.

on

clude

CHOSEN

CLARENCE BENNETT.

Bangor.
law

OFFER

$ .HO V

V Child’s Button snd l,aee, 6-8,
X
Former Price, $1.00.

X

(business established 60 years)

X
x

—

HALL,

supporting

Oct. 5, in Bangor.
The
opened
rooms selected will be remodeled to inbe

for the

Skerry

22

till

below, the

Proprietary and documentary stamps other above the elbow, one small stone
payment of stamp taxes under the passed through his lungs, and the
sight
war revenue act will be on sale by July 1.
of one eye was destroyed. He died SatOrders for these stamps, which may be
urday. Campbell was severely burned
sent to James A. Wood, collector, Ports- and
bruised.

i

X

TIE SPEARS COMEDY CO.,

—

A Law School in

Paper,
Carpets.

¥

& LACE.

—

MONDAY. JUNE 27.

MISS
to

j

one

? BUTTON

Wall

COMMENCING

Campbell.

The delegates were empowered
vacancies in the delegations.

i

S SPRING HEEL

^

Paint,

natural state—not

Third district conventions

•ooms, most of which command
line
ievvs of the river and surrounding country. A wide veranda is a specially valuat 4 p. m., or on arrival of mail from Ellsible feature.
worth. Arrive at Cranberry Isles in ls4
The house is locked on t he high ground
hours.
up from the steamboat wharf and back
Koute 1442.
Franklin to Eastbrook.
from the site of the old boarding-house,
Leave Franklin daily, except Sundae on
now torn down.
The house is under the
arrival of mail, but not later than 10 a. m. ;
of Mrs. Mary t\ Donnell.
Arrive at Eastbrook in two hours. Leave 1 management
Eastbrook. daily, except Sunday, at 12.30
Healthy, happy children make better men and
p. m. Arrive at Franklin by 2.30 p. m.
women of us all.
A little care and a little
\ ianKoute 1099.
Bar Harbor to Winter
rdng before birth is often more Important t> an
Harbor. Leave Bar Harbor wharf daily
anything that can be done after. On tiie mothexcept Sunday, 9.25 a. m. and 5.45 p. m., ir’s health and strength depend the life and the
future of tin- children.
A
or on arrival of train
weak and -i.-klv
boat.
Arrive at
Winter Harbor in 1 hour and 10 minutes. woman cannot bear strong and healthy chilIren. Most of the weak ues* of women Is ut
Leave Winter Harbor daily, except Sun- terlv
inexcusable.
Proper care and proper
day, S a. m. and 2.45 p. in. Arrive at Bar medicine will cure almost
any disorder of the
Harbor wharf by 9.10 a. m. and 3.55 p. m. feminine
organism. 1 »r. Pierce's Favorite Prescription lias been tested In thirty year- «.f
practice. It is healing, soothing, strengthening.
Killed by D3'nainite Explosion.
It is perfectly natural in its operation and efDavid Skerr3’, of Bar Harbor, and Wil- fect. By its use, thousands of weak women
have been made strong and healthy—have been
liam Campbell, of East Machias, were made
the mothers ol etroug and healthy chilthe victims of a permature explosion dren. Taken during gestation, It make^ child
birth easy and almost painless and insure- the
of dynamite last Thursday.
The men well-being of both mother and
child.
Send
21 cents in one-cent stamps to World’s Ids.
were employed in setting poles for the
pensary Medical Association, Buffalo, >:. y.t
telephone line extension from Machias to and
receive Dr. Pierce’s 1,008 page “Common
Sense Medical Adviser", profusely illustrated.
Calais.

both arms,

!

CALLS FOR

THU EE DAYS ONLY,

tide is the dining-room, on the other several large rooms which can be used for
■eading-rooms, parlor, etc.
The kitchen is in an annex, entirely
There are
ieparate from the house.
:weuty-five well-lighted and airy sleeping

re-

county:
Koute 134S. Cranberry Isles to Southwest
Harbor.
Leave
Cranberry Isles
daily, except Sunday, at 12 in. Arrive
at Southwest Harbor by 1.45 p. m.
Leave
Southwest Harbor daily, except Sunday,

lost

i

SALE I

—

ELLSWORTH.

H. B.
Augusta June 28:
Saunders. H. E. Hamlin, J. H. McDonald.
J. F. Knowlton, C. C. Burrill, T. F. Mahoney, A. R. Devereux. F. A. Coo mb**. <>.

ning

Hancock

Skerry

mouth. N. H., should state kind and
must
be
denomination desired, and
accompanied by a cashier’s draft on Bos-

HANCOCK

re-

caucus

in

3oor is divided

Ellsworth.

Changes In Postal Service.
Among changes in the postal service
that could be obtained from Congress
announced are the following
this year, and gave
assurance
of | cently

already

The

ballot for delegates to the

to

held

The

which cannot be

has

committee to

New Hotel at Verona.
hotel, the new hotel at
V’erona park camp-ground, was opened
Saturday evening by a ball.
The hotel ia an airy frame structure of
;wo stories and a mansard roof,
relieved
The ground
3y a tower in the centre.

Walter S. Hunt, Mrs. Charles H. Wood,
Mrs. Charles P. Stetson, Miss Mary H.
Merrill, Mrs. Henry Fairbanks, Mrs.
Moses Giddings, Miss Jane B. Pickering,
Mrs. Henry P. Dowst.
Among new members elected were Dr.
George A. Phillips and H. E. Hamlin, of

The

provision

Devereux and F.

vz.

OMAR W. TAPLEY. of Ellsworth.

Its bond

a

j

For Senators:
KL'FCS P. GRINDLE, of Blueliill.
HANNIBAL E. HAMLIN, of Ellsworth.

| SPECIAL
I

Smuarment.

secre-

request of the trustees live reprelawyers will act as an advisory'
board of control.
These are ex-Gov.
j Henry B. Cleaves, of Portland; Justice A.
J
Butler, Sullivan; Mrs. Lena B. Clark and i
P. Wiswell and Justice W. H. Foglflr, of
John C. Butler, Franklin.
the supreme court, Gen. Charles Hamlin,
East Maine General Hospital.
reporter of decisions for the supreme
court, and Hon. Herbert M. Heath, of
The East Maine General Hospital association held its annual meeting at Bangor Augusta.
The faculty will include beside the !
The officers elected were as
Monday.
follows:
^resident, Prof. George E. Garland, now
President, Charles Hamlin; vice-presi- professor of law in the University of 1111dent, Edward Stetson; secretary, Charles lois. Prof. Allen E. Rogers, Hon. Charles
Hamlin and Justices L. A. Emery and A.
H. Bartlett; treasurer, Charles I). Crosby;
?. Wiswell of the supreme court.
auditor, Isaiah K. Stetson.
The course will cover two years in acTrustees, Isaiah K. Stetson; B. B.
cordance with the requirement for adThatcher, John L. Crosby.
This period will
Directors, Mrs. Frank Hinckley, pres- mission to the bar.
ident, Mrs. Caroline R. Mason, Mrs. Han- Drobably be extended to three years by
;he next legislature. The only fees will
nibal Hamlin, Mrs. William C. Mason,
secretary, Mrs. Frederick H. Noble, Mrs. be an annual tuition fee of f60, and a
Frances M. Pratt, Miss Elizabeth Tal- ^uuunnuu

REPUBLICAN CO. TICKET.

pmprppnrv.

A. R.

chosen

and count votes.

the State and
to be

1

the

con-

nomina-

“The Constitution ns 1
What is it? What is its | Ill-Ill. lilt*
IHIl'fH lll Ktl >“ H** HUITCKBIUI.
value?
Who used it, and what year was
t he vote being 133 to %.
it made? These are a few of the quesThe delegates elected were as follows:
tions to which The American’s Ocean*
Henry E. Davis, Austin H. Joy, Walter K.
ville correspondent would like an answer.
Parker, Robert B. Holmes, Henry Lord,
1
L. M. Moore, M. J. Drutnmey, Josiah H.
Old Citizen of Franklin Dead.
Higgins, Charles A. Allen, O. W. Tripp, I
West Franklin, June 20 (special)— Vinal F.
Hooper, William H. Patten. A.
Ambrose Butler, the oldest representaW. Curtis, Charles Curtis, George H.
in
this
tive of the Butler family
vicinity, tfould, L. D. Patten, Harvard Greely,
died last Wednesday, in the
seventy- John Si Ivy.
eighth year of his age.
The following were elected delegates to
were

AUGUSTA,

for

the

county convention. There were two lists
of delegates in the Held, one known as
the Hooper delegates, the other as the
Kingman delegates. James T. Cushman,
who is a candidate for the nomination,
did not have a list of delegates in the

..

revenue

on

were

ceive, sort
proceeded

silver.

side

the

in

delegates to the county

Drummey,

C. H.

a

sword and

gold

of

in

centered

_

2t>fm:tisrmcnts.

a&brrtissnnmta.

tary.

j

needed

large attendance. The

caucus

chairman, and W. H. Titus

chosen

cent.
copper
it. On one side

man

after-

Drummey, chairman of the republican
city committee. John A. Peters, jr., was

old

On the
a

was

AT 10 O’CLOCK A. M
for the purpose ol nominating a candidate for
Representative to .v-tlt ('ongte«s of the I’nited
fcuiio- to be voted l'or at the September election.
Mr. Butler was born and died at the old
Al.'O to -eV'ct a district committee and to transButler homestead on Butler’s point, and
r't at.
other business that may properly conic
before it.
all his life had been passed there, except
a-:Tm
iv| t. sentation will be a- fol!
low'
Each city, 'own and plantation will be the years when lie was in the service of
enp.*! ’to or.* .Ic'ogate, and lor e«
his country.
nty
live V 'tcp east tort'e- republican candidate tor
His father was George Butler, who was
an additional delegate, and
govei'o:- in Is
ior a fraction ol forty vote.- in excess of seven- the son of Moses Butler, the pioneer ButVaUv*a
further
additional
votes,
ty.
delegate.
cancies in the delegation of any city, town or ler in this vicinity, who settled at Butler’s
plantation can only be tilled by a resident of point over 100 years ago.
the county in which the vacancy exist-.
Ambrose Butler was the last of a family
Tli
District committee will be in sess’on in
the city council rooms ol City hall, at 9 o’clock of thirteen children. As the oldest repon the morning of the con’ ention, for the pur ;
resentative of the Butler family, when
pose of receiving the credentials of delegates.
Deleg ttes, in order to be eligible to participate the Butler family association was organi tiie convention, u.u.-t be electeil -ub. e.juc it
ized a few years ago he was made presito the date of t
call for this convention.
Per order,
dent, and held the office at his death.
J. W. Black,
Mr. Butler leaves
seven
children—
I*, o. Vickery,
t harles H. dkummey,
Lafayette Butler, Franklin; Mrs. James'
W. H. WILDES,
E. Parsons, Ellsworth; George W. Butler,
j
Committee.
Franklin; Ambrose D. and Charles C.

was

was a

of the

days of the

both

Beware of Ointments for Catarrh that Contain Mercury,
as mercury will surely destroy the sense of
smell and completely derange the whole system
when entering It through the mucous surfaces.
Such articles should never be use*! except on
prescriptions from reputable physicians, as the
daniAge they will do Is ten foln to »he good you
can possibly derlvo from them
Hall’s Catarrh
Cure, manufae ured by F J. Cheney A Co., To
kilo, O., contains no mercury, and is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood and
In buying
mucous surfaces **f the system.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure In? sure you get the genuine. It is taken Internally, ami made In Toledo, Ohio, by F. J. Cheney A Co. Testimonials
free.
Sold by Druggist", price TV. per bottle.
Hall’s Famll} Pills are the best.

vention,
tight being
tion for sheriff.
caucus
was called to order by C. H.
The

copper
was

Around the border the words “I take

“Roman

There

interest

Saturday

tester will be exhib-

operated during

meeting.

County Conventions.
voters of Ellsworth met

at Hancock hall

caucus

by Sec

a ui

ited and

State, District

to

Maine State grange.
“A Question of Fertilizers,”
B W Mr Keen.

m

The Babcock milk

republican

noon.

Buck-

odd

an

This

the
date

the

old

Oceanville,

found.

same

was

the

of

“Importance of the Dairy Industry,”
by Sec B W Mr Keen.
“Growing Farm Crops, Clover, Corn,
the Silo, and Soiling Crops,” by F
S Adams, of
Bowdoln, overseer

Saturday.
“Dairy Breeding,” by Prof G M
Gowell, of Orono.
1.30 pm “Dairy Feeding,” by See B W Me
Keen, followed by a talk by F S
Adams on the same subject.
7.30 p m “Manufacture and Disposition of the
Dairy Products,” by Prof Gowell.

10.30

CAUCUS.

the

minster house

Tuesday, June 2$,

Review.

and

Elected

Delegates

penter.

WII.I. 15E HELD IN

County

Michael

REPUBLICAN

of his age, offered his dis-

account

charge, but refused to take it and is
doing his duty on the “Manning” as

The Third District Republican
Convention

For

7.CO p

Roland

election, and transacting any other business
that mav p.operly come liefore it.
The .’>ter- of Maine, without regard to past
political differences, who are in favor of sustaining President McKinley and his administration in the conduct of the war with Spain; who
are in favor of sustaining the present wise ami
economical administration of our State affairs,
are cordially Invited to join with the republicans 1; choosing delegates to this convention.
The basis of representation will be as follows
Each --ity, town and plantation will he entitled
to one delegate, and fur each seventy-five votes
the republican candidate for governor
ca.-t :
an additional delegate, and for a fraclu 18>
tion o! tortv votes in excess of seventy five
votes, a further additional delegate. Vacancies
in the delegation of any city, town or planta
tion can only be filled by a resident of the
county In which the vacancy exists.
The ’state committee will be in session in the
city council rooms of City hall at 9 o’clock on
the in. ruing of the convention, for the purpose
of rec iving the credentials of delegates. Delegates, In order to be eligible to participate in
the convention, must be elected subsequent to
the date of the call for this convention.
Per order, Republican State Convention.
.1. H. Man ley. Chairman.
BYron Boyd, Secretary.
Ancu-ta. Me.. Anrll 25. 189S,

m

Dennis
Mrs.
John Coughlin,

Ellsworth.
Funeral services were held at St.
Joseph’s Catholic church Friday morning, Rev. J. D. O’Brien officiating.

man, Eben

1.30 p

all of

Mills, on the “Baltimore”, three
boys, Walter, Herbert and Joseph Morey,
C ITY HALL, AUGUSTA,
on the machine boat “Vulcan”, and one
Charles Morey on the “San Francisco”,
June
28,
1898,
Tuesday,
while on the cutter “Manning” is Jerry
AT 11 O’CLOCK A. 31.,
Wescott, who, when the cutter was orfO” the purpose of nominating a candidate for
gi.'eiinn to be supported at the September dered south at the beginning of the war,

HALL,

Parody,

Ellen

Castine claims a larger representation
in Uncle Sam’s navy than any other Hanone

m

the

McCarty,

She has

10.30a

many years ago.
She leaves a husband and four children

WILL BE HELD IN

CITY

in

was

year.

cock town.

A Republican State Convention

day

to the

Friday.

seventieth
She was born in the
year of her age.
parish of Kennagh county Cork, Ireland,
and was a daughter of
Michael and
Catharine Brady. She came to Ellsworth

celebrate the

Business communications should bo addressed
to, and all nionev orders made payable to, The
Publishing Co., EllsHancock County
worth, Maine.

gramme:

due to heart disease.

was

manding eminence in Maine.

Bucksport

JOHANNA COUGHLIN.

MRS.

Mrs. Johanns Coughlin, an old and esteemed resident of Ellsworth, died suddenly at her home on South street last
Mrs. Coughlin
Wednesday afternoon.
had been iu apparently good health to
within a short time of her death.
Death

_

EVERY WEDNESDAY

Farmers’ Institute at North Rluehlll.
A two days’ meeting will be held at
North Biuehill on Friday and Saturday*,
July 1 and 2, with the following pro-

CONFIDENTIAL.

Burrlli National
....

Bank,
Maine.

OUSE and Oro.inds of the late James F.
Co ,rt street. Bridge Hill. Ells\* ill be sold at a
worth.
bargain. For terms
imi information apply to Sylvia W. T)a\>.

H

Subscribe for Thk Ameiucan

M ESS ENG ER’S NOTICE.
Office of the Sheriff of Hancock County.
STATE OK MAINE.
Hancockbb.—June 21, a. d. 1838.
is to give notice that on the fifteenth
X
day of June, a. d. 1898, a wa. rant in
insolvency was issued out of the court of insolvency for said county of Hancock, against
the estate of said Fred A. Noyes, of Sullivan, in the county of Hancock, and State
of
Maine, adjudged
to
be an insolvent
debtor, on petition of said debto., which
petition was tiled on the 15th day of
June, a. d.
date
inter1838, to which
est on claims is to be
computed; that the
payment of any debts to or by said debtor,
And the transfer and delivery of any
property by him are forbidden by law; that a
meeting of the creditors of said debtor, to
prove their debts and choose one or more assignees of his estate, will be held at a court
cf
to be
holden at the probate
court room in Bluehill, in said county of
Hancock, on Tuesday, the fifth day of July,
a. d. 189s, at eleven o’clock in the forenoon.
Given uuder my hand the date first above
written.
R. R Jo-,
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the court of
insolvent} fur said count} of Hancock.

rpiUS

insolvency

—

»

WAR NEWS.

hundred

MAINE

BOY

wot NDED.

COUNTY CONVENTION

E. Webber, son of Capt. Z. Webber, of East Boothbay, arrived home
He was a member
of the
Monday.
crew of “Montgomery”, and was wounded
during the bombardment of San Juan.
He has been in the hospital at Brooklyn,
and speaks in high terms of Miss Long,
daughter of the secretary of the navy,
who nursed him while there.
ANOTHER BATTLESHIP “MAINE”.
At the navy department in Washington

:j
i

LITTLE POLITICAL

ma-

be named
BAR

thickets.

CANDIDATES

wounded.
large, unofficial

killed and

The Spanish

ican

Amer-

one

loss

placing

advices

it

at

wire

nearly 100 killed and 200 wounded. A
Spanish blockhouse and a well upon
which the Spanish guerillas, who have
been annoying the marines,
depended
for water, were destroyed.
Eighteen
Spaniards, including one officer, were
taken prisoners.

for

“Myrtle”

CHURCH NOTES.

I

FREE BAPTIST.

Spanish fort which
guarded Caimanera’s on
Guantanamo
harbor, a
few miles above Camp
destroyed by the “Texas”,
The

II. IF. Cummings, pastor.
Friday, 7.30 p. m., prayer meeting.

Caimanera's
Fort Destroyed

McCalla,

was

Sunday—Preaching at 2 p. in.; Sunday
3; gospel service at 7.30 p. m.
Tuesday, 7.30 p. m., Christian Endeavor

school at

“Marblehead” and “Suwanee” in an
hour’s bombardment to-day. A few shells
were sent into the town destroying the

Spanish
road

damaging

barracks ami

the

station.

peller,

but

limited

nil

did not
hoard niiil

It

explode.
found

In

of

credentials.

on

rmitmn

UNITARIAN.

Rev. Walter Reid JIunt, pastor.
Regular morning worship, with sermon
by the pastor, at 10.30. Subject of sermon,
“A Sign of the Times.”
Sunday school meets in the vestry at

and “Sduator”.

11.45.

reinforce

THURSDAY, JUNE 16.
The fortifications at the
Another
entrance to Santiago harBombardment hor were again bombardat

^

mittee

on

gunners

the accuracy of

16,000 strong,

Cuba,

Santiago.
landing will

commence.

received at

Washington to-day

Direct Cable
Communication
with Sampson,

the

effect

to

cable

that

had
communication
been re-established with
Caimanera, where the Americans hold
Cuban soil. This cable will allow direct

j

government

communication between the

Sampson, within the bounds
of neutrality. The cable company will
be allowed to send commercial and private messages, subject to strict military
and Admiral

Hawaii

annex

Sch Rienzl, CIo.’^ou,
Ho sea Phillips
sell Myra Sears,
FulJtfrtpn.
brick for Ho sea Phillips

the

House last Wednesday by a vote of ‘209
to 91.
It was favorably reported to the

Senate,
tion

and

taken

was

Hussar, Farrell, Rockland,
C J Treworgy
Sch

for considera-

up

Monday.

Sch

MORE MAINE RECRUITS WANTED.
Recruiting officers from the First Maine

Chickamauga, are statioued at Lewiston, Portland and Augusts for the purpose of securing enlist-

regiment,
^

now

regiment

call

^

The whole
Maine is about 300,

volunteers.

75,000

for

number wanted from
and each

officer will till four

HOBSON

AND

HIS

MEN REWARDED.

Lieut. Hobson and his

bravery
more

at

material

motion.
made

seven men

Santiago, they
The

warrant

are

for their

to

receive

reward in the shape of pro-

already
officers Hie height
men

have

been
of

a

ambition* The exact reward
which will fall to* the lot of Hobson has
It wa* announced
not been decided.
be trank
Monday that Hobson would
to the
ferred from the construction corps
of
Jineof the navy, and raised to the rank

sailor's

lieutenant-commander.
SPANISH SOLDIERS HUNGRY.

half-starved Spanish soldier surrenmarines at
dered himself to the American
last WedGuantanamo,
McCalls,
Camp
no food or
lie said he had had
nesday
A

water for

forty-eight

hours,

tie

expected

to the
be shot when he surrendered
uot stand the
Americans, hut he could
hunger longer.
there were
lie said that at Caimanera
•>
Spanish soldiers who
to

,

qoo

half-starved

j
[

companies. j

Reside the public applause, and the
medals, which have been awarded to

for fear
being
would surrender hut
oil small allowkilled.
They were living
and sweet potatoes.
ance of fat pork
of

staves

'went

to

sea

under sealed orders Sunday.

BATTEK1ES FllOM MAINE.
of troops among
under the 75,000 call has been

HEAVY

-taves

Willey, Bulger, San Bias; Mary standlsh, Gray,
Green’s Landing
Sid June 18, schs Lillian Woodruff, Key West
and Tampa; L A Lewis, Bangor
Ar .June 1C, sch- Hattie McG Buck, Chandler,
Bristol; Lunet and Kit Carson, Bangor
Ar June 15, sch Chas A Gllberg, Smith, 8atllla; hark Arlington, Griggs, Antigua; schs
Chromo, Gott, Fall River; Carrie E Pickering,
Deer Isle
Ar June 20, sch Lizzie Lane, Bangor
Portland—Ar June lit, sch Gen Banks, Boston; bark Grace Lynwood, Gilley, Philadelphia
Cld June 10, schs Agricola, Larnson, Frankfort; G W Reed, Bluehiil
Ar June JO, sch Sarah A Blaisdell, Farrell,
Rondout
Philadelphia—Ar June 15, sch Caroline C
Foss, Crabtree, Brunswick
Salem—Sid June 15, sch Mary C Stuart, Phil-

adelphia

apportionment

I he slates

kell, Boston

Boothhay Harisor—Sid June Jo, -chs Harand G W Collin-, Bo.-ton
June 1.', .-ch Franconia,
Young, Bangor for Fire I-land

vest Home, T 1> Baker
New London—Ar

Bluehill,

was

re-

from the western

was

by

re-nominated

ac-

of

probate, Oscar

P.

Cun-

109,

Mr.

acclamation.

For register of deeds, William B. Campbell, of Ellsworth, was nominated by acclamation.
For county treasurer, Omar W. Tapley,
of Ellsworth, was nominated by acclamation.
COUNTY

COMMITTEE.

following county committee

The

was

chosen:

Mt. Desert district, Dr. R. L. Grindle;
Ellsworth
district, Henry Whiting;
Franklin district, William O. Emery, SulPenobscot
livan;
district, Benjamin H.
Nahum
Cushman; Bluehill district,
Hinckley; Bucksport district, Guy W.
McAlister:

Brooksville

district.

C.

H.

Perkins; Deer Isle district, Elmer E.Spofford, Stonington; Amherst district, Chas.

ARRIVED
Havey, Bar Harbor
SAILED

Vineyard Haven—Sid June 18, schs Fran“COLl'MBIA” AGAIN AT SEA.
which was in- conia, Bangor for l’atehogue; T A Stuart, Perth
The cruiser ••Columbia”
Amboy for Mt Desert; Carrie A Bucknam,
a steamer and unLong Cove for New York
jured by collision with
Passed June io, sch Harry W Haynes, Philaat the Brooklyn navy
dergoing repairs
delphia for Surry
She
in
is
shape.
again
Banoor—Ar June JO, sch F Nickcr-on, Hasyard since May 30,
Tlllt E E
1 he

by

for

Wednesday, June 22
Henrietta A Whitney, Woodward, Ronand heads, Whitcomb, Haynes A Co
Hancock County Port*.
West Slli.ivan—Ar June 17, sch Westerloo,
Walls, Deer Isle
Ar June H, schs Mildred Pope, Mitchell, Boston; Mary ( >tuart, Bickford, Boston
•Shi -Iuno 14, sch Harvest Home, Somes, with
curb -tone from A Abbott tor Boston
s!.l June hi, sch G W Collins, Grant, with
curl- -tone from Robert-on A Havey
"M June 17, -eh Ann Bennett, wlthcurb stone
from A Abbott for New Bedford
-; l Jut"' 1'. -ch
Wc.-terioo, Walls, with curbinH""pi-r A Havey for Boston
Bt *. ksport—Ar June 2", schs Melissa Trask,
Tru-k, and Jennie A Stubbs, Dorr, New York
Domestic Port*.
Boston—Ar Juno in, schs Ftheman. Knowl
ton, New York; H S Collins, Deer Isle; C 1.
Morgan, Bangor
Chi June in. bark Allanwilde, Fiekett, Buenos
Ay res; »eh Ann C Stuart, east
Ar June la, -ch Jo.-ephim- Ellieott, Murphy.
1
J
Jacksonville
IIKI’NHWICK, Ga—Sid June 17, sch I) I) HasNew
York
kell, Eaton,
si«l June 15, -ch Pepe Ramirez, Jordan, St
Simons and New York
Mohii.e—Cld June 10, sch John Paul, Foss,
New York
New York—Ar June In, schs Jennie F
dout,

the last

under

Forester,

of

CANDIDATES.

For county attorney, John E. Bunker,
jr., of Bar Harbor, was nominated by
acclamation.
For county commissioner, Perry W.
Richardson, of Tremont, was nominated

Harbor,

Sch

at

ments to till the

Bar

He

mous.

Monday, June 20
Bar Harbor, wood for

paused

his offices at

Bluehill.

A

few

SttJ&trttaemmta.

LINE.

Grade Will be Completed to Franklin
this Mouth.

Strong, steady nerves
Are needed for

Contractor Keneflck has lost all confidence in Maine weather, and whenever he
makes a statement regarding work on the

Washington county railroad, it
always
with the proviso—“if the weather gives
is

chance”.

us a

Yesterday afternoon he said the grade
would be completed to Franklin by July
1, and by t he middle of .July it would be
completed to No. 7. After that the raillayers could not catch hinj though they
laid two miles of iron a day.
Two miles of railroad laid in a day
sounds like wild talk, but with the modern equipments that will be used here it
would not be a remarkable day’s work.
A machine will be employed in laying

P.

Silsby.
RESOLUTIONS

1

ADOPTED.

The committee on resolutions reported
fhe following which were unanimously

adopted:

just finishing

is

conservative and statesmai bke administrallon
of the repulilican party in nj..,io,ml affairs, and
view with especial pride the eoi ’-picuous ability
shown by our chief executive, \» blium McKin-

ley.
Resolved,

"'ise,
That we likewise endof140
r,‘
al*le and economical administration
publican party in this State.
Resolved, That while we regret the necessity
which produces it, we favor a vigorous
tion of the present war with Spain, and at.\
est
of the national administration M,:it

prosecu-

support

honorable peace may be speedily establish
we pledge our hearty suppo "t
the candidates nominated at tlds convention)
and our utmost efforts by all honorable means
an

Resolved, That

to

their election.

THE

R.

district, is a resident of Bluehill,
He
practicing physician.
as senator in the last legislature,

successful

where he made

good record. The doctor
is a brother of Dr. R. L. Grindle, of Mt.
Desert, himself a whilom senator, and at
present the chairman of the republican
county committee.
Col. Hannibal E. Hamlin, of Ellsworth,
is already too well known, not only in the
county, but throughout the State, to
nake extended comment necessary. He is
son of the late Hannibal
Hamlin, of
Bangor, who was vice-president of the

to

II

if

I-' I lumnrf li

three-stall

engine

At Calais

tion is talked of.

Calais

a

freight

two-story brick staThere will also be built

a

three-stall

a

and

house

engine

house and .a

William B. Campbell is the Nestor of
Hancock county’s officials. He entered
the olfice he now holds on January 1, 1873,
and has held it without a break for a
quarter of a century. Mr. Campbell was
a gallant soldier, and lost a leg in the service. He is a native of Eden.

manager of the
Mr. Dowst is

Omar W.

County Treasurer.
Tapley is a native of

He

county.

came

to

tendent of the eastern

Ellsworth

of

the

Central, is to become the general
Washington county road.
a practical railroad man
with years of experience, and will go to
his

new

office with

full

a

knowledge of

what is necessary to make a railroad
lie was always popular with
cessful.

traiiynen

and other

employes

under

suc-

the
him.

success

Everywhere. Nerves
Depend simply, solely.
Upon the blood.
Pure, rich, nourishing
Blood feeds the

nerves

And makes them strong.
The great nerve tonic is
Hood’s

Sarsaparilla,

Because it makes
The blood rich and

Pure, giving

it power

^

WAR

Hancock.
Franklin Roau.
VYTishlngton Co. Jc....
KLLSYVORTH.
Ellsworth Falls.
Nlcolln.
Green Lake.
Lake House.
Egery’s Mill.
llc.l.icn.
Brewer Junction.
Bangor, Ex. St.
6AAUUK,

ill.

U.

DIED.
~

—

days.

MAY'o—At Tremont, Juno 1*!, Mrs Sarah N
Mayo, aged 71 years, 5 months, 3 days.
PHI I.HI PS—At Franklin, June 17, Berdine,
daughter of Mr and Mrs Robert Phillips, aged
7 years, 5 months, 17 days.
WHITS'HY’—At West Sullivan, June 15, MrSarah llovey Whitney, formerly of Dorchess
ter, Mass, aged S3 years, 3 months.

SOON to be ENDED.

\

Trunks, Whips, t
*
i'Lap Rohes,
t Suminei' Blankets,
*

i

Harnesses,

ail"* other horse gear.

♦

♦ Bring
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in

0*‘* ll!in,ess an'* let
into shape for you.
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ll,c
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BANGOR.
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Brewer Junction.
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Kgery’s Mill. +9 03
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Greet. Lake. f6 48
Nicolin
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Ellsworth Falls.
5 00
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+7 23 M0 18 f5 05
Washington Co. .Jc
Franklin Road.
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Hancock.
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Waukeag, Sul. Fy. 7 43 11 oo 5 23
Mt. Desert Ferry.
7 5o 11 10 5 30
S 10.t
Sullivan.
8 40
Sorrento
BAlt HARBOR. 9 15 12 35 6 20,
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6 49
6 45
6 52
t7 12
|7 18
17 27
|7 36
7 49
7 54
t” 59
8 07
18 15
*8 18
8 25
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9 15

♦Dally.

Passengers arc requested to procure tickets
before entering the train, and especially Ellaworth to Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.
GEO. F. EVANS,
Vice-Pros, and Gen’l Manager.
F E. BOOTHBY, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Ag’fc

Steamship Company.
SPRING SCHEDULE.
Regular Fares.

Stars and

will Soon Float Ovei

Stripes

Cuba, Porto Eico and tbe Philippines.
While

considering these facts, remember we
making a decided change In
offer to the trading public,
of Hancock County,

soon contemplate
our business, and
also to the people

A

0 H A NGb

Ur

A

LlbblllYlb

Steamer “Mt. Desert”, Capt. F. L. Wintcrbotham, leaves liar Harbor, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at 100 pm, via Seal Harbor, Northeast Harbor, Southwest Harbor and
Stonlngton (Green’s Landing), lor Rockland,
connecting with steamer "City of Bangor” for
Boston.

At

Prices

Tills is

not

that

idle

RETURNING.

Defy Competition.

talk, these llgures

are

the fact.

Light Print, per yd.B’ jC
Best Dark Print, per yd.4c
Nice Fitting Wrappers, now.80c
Double-width Plaids, per yd.12U.C
Muslins spotted and figured, per

From

days

yd., now.12Uc
Cretons, extra quality, now.Oc
Men's working Gloves, per pair, now.25c
Men's Undershirts, each, now.25c
Men's Laundered Shirts, each, now...48c
Ladies’ black Hose, per pair, now.Sc
Children’s black Hose, per pair, now..lOc
Men’s black Hose, per pair, now.10c
Corset

Springs, each,

now.7c

Ladies’ Belts, each, now.25c
Fine Percales, per yd., now.7' .c

Veiling, per yd.15c
Ladies’ Vests, each, from.5 to 15c
Men’s Outside Shirts.25c
Ball Knitting Cotton white, per ball..2c
Writing Paper, 24 sheets, 24 envelopes, per box.5c
THESE GOODS ARE TO BE

SOLD ONLY for CASH,
each and every person
that may purchase

to

at

Boston, Mondays, Wednesdays and Fri-

5 p

m.

From Rockland, Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Saturdays at (about) 5 p m.

Best

E. S. J. Morse, Agent, Bar Harbor.
Calvin Austin, Gen’l Supt., Boston.
William H. Hill, Gen’l Mgr., Boston.

Rockland, BtDGbfll & Ellsworth Steamh't Co.

Three Trips per Week.
on ard after May
\ one of the steamers of
this line will leave Ellsworth fstaire to Surry) every Monday, U < dim-.lay and Friday at
a. m., Surry at 7, for Bluehill, "South Bln
hill, Brooklin,'Sedgwick, Deer 1-le, Snrgentvi!If, * Little Deer Me, La-tiue, Dark Harbor,
Rockland In season to
.. I-Ie.-boro\ arriving in
connect with boats for Boston (Monday and

Friday).

RETURNING
Will leave Rockland on arrival of boats from
Boston for above landings, arriving in Ellsworth early afternoon.
Through tickets sold on board and baggage
checked through.
O. A. CROCKETT,
Manager, Rockland, Me.
G. W. HIGGINS,
Agent, Ellsworth.
•Flag landing.
Passengers will be called for by leaving word
at Stevens & Drummey’s stable.

A CHANGE TO SAVE A DOLLAR.

l

^
0
+
0

001

BOSTON AND BANGOR

giving

who denies himself the comfort
and convenience of a modern
griiisack when *98 prices are so
reasonable. Same is true of

_•»

M. A.

P.

Boston.

MARRIED.

11.HR—At West Franklin, June 15, Ambrose
lb th r, aged 77 \ ears, months, 15 days.
P.I'NKHK —At Ha-tbrook, June IB, Jotliam s
Bunker, aged 78 years, •; days.
('ol Gill.IN —At Hllsworth, June 15, Johanna,
wife .1 Michael Coughlin, aged 61* years.
At Cranberry Isles, June ID, Mrs
L lb »>BY
ora A Crosby, aged ;;J years, 8 mouths, 7

O

5

5 12
f5 20
5 27
5 32
f5 45
+5 55
f<5 03
to 00:
(i 100 28
<5 37:

5 45
Portland...
9 25
5 57'
Boston.
BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.

TO BUY GOODS

HI

30

A. M.
1 40

beth.]

CAPTKK—GRAY'—At North Brooksvllle, June
(5, by Rev 1) Smith, Miss Nettie K Carter, of
Sedgwick, to Orris C Gray, of Bluehiit.
MAYNARD—GRANT—At Marlaville, June 1G,
by Jere II Jordan, esq, Miss Bertha Kdna
Maynard to Horace Wilmer Grant, both of
Otis.
SNoWMAN—SPKAGI'K At Penobscot, June
lb, by Rev George M Bailey, Miss Nellie F
Snowman to K Arthur Sprague, both of Penobscot.
sA I'NDKRS—CA RTFK—-\t Surry, June ", by
G
1> Garland, Miss Maud N Saunders to
Jo-iuh K Carter, both of Su»ry.
\V• >01>—11ASK KI. H— A t Deer I "le, June 15, by
lie\ Minuid \V ( hapln, Mi-.- Fll/abeth Wood,
of stonington, to Winslow C Haskell, of Deer
Isle.

55!fll

1 07 11 3S
1 20 ill 45
1 52 11 521
1 42 'll 57
+1 57 +12 10
2 1- -12 lit
+2 25 fl2 27
f2 30.1
2 35 (12 33
3 10 12 52
3 2o
100

Ellsworth.

BUTLER—At Sullivan, May 21, to Mr and Mrs
Harry M Butler, a son. [Gerald Wilber.]
CALL—At Cranberry Isles, June 15, to Mr and
Mrs Charles N Call, a daughter. [Georgie E.] |
DUN HAM-At Sullivan, April 27, to Mr and
Mrs Walter Dunham, a son.
FOSS—At Hancock, May 29, to Mr and Mrs
Millard F Foss, a son.
GORDON—At Sullivan, June 11, to Mr and Mrs
John B Gordon, a daughter. [Violet.]
IIALE—At Brooklln, June 9, to Mr and Mrs
Herbert H Hale, a daughter. [Uelen ElizaHANNA—At Sullivan, June 15, to Mr and Mrs
Gipson H Hanna, a son.
HILGROVE—At Sullivan, April 21, to Mr and
Mrs Campbell Hllgrove, a eon. | Robert ]
HENDRICK—At Deer Isle, June 14, to Mr and
Mrs Charles il Hendrick, a son.
LITTLEFIELD—At Bluehlll, June 17, to Dr
and Mrs Otis Littlefield, a daughter.
M’KENZIE—At Franklin, June 10, to Mr and
Mrs Fred McKenzie, a son.
MEARS—At Bluehlll, June IB, to Mr and Mrs
Ernest L Mears, a son.
SMALL—At Deer Isle, June 15, to Mr and Mrs
Forest C Small, a daughter.
WELLS— At Tremont, May .‘50, to Mr and Mrs
Rutus F Wells, ii daughter.

12

tStop on signal or notice to Conductor.
These trains connect at Bangor, with through
trains on Main Line to and from Portland, Boston and St. John.
Tickets for All Points South and Wet.t
on sale at the M. C. R. R. ticket office,

SUjtatiscmcnts.

some

BORN.

division

Maine

Hancock

years ago, and was employed in the insurance office of C. C. Burrill.
For the
past five years he has been in the insurance business on
his own account.
He has marie a good record, and will in
all probability succeed himself.

^

|

?800

It is understood that li. F. Dowst, who
recently resigned the position of superin-

V
Y

a

L»

iu

freight depot.

§ th e man IS FOOLISH
^

the

from

The twenty-two stations on which;bids
do not include the
have been asked,
buildings at Washington junction or at
Calais, plans for which are not yet ready.
At the
These buildings will be larger.
junction, beside the station there will be

♦0*-. ♦04O4O4O*O4O*O4O*O4O4O
for

western
served

Ktrlu

first

as

cost

in

*1,800. Among those who have submitted

SStobrrtiarmcnta.

CANDIDATES.

Senators.
P. Grindle, nominee

line, varying

the

at

term

been received

twenty-two stations to be built along

He has proved
himself of great value to the board, being
a man of wide experience ai d
ound judgment.
Register of Deeds.

The convention then adjourned.

Dr.

his

have

Builders’ estimates
for

Desert island.

—

republicans of Hancock county in
assembled, give expression to our
sentiments f>n the following resolutions:
Resolved, That we heartily endorse the state
and national platforms of the republican party
during the last camiVaiK»b and hereby reiterate
their principles.
Resolved, That we fu\by endorse the wise,
We *tlie
conventlo-11

to secure

of Mt.

men

permitting.”

“weather

depot.
the lead-

July, says Contractor Kene-

the first of

fick,

a

county commissioner.

was 124.
Mr. Hooper reKingman 14, blank 1.
On motion of Mr. Kingman the nomination of Mr. Hooper was made unani-

coal for Steamboat Go

HAWAIIAN ANNEXATION.

ing business

ber of votes cast

ceived

_

bill to

The

judge

For

SAILED

censorship.

between

County Commissioner.
Perry VV. Richardson is one of

ningham, of Bucksport, was nominated
by acclamation.
For
and
sheriff, Lewis F. Hooper
Elmer L. Kingman, both of Ellsworth,
were placed in nomination.
The convention balloted by towns. The whole num-

Wednesday, June 15
Sell David Faust, Smith, Boston, 100 barrels
cement for C H Grlndle
Sch Henrietta A Whitney, Woodward, Boston
SAILED
Thursday, June 16
Sch Lulu W Eppes, Jordan, Boston, wood,
Whitcomb, Haynes & (Jo
ARRIVED
8ch Abigail Haynes, MUIlken, Boston
SAI LED
Friday, June 17
Sch L I) Ketnlck, Wakelicld, Boston, wood for
H M A B Hall
Sch Wesley Abbott, Pederson, Uondout, staves
and heuds for C J Treworgy
ARRIVED
Saturday, June IS
Sch Rlenzi, Closson, Bar Harbor
Sch Express, Kay, Bar Harbor
Sch Harry W Haynes,Goodwin, Philadelphia,

TUESDAY, JUNE 21.
was

Bar Harbor and

clamation.

Ellsworth l'ort.
ARRIVED

ar-

Grindle,

Ellsworth,

of

MARINE LIST.

off

Word

riding

team when

re-

district, and H. E. Hamlin, of Ellsworth,
was nominated from the eastern district.
Both nominations were by acclamation.
For clerk of courts, John F. Kuowlton,

Mr. Brimmer will be forinrlly nominated at a class convention to be called
later.

Santiago to-day.
Admiral Sampson reports that
it will be several days before
rived

a com-

resolutions.

on

Rufus P.

that this year Mariaville
was entitled to the representative to tbe
State legislature. Mariaville’a candidate
is Charles E. Brimmer.

MONDAY, JUNE 20.
The Arst army of invasion
for

made

Mr. Bunker possesses.

nominated for senator
con-

It Was decided

The dynamite cruiser “Vesuvius” was
given a trial, tiring heavily charged projectiles from her three guns over the cliffs
and into the harbojr.
It was impossible
to see their effect.

Troops

was

The committee

number

NOMINATION OF

met at Hancock ball.

their Are.

Arrirc at

Bucksport.
Judge of Probate.

Bluehill.
He was elected for the first
time two years ago, and receives a renomination for a second term without opposition. Mr. Bunker is a great lover of
good horses, and always drives a spanking

convention then proceeded to the

The

this morning, the delegates from
t tie class towns of Amherst, Hancock,
Trenton, Lamoine, Waltham, Aurora,
Otis, Mariaville and plantation No. 33

The bombardment
by American guns.
was very effective.
After the ships ceased
tiring, Admiral Sampson set signals com-

plimenting

at

an

Henry Boynton, of Sullivan, F. C.
Lynam, of Eden, and Stephen B. Thurlow, of Stoningtou, were appointed com-

vention

Admiral
to-day by
Sampson’s fleet, to prerepairs of damage previously done

vent

seminary

permanent.

Meeting of Class Towns.
Following the republican county

ed

Santiago,

was

were

_

^

gen-

years
of delegates to
he
made himself famous at the
entitled, 13(3; number ago
county lair. An angry bull bad attacked
Rev. David L. Yale, pastor.
of delegates present, 127.
The towns of
itH keeper, and would have made abort
work of him had not Mr. Bunker, seeing
Friday evening, 7.30, prayer meeting.
Sunday morning service at 10.30. Ser- Sorrento, Verona, Long Island and No. 7 the danger and rushing out of the crowd,
tackled the infuriated animal, and thrown
mon by t lie pastor.
Sunday school at t lie plantation, were not represented.
him—a trick that required
nerve, skill
usual hour.
The temporary organization was made and
Evening service omitted.
herculean strength, all of which
whole

which towns

troops
Expedition off Admiral Dewey at MaManila.
yor
nilla, left San Francisco
to-day. There were 1,000
men in the
expedition, on board the
transports “Zelandia”, “China”, “Colon”
to

county committee

ported

CONGREGATIONAL.

expedition

The second
Second

The
mittee

7.30.

was

pounds of gun-cotton in good condition. Two ottier mines were picked up
by the “Marblehead V launches.

!125

Dollardtown Free Baptist—Sunday
a. m.; sermon by pastor, H.

W. Cummings, at 10 30 a. in.; Christian
Endeavor meeting Wednesday evening nt

fort was mined.
One mine fouled the “Marblehead’s” pro-

advocate

two

convention then proceeded to business, which was expedited by the able
chairmanship of Mr. Spofford.

school at 9.30

The channel below the

of

The

Ot'T-OF-TOWN SERVICES.
At

that

gathering
delegates

staff—judge

whence his title of

colonel.
Clerk of Courts.
John F. Knowlton is nominated for a
third
term as clerk of
courts.
Mr.
Knowlton is distinguished not only for
his fitness for the office he holds but also
for his intense interest in educational
He has been a member of Ellsmatters.
worth’s school board, and at one time was
supervisor of schools. Previous to coming to Ellsworth he was a valued instructor in the East Maine conference

BUSINESS.

meeting.

rail-

did

THE SHORE

The confidence the county has in its
opportunity to visit the shire town to
To feed the nerves.
perform a pleasing duty, and to congrat- judiciary is again demonstrated by the the rails. This machine is a carrier arulate themselves and each other on the nomination for a fourth term of Judge rangement attached to a construction
Hood’s Sarsaparilla
fact that in these stirring times their O. P. Cunningham, of Bucksport, as train, which delivers the ties and rails to
Cures
nervousness,
party is in control of the affairs of the judge of probate. The judge is an Ells- the track-layers at the front of the conworth boy, born and bred, and a graduate struction train.
Men on the flat cars,
nation.
Dyspepsia,
rheumatism,
He succeeded
the late which make up the construction train,
The convention was called to order at of Bowdoin.
Catarrh, scrofula,
10.30 by Dr. R. L. Grindle, chairman of Parker Tuck in the office he now holds merely feed the rails and ties into either
side of the cars, and they are delivered as
And all forms of
the county committee. After the reading in 1885.
Sheriff.
wanted to the men engaged in laying the
of the call, Rev. J. P. Siraontou offered
Impure blood.
Lewis F. Hooper is a Hancock county track.
prayer.
The rails are then fastened to the ties
The temporary organization was ef- man, coming to Ellsworth as deputyUailraaba anti Steamboats.
fected by the appointment of Hon. E. P. sheriff during the late Sheriff Patterson’s by a temporary bridle, the construction
term of office. Four years ago he dis- train rolls
along over it as fast as the
Spofford, of Deer Isle, chairman, and B.
E. Tracy, of Winter Harbor, and B. E. puted the nomination with William Fen- rails are laid, and the spikers follow the Maine Central Railroad.
Clark, of Bar Harbor, secretaries. Henry nelly and J. T. Cushman, and fell “out- train, to be followed in turn by the balside the breastworks”. Two years ago he last train.
Commencing June 5, 1898,
Boynton, of Sullivan, escorted Mr. SpofThis is the modern way of track-lay- TRAINS RUN AS FOLLOWS:
ford to the chair, on assuming which he secured the nomination and was elected.
BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR.
delivered a stirring speech covering the He has now been renominated for a sec- ing. In this way two miles of track can
P. M.IA. M. P. M. P. M.
be layed in a day, but the average day’s
issues of the day.
The speech was lis- ond term.
BAR
10 30 3 15 7 30
HARBOR..
County Attorney.
work is from one to one and one-half Sorrento.>.
tened to with the greatest interest, and
3 501
J. E. Bunker, jr., is a rising young at- miles.
Sullivan.
4 20j
the speaker was interrupted again and
12
Mt.
Desert
40
11
20
4
501 8 25
Ferry.
torney of Bar Harbor, with an office in
Track-laying will begin at this end by YVaukeag, Sul. Fy. 12 50 11 27 4 57! *8 32
again by applause.

the

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 15.

as

years ago, nevertheless the
interesting, and afforded

HARBOR FORTIFICATIONS.

landed
poles and
government telephone on
Thursday and Friday. G. II. Fernald,
the builder, landed lumber for dwellinghouse for the signal station. The house
will be ready for occupancy by Saturday.
Steamer

convention

this

“Ohio” and “Missouri”.

BAKER’S ISLAND SIGNAL STATION.

was

United States during Lincoln’s first term.
Hamlin is a graduate of Colby
university, a lawyer by profession, being
a member of the firm of Hale &
Hamlin,
of Ellsworth. He has served two terms
in the lower branch of the legislature,
and therefore is not without knowledge
of public business.
He is a member of
Gov. Pow’ers’

RENOMINATED.

■■

Col.

eral,

gineer.
were

EXCITEMENT—H. E.

HAMLIN FOR SENATOR—ALL OTHER

Preparations are being made for the
Guantanamo, re- immediate construction of fortifications
inforced by a small body of Cuban, made in Frenchman’s bay, and the mounting
an attack on a Spanish camp live miles
of four big guns at Turtle island, Egg
The
from the American camp to-day.
Work on the
Kock and Schooner Head.
Hpaniards were completely routed, being fortifications will be under the personal
driven from place to place in the tropical
supervision of Major Hoxie, U. S. enTwo Cubans

IN

ELLSWORTH TO-DAY.

bor of

§

HELD

To-day our good city of Ellsworth is
given over to a discussion of politics in
general, and of Hancock county politics
in particular, from a republican standMonday Secretary Long supplied names point. It is the day appointed for tlie
for the thirty-five warships authorized
holding of the county convention—the
under the last naval appropriation bill. naming of the men who are to be elected
First in the list was a tirst-class battle- to various county oflices at the Septemship, which received the name of ber election.
The other big battleships will
“Maine”.
Although no such excitement attends

rlnea from Camp MeCalla,on the outer har-

Amcrican
Victory in Cuba.

HANCOCK REPUBLICANS.

James

14.

JUNE

Three

three heavy

batteries.

In this column from week to week during the
continuance of the war. Tub American will
print the Important facts and events'Voof the
shall
war In the order of their occurrence.
endeavor to separate the wheat from the chaff—
fart from rumor—to the end that renders of The
American will he correctly informed of tin*
progress of events. We will give no si»r'*e here
to unauthenticated rumors, and will relieve the
Inacof all sensational features and
news
curacies which are Inseparable from daily press
tell
the
We
will
news
bulletins.
and
reports
plain, unvarnished tale, that the flies of The
AMERICAN may afford a fairly correct history of
on Wednesdays, however, we will
the war.
print the most reliable news bulletins rccelv d
up to ihe hour of going to press, but these
this
bulletins will be entirely apart from
column.

TUESDAY,

Maine’s quota

completed.

is

WE

V//f

SHALL

BOOM BUSINESS
to

its utmost in order
before making the

lessen

large stock
contemplated change.
to

p
•

A

k\|l

fj Ur

will buy a new Guaranteed
BICYCLE. Wo have other

grades at higher prices.

Bicycle Supplies. Repairing of all

sorts.

our

ELLSWORTH
Franklin

St.,

BICYCLE CO.,
Ellsworth.

REMEMBER

SMITH’S,
One of the Busiest Places of Business
in Ellsworth.
Main Street,

Ellsworth, Me.

Hens!

Hens!

Hens!

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS.

Eggs for hatching from the best stock
imported into the State.
C. L. MORANG.

ever

f

rt

•_1_■—

Ths2American
of

in

Hancock county;

the other papers in the county

all

COUNTY NEWS.

subscribers at 106

has

post-offices

the 116

com-

additional

County .Vwi

other

see

page*.

Henry Clark has had some marked immade to his house.
provements
ican is not the only paper printed in
Mrs. Lucy Clark is able to get about
Hancock county, and has never claimed to again though not yet fully recovered.
Mrs. Caroline Clark, who was quite ill
be, but it ■*« t*o only paper that can prop! for a week or two recently, is now greatly
erly be called a County paper; all the
improved.
rest a re merely local papers. The circulaJ. O. Whitcomb, of the University of
tion of The American, barring the Bar
Maine, spent a few days here last week.
Harbor Record'8 summer list, is larger His friends
congratulate him on the
than that of all the other papers printed marked excellence of his “Ivy Day Oration” published in the neat college magain Hancock county.
bined do not reach

so

Tee Amer-

many.

The Cadet.

zine,

For additiona7

The

Knights
Fourth.

the

itnfy Xetcs

<'

see

other

pages.

Snlltvan.

of

Pythias

celebrate

will

Bradbury Smith is out again
short illness.
G. W. Pettengiil,
L.JIcK usic are on
the bey this week.

after

8

fishing trip

a

down

Mrs. E. G. Abbott left for Brunswick
Saturday. Her husband graduates from
Bawdoin with this year’s class.

be

employed

In

The

from

work

the

on

Washington

Harvey Hodgkins,
daughter
to-day for Sorrento to spend the
Mrs. Hodgkins has had the care

fall.

E. T. Hamor is building an annex to
the Lakewood club-house, fora diningroom and a dance hall.
If completed in
time they intend having a picnic there on
the Fourth of July.

of the Cochrane cottage there for several
seasons.
Mrs. Cochrane cabled her from
England that the family would be at their
summer

return

home

usual, though her

as

own

uncertain.

was

On Thursday of
last week another
Southwest Harbor volunteer, John Carroll, went marching bravely away to enlist,but owing to a slight difference in the
sight of his eyes the vision of one being a
trifle short of the other he came marching back, a regret to himself, but no
doubt a relief to his family.
Fred Mayo
has been assigned to the “Katahdin” as
bugler.

counts
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interesting

enter-

question, “Resolved, That
the present immigration
laws are sufSeth
Norwood
ficiently restricted.”
opened for the affirmative, and Charles
Cook for the negative. The debate proved
that the members had given much time
and thought to the preparation of arguof

the

ments and

seize upon
The programme in addition
wide awake to

were

good points.
included recitations,
reflected

solos and

The whole
credit
well

charge
June 20.
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pantomime

very good, and
the committee in

was

upon
the society in

general.
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T. Giles

The
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most

was

in town

Friday.

county commissioners

were

in town

Wednesday.
Matthew Laughlin is spending
East Eddington.

few

a

weeks in

Mrs. Asa Williams is visiting her daughin Aurora and Amherst.

ters

Haynes and Hollis Patterson returned home Saturday from Jo Mary la^e.
B. B. Whitcomb, of Ellsworth Falls, returned home Sunday after a stay of several days at Alligator lake.
Ezra Williams will go tojNickatous lake
this week.
He will peel bark there for
A. B.

Frank Rice, and several of the
will accompany him.

Stop luggi
coal

I

to

George Clarry.and
day from

dirty

Among those who went from here to attend the quarterly meeting at Clifton were
Ezra Williams and wife, Raymond Williams and wife, Miss Sabine, Mrs. Edgar

kitchen,
waste

Mclniuch and Mrs. E. E. Mace.

Bunker, of East Eddington,
and Rev. Mr. Eckstorm, of Providence, R.
E. were in town on a fishing trip the first
f lb* week.
On Wednesday,
at Dead
stream, with F. A. Avery as guide, they
caught forty-eight trout weighing from
»me*half jMiund to two pounds each. They
-aw -everal
deer during their stay, and
and were well satisfied with their trip.
Dr. Bunker expects to return soon with
Mrs. Bunker to spend a few days at Mr.
Avery’s camp.
Dr. K. S.
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Bar Harbor

•Ocean’’called here for water

Thomas has the frame up for his

bouse.

W. A. Buckminster is at work for Flye
Bros, at Stonington.
D. J. Noyes is visiting her parents,
C. H. S. Webb and wife.
Mrs.

Vapor

j dona cooking.

to

Don’t take the flowers from the graves
in Greenwood cemetery.

The

on

! [

returned

Monday.

with

eny othi do it batter,with leee
It * safe aa
expanse and trouble.
a coal etove an I the coat of
operetion is so smell it it hardly worth
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; room. You 1 l.t it in an instant,
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yon are
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Steamer

Sunday school

concert

has

been

postponed uutil further notice.
F. M.
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warden,
eastward.

hospital, having
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eral
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Trundy,
cruising trip to

flsh

has

been

on

Capt. Seth Webb is at the Maine Gen-

j

1

had

an

operation

Capt. Miller, of Winter Harbor, while
on his way to Portland,
stopped here on
Sunday to see his wife, who teaches the
grammar school.
•v

G.

The steamer “Hector”

trips

Buckminster

fell recently, and

now

makes

daily

Harbor.

to Bar

Miss Jennie Kyan

is

visiting

Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Peters, jr.,
their cottage for the summer.

friends

are

at

Mrs. Clarinda
Lura

are

Work

Hodgkins and daughter
visiting relatives here.

will

C.

M.

Harwood

and

wife

of

and

visited

and tlie

the

closing

schools

on

exorcist's

the

of old

primary
school prizes were awarded on spelling to
Vivian Dingley ami Jennie Orindle; on
to
map drawing and good deportment
Joy Hinckley.

the

had

rehearsal for the concert nt 6 p.

a

meeting

wa*

instead of Thursday, in order that all

Schooner “Mabel", Capt. Orvis Gray,
loaded with lumber for Swan's Island.
I

J

j

June 19.

soon.

in

9oon

this

be

the

Harbor.

Stevens,

of

New York,

sister of W. B. Rice, died here Tuesday of
last week, aged sixty-six years.
Miss
Stevens has been coming to Bar Harbor
for many seasons. She has been in poor
health for several years, and it was her
ivish to die in Bar Harbor, the place
she loved so well.

George Hatch, of Deer Isle, who sails
;he sloop yacht owned by W. P. Draper.
)f New York, met with a serious accident
ast week.

While

cutting

rope with his

a

rnife, the knife slipped, striking him in
he eye, wholly destroying the sight. The
?ye was removed in the hope of preventng the other eye being affected.
Marlboro.
Mrs. Addie
in

Jellison has returned to her

Otis.

Ebeu Kingman, of Otis, is visiting his
laughter, Mrs. S. H. Remick.

summer.

this

Etta Mann has gone
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o
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AJAX REMhOY CO„ :”ti££Ti?For sale In Ellsworth, M-*., l>v
GKOKOK A I’AKl HKK, Druggist.

Phebe Coats, Mrs. Julia Johnson
Mrs. Green leaf, of Hancock Point,
the guests of Mrs. W. I.. Remick
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Ernest 1bnve and wife
week.

were

Ells-

in

Giles

and
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wife attended the
Clifton last week.

PATEX

A Medicine Chest in Itself.
Simple, Safe and Quick Cure for

C. A. SNOW & Co.,

■

(

nnoslte Patent Office,

Washington, I». C.
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cc. Goods called for and delivered.
H. It. ENTRY A- f'0„
West End Rrldge,
Ellsworth. Me.
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COLDS, RHEUMATISM,
25 and 50 cent

'rie teachers in districts 1 and J gave
their pupils a picnic in ttie Pine grove at
tviddle branch on Saturday.
I.. Hilsby

S.

areats, and Traile Marks obtained and a Pa
*nt business condurteil for Moderate Fees.
Our office is opposite U. S. Patent Office. We
are no sub-agencies, all business direct, henoe
m transact (intent business in less time and at
ESS COST than those remote from Wash
iff ton.
Send model, drawing, or photo, with descrlp
on.
We advise, if patentable or not, fn*- f
large.
Our fee not due till patent Is si-i-ured
A book, “How to obtain Patents," with refer
n bvial clients In
your state, county, or
>wn, sent free. Address

CURE ALL YOUR PAJflS WITH

NEURALGIA.

quarterly meeting at
Mrs. S. E. Crosby is visiting her daughter, Mrs. \Vardell Vague, at East liangor.

5ed“!fft

throughout. Require* the least
possible writing to enter data
a,,d refer quickly to any
Un name and -ave time ami
ion«y. 6,000 naed and recorded. All kinds of
tbor-aavlng records on hand or made to order.
WALTER W. (IKOKdE, Publisher.
IA0 Nassau St., New York.
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PENNYROYAL PILLS.
ImmrUiatr rrllrf,
danger,

Horace,

Small Pill.
Small Dose.
Small Price.

the New-

Kn<;q
Brand

Star Crown

and

ness, Bad Taste in the Mouth, Coated Tongue
rain in the Side, TORriD LIVER.
They
Regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.
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BANGOR, ME.,

Specialist of Rational Medicine,
will make

Frank L. Hodgkins, of Bangor, is
risking her parents, Nahum Hodgkins
ind wife.
Mrs.

—1

I

to

a

professional visit

Kllswortli,

Every other Tuesday,

Mrs. Estelle Saunders and Mrs. D. DuuWest Trenton, have been visiting
Fiends here.
June 20.
ARE.

>
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rar, of

and

Mrs. F. G. Bartlett goes to Northeast
Jarbor Sunday.

to

Blaehill (BluehUl i louse)

Every

Supplies Soap for Entire Family;

[iartlett’s Inland.

Ivorine makes work easy
It scoyrs and cleans
Makes things looks like new
Saves time, labor,
and money
Commends itself to thrifty housekeepers. In every package of Ivorine there is
—

other

Wednesday

until further notice.

—

—

Superintendent-of-Schools Geo. Somes
here visiting the school
Friday.
Mrs. Tibbetts, Fred and I ja Tibbetts,
Jeorge Fred and Will Bartle t have gone

—

vas

o

Northeast Harbor for the

A Cake of White

summer.

School closes FFiday, Jufie 24, after a
•ery successful term of nine weeks,
aught by Miss Mae Somes, ot Mt. Desert.
F. Rawson, of Maltfen, Mass., wbo
been stopping on the island for three
reeks, went to the Center Friday to visit
riends.
June 18.
B.
J. B.

for

!

Glycerine Toilet Soap

loilet, Bath, and Nursery.
Y u only pay
for the Ivorine; the 'I \t So p costs
you nothin
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Mrs.
and

port house. Her nisler Miss Lizzie, who
has been absent son
time, has returned
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if
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«
lail. in plain wrm p#«r. ut>on r<*o
of t
ircnlar

of Koslindale, Mass., are boarding
with Mrs. John Whitmore for the sum-1

who have

The picnic season opened last Saturday
and a merry party
from East BI’,.«?hiIl
came this way for their first out-d<,©r dinner

2;

ajaxtai

vicinity.

Miss Laura G.
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THE MAYPOLE SOAP DLPO T.
127 Duane Street, New York.
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Itaysuie.
Mrs. Fred Sadler has gone to Bangor.
Mrs. W. B. Libby and her three chil-

were

There are about six summer boarders at
Buck’s Harbor inn, and more arc ex-

■

'g Address.

mer.

dull.

f

^7ANY COLOR.

MADE ME A MAN

in-

might attend the convention st
Stonington. A large delegation <>f t he
union attended the meetings on Thursday
and Friday.
terested

K.

Ralph Condon has returned from a business trip to Boston.
He reports business

DYESf
j

in.,

held,

completed on the
Schooner “Mildred May”, Capt. A. L. { Chatto and wife, at Bluehill, Long Island,
Great improveCondon, loaded staves from the Bagaduce 1 have returned home.
ment has been made by Road Commishimher company for Rondout, N. Y.
Mrs. D. B. Alley, of Oak Point, made
sioner Gault and his crew.
Prof. Knights came on the Tuesday
William Coughlin left Sunday for
boat with his family.
They are warmly
Hathorne stock farm, Pittstield.
C. W.
welcomed by their many friends here.
Bragdon leaves soon for the same place
Blacksmith Joseph Tapley has taken
with stock which is to be transferred
down his old shop formerly situated in
from Acadia farm.
West Brooksville, and has moved it to
June 20.
H.
the lot lately purchased of Eben Chatto,
Goul<1nt>oro.
of Surry, for a house lot.
Wilson Young left Friday for Chicago,
June 18.
C.
where he expects to be employed.
Mrs. Maggie Rolfe is in Sorrento vis- South Surry.
Schools close this week.
iting her daughter, Mrs. E. R. Conners.
Arllinr Hnrfill
mi
TV.H
W. W. Sowle, who has been employed
in Bar Harbor, returned home Saturday. cently made a short visit to Mrs. Burriil’s
Harry Tracy has gone to Northeast parents here.
E. M. Cunningham has moved his famHarbor, where he will be employed for
the summer.
ily here from East Bluehiil, where he has
been employed the past year.
Mrs. Abbie Hill, who
bought the
Henrv Newinnn hmmp
uhnrf time D(r«
Miss Effie Morgan came up from Bar
moved In last week.
Harbor last week to spend a few weeks
Positiv jiy cured by these
N. H. Sowle, of Bar Harbor, was in town with her grandparents, G. F. Smith and
Little Pills.
Saturday on business for Mr. Robbitis- wife.
W. P. Stewart and family, of New York,
ton, the engineer in charge of the govTV-y also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia,
are expected on Wednesday, and will ocernment works in Frenchman's bay.
I' digestion and Too Hearty
Eating. A perJune 20.
Jen.
cupy their cottage “Gable Villa” through
tcct remedy for Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiroads

|

new
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OPERATION
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after which the class

South llrookavill**.

verv

the farm-

they will stem

The W. C. T. 1‘. met with Mrs. C. <i.
Warren Wednesday,
l'he time was spent
in charitable work.
The Sunday school

the

Gray, of Trenton, is holding
special meetings here with good success,
Thomas Havcy has moved his family in
the house formerly owned by M. T. Con-
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very
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band makes

now on

WASHES

The Cleanest, Fastest Dye for?;
The livery men have their teams in tine
f5 Soiled or Faded Shirt Waists, 3:
condition
and the yachtsmen'* crafts;
£ Blouses, Ribbons, Curtains, Under- 2;
shine in new paint and bright spar*.
If
5linen, etc., whether Silk, Satin, 2;
you want to spend a few wet ks mar the
■„,
?jj Cotton or Wool.
J
"%
seashore come to Brooklin; there i* enZ;
in
All
So/d
Colors
joyment here for all.
Grocers
nnd
2t
by
ig
U* B. A.
June20.
*6
Druggists, or mailed free
3;
for 15 cents;
H5
South
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late.

were

June 20.

SOAP f
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V

pupils had made good progress in
studies, which speaks well both for
In

bay

wonder where

ers

and the

pupils.

arriving every week.
soon
be thronged

strangers.
is every prospect of the largest
hay crop ttint has been grown In this section for many years. The large quantity

The examination
interesting.
that the instruction had been thorough,

the teachers and

are

will

maypole)

There

the pastor. Rev. R. L. Olds.

number

guests

the streets

No Trouble.

No Muss.

with

village schools taught by Miss
Maddox, Lillian M. Kane and Lizzie
Mclntire closed last Friday.
A
large

their

is driving a milk cart
Northeast Harbor for E. R. Kittredge.

tlrookpn.
Summer

The

day,

Misses Ada and Eva Higgins
Northeast Harbor to work.

i

have

Little Julia Ellis, w ho has t**en living
with hef aunt, Mrs. Pembroke Higgins,
has gone to Tremont to Join her father
and go to Black Island.
B.
June 20.

spending the summer with Mrs. Spencer
Mrs.
Harwood's
mother.
Treworgy,
Mr. Harwood will occupy the Baptist
pulpit next Sunday morning in the absence

friends in Bar

Miss Estella Friend, who Is working In
Harbor, spent Sunday with her parents, George Stover and w ife.

are

don.

and relatives in town.

uome

Hatch

Allie

tine normal school.

___Flossie.

lie.

Tuesday.

er store, an

|

C

Ore am

Store Gasoline
You can d
Store that

|

wife returned Saturshort visit to rf-lativ^s in Ran-

Miss Daisy, who accompanied them,
will remain for a few weeks with her
aunt, Miss E. A. Clarry.

heat the

and

a

gor.

the house, over

here

men

Deslsles is home from Cas-

Miss Mamie

Rev.

Richardson is at home from

Bar

night the following delegates to the
county convention were chosen: E. E.
Chase, C. E. Leach, A. C. Osgood, C. S.
Mayo, M. P. Hinckley, Thurlow Cousins,
A. J. Long.

his barn.

HOME DYEING i

Northeast Harbor to work.

Wednesday

caucus

1

Harbor

Eugene and Gerald Richardson, Frank
Sargent and Sidney Higgins have gone to

flag-pole in the square, and
a
flag during the coming

republican

atibcrttsnncnts.

Harry Bordeaux

worth.
the

per-

Harbor.

The

Joseph Wardweli, who has been In the
employ of J. NT Snow for the past two
years, left Monday for his home in EllsAt

generally produce

thing*.

gone to

week.

extension

Kn«l Laruotne.

unfurl

will

l.nmolHf.

William Austin has built

tine

a

in nil

was

gone to Seal

Hattie Higgins visited
Harbor las* week.

H.

to

erected

B.

June 20.

lat-

at Tremont hall, at the close of
regular session. There was a discus-

J.

Sarsaparilla.

a

gave

The

season.

tainment

tableaux.

said: *' >
hftve tak

debating society

club and

Miss Cora
Bar

Mrs. V. P. Kline anti family, of Cleveland, O., arrived Saturday for the summer, and will occupy the Ideal Lodge.
The patriotic citizens of this town have

given to the pupils. They
Miss Hamor with a tine gold

pen.

and

pastor,

moderation

nmnence

work.

to

urday.

was

presented

Hinckley

S.

our

Sidney Murphy has

business.

on

and

Sound.

Binder, of the Bluehill Granite

H.

is in Boston

A.

The last term of school here for the season closed last Friday afternoon, taught
by Miss Emma Hamor. The afternoon
was spent in recitations, etc.
A treat of
oranges

J

Mrs. Lusk

Auburn in about
week, where she will remain until

one

th<

Sumac.

*j.

at-

C. H. Closson, of Portland, and Jake
Closson, of Sedgwick, were in town Sat-

leave

eek.
June

F.

an

zoster.

day from Auburn, where she has been
caring for her mother who is quite ill.

came

summer.

railroau. and they with Messrs. Shertnai
atson Springer and Irving
McFarland,
McFarland, went to Harrington las!
w

herpes

tack of

home Satur-

Mrs. Annie Haslam

«

'*tone

in town.

She intends to return to

good time

men

very

H. Wardweli
went to Northeast Harbor last week.

Pemetie lodge, I. O. O. F., held memoMiss Annie Black, of Cape Hosier, is
qaarrios rendered timely aid as usual, anc rial services at the Union church, Sunday, visiting her uncle, John Black, and wife.
June 12.
Rev. Mr. Cranston, of Northmost uf the furniture was saved. A de
Mrs. George Smith, who has been visitlective chimney is thought to be th< I east Harbor, delivered the sermon. The
ing relatives in Franklin, returned home
cause
f the ti-e. There is a small insur i meeting opened with prayer by Rev. G.
Sunday.
«’4ce.
| H. Heftion. Fine selections were rendered
>. B. \oung and son have recently
June
G.
ijy iuc ungjitsi cuuu ui .^unuettM iiuruur.
Only one member of Pemetio lodge—Colin erected a new barn on their farm at ParW«*«t llmti'iH'k.
Dix—has so far joined the great majority. tridge Cove.
Mr*. Martha Marshall is quite ill.
Coleman Butler has been making imMrs. Sarah Dolliver Mayo, wife of
She man Abbott is home from Bar Har
Capt. Jacob S. Mayo, after a long and j provements, grading his grounds in front
boT.
tedious illness, passed away on the morn- of his dwelling.
Geo
Abbott has gone to Sullivan t< • ning of June 16. Mrs. Mayo had been a
Mrs. Delia Douglass, who has been viswork.
great sufferer with brain trouble for iting friends here, returned to her home
^
several years, and for four days previous in Camden Saturday.
Mriral. Springer is in very poo
to her death she was unconscious.
Her
b^lt b.
Sadie Coggins, who has been attending
Funeral ser- school at Calais the
vitality was remarkable.
Th* -m lay school has a
line nev
past nine months, revices were held at the home on Friday, a
library.
turned home Saturday,
large number of relatives and friends
M «r« tall jammed his foot quit<
Capt. Jefferson Smith is home for a
were in attendance.
Rev. Mr. Anderson,
adi\ .\hi
short
vacation, while his vessel, the
mmng rails on the railroad.
pastor of the Methodist church, of which
“David Faust”, is receiving a coat of
R. Smith and Free
Messrs. Victor
Mrs. Mayo had been almost a life-long
paint at Ellsworth.
Millikeii nave taken a contract to dc
member, officiated.
June 20.
V.
burned.

was

from

W. E. Grindle is suffering from

dressmaking

a

suffering

this week.

Wednesday afternoon the house owned
by Mrs Altana Gordon, on North Quarrj
street,

day

Taylor, of New York, will preach in
school-house every two weeks.
Miss Edna Brewer has gone to Bar Har-

Mr.

to

are

dom been

ordained
He is to be with us a
last Thursday.
year, and it is hoped his stay will he
means of great good.
H.
June 13.
Cullens,

Mr.

Stevens, of Brooklin, spent Sun-

K. B.

the

bor

in towns

Power exercised with violence lias seiof long duration, but
temper

Maggie Cleaves and Alice Whitten arrived home from Boston, where they have
been spending the winter.

bad colds.

and family have arrived at
Parker Point for the summer.

Court of Foresters, accompanied by the Franklin granite band, wag
entertained by the West Sullivan ForesA

Many

her Bister, Mrs. C. L. Chatto, n brief
visit
recently.
The gift enterprise will meet with
Mrs.
W. L. Kemick Thursday afternoon.
June 19Victor.
__

_

large barn at

Co.,

Franklin

Wednesday evening.

Smith ville.

The sewing circle held a strawberry festival in the school-house Friday night,
which was well attended.
Proceeds, flO.

Presiding Elder Day held a Christian
He
ra|ly meeting Saturday afternoon.
Intended to preach Sunday, but the meeting was not held owing to the rain.

ters

H. H. Harden spent Saturday In town.
Mrs. R. G. W. Dodge is ill with bilious
fever.
a

a
hayMany of the

four horses.

parents and friends of the children were
and shared the sports of ttie day.
C.
JunoJQ*

present

J. M. Snow is erecting

by

rick drawn

page*.

Hluelilll-

Covr

*

Count}/

other

see

his farm.

mud, and 1 guess it was “mud”
by the appearance of their “best suits”.
June
Et'OENE.
17._
or no

Hull

Xetrn

shop.

wife and

C. Gordon and W,

E.

any work.

amusing to see the bicyclists last
Sunday returning home in the shower.
The girls had left their hats at their
friends, and tied their “best” skirts up
out of the mud. Some were
walking,
leading their Bteeds, others were riding,
was

mud

took the party to the grounds in

COUNTY NEWS.
#br additional

D. N. Handy, who has been taking a
at the Boston university, returned
home last week, to resume the publishing
of the summer paper. Island
Breeze,
which he established last season.
The
journal is to be enlarged and otherwise
improved. The first copy will be issued
course

Went

is unable to do

It

Harbor.

SoiillmeHt

broke one of the small bones in his ankle.
It is so he can bear his weight on it, but

__ggaauuil

The

patients of Dr. Thomas will he glad to
that he has arranged professional visits to
r Us worth every other Tuesday at the American
ouk?, and to llluchill every other Wednesday at
e BluehUl House. There Is no
physiclan In the
L nlted States better known than the doctor. His
Eresare so numerous and often of such a mlculous nature that many writers have claimed
tl at many of hi© cures were miracles.
i>r.
X n..maB’ ability to tell a patient his diseases
tthout asking a question Is as well established
that l»r. Thomas lives.
1 hete visits of the doctor will afford an exMcnt opportunity for
many to consult this
Uncut -peclallst close to
home©.
low

!i
r!

their

f

___

_

Written for the American.
The Bell-Buoy.
When the soothing south wind softly,
Sweetly blows his gentle breeze,.
Bringing to the bills green blankets,
*
Green robes bringing to the trees,
Then a tender song I murmur

\

...

years

To the great ships outward bound,
While the wavelets on the shore beat
With a sighing, sobbing sound;
O’er the dancing little wavelets

are

Swinging, swinging, swinging, swinging,
playful little wavelets
Ringing, ringing, ringing, ringing.
O’er the laughing little wavelets
Singing, singing, singing, singing
Songs of hope ami songs of joy,
Songs of pleasure, songs of mirth.
midday,
haze,
Heats the green and glimmering water
With his piercing yellow rays,
sun at

Shining through

*

Then

I

am

as

i»t111

the

that

flag

our

deed

like rivers

should be honored from

to ocean?

place to-day—and

Our

it is

high

a

one

nations of the earth—was pura great
cost; so great that
though we meet from year to year while
time lasts, and recount
the
battles
fought, lives given, the suffering passed

among the
chased at

Swinging, swinging, swinging, swinging,
silent, sluggish water

o’er the

i

Ringing, ringing, ringing, ringing,
o’er th<- drowsy, sluggish water
Singing, singing, singing, singing,

;

Never from the breathless morning
To the tranquil eventide.

through,

the half will

never

not

was

mined to win

die.

or

*

free.

By
speak”.

’61;

armies

that is

myrrh.

|
h

l

CAUSE

Swinging, winging, swinging, swinging,
.»«•. thing,
bailing billows
Ringing', ringing, rlngiae, ringing,
O’er the hi'dug, boiling billows
Singing, -duging, singing, singing
Wild jc i wayward songs of warning
ci«u< -t tiie perils of the deep.

)

}

O’er the

\

When im fierce winds have subsided
And Mr -urges roll along,
Kadi o.io tearing from It* bosom
Oulu crags a fearful groan;
Kor tn- orpscs In the deep blue sea
A fu MTttl dirge I knell,
And tli.-ir melancholy story
To all passers-by 1 tell.
«• 'I
ue sullen, solemn surges

l

[!

■'wn,r;lng, swinging, swinging, swinging,
the sombre, solemn surges
Kinging, ringing, ringing, ringing,
•
the sober, solemn surges
Singing, singing, singing, singing
1 lrges for the soulless bodies
Hurled in the throbbing brine.
—Merle K. Tracy,
"outhwest Harbor, Me., June, 1888.
■

|

v

MEMORIAL DAY.
1 Address delivered at Hiuehill on Memorial
Day, 1M>S, liy Mi-s S. \V. Treworgy, and published by request J

Commander, Members of the Grand
Army, I.adies of the Relief Corps, La-

Mr.

dies and

Gentlemen:

Another year has rolled away, and again
America’a sous arc standing with bowed,
uncovered

heads

honor*. 1

their

beside
dead.

answered
been mustered into the grand army of
heaven.
On this d-iy, so fraught with recollections, we stand as it were on a broad
threshold where v. e pause, and though we
look forward with many bright hopes and
the
anticipation.*,
picture that this
day brings to us is too full of interest to |
be passed lightly by.

wild

knowing

It tells its
sacred

a

than

now

soldier lies

story of a
a sacrifice

cause,

gold, frankincense,

BLESSINGS OF

protest

a

own

being bought and sold

were

seeds

of

oppression

her

fighting
fought.

the

among

black

the

did

rule,

time,

and

I look at

brothers,

false

1 was born with the
silent.
love of country within me, and freedom,
equality, and justice were stamped upon

to

must, for
motto:

war

laws

ami

to

made

us a

a

of the purpose
nation.

for^shich

and

w

>

nd

our

loved

ones

were

W !l

to

lay

mn, mnd

^

VT

HAY

Til K

M

KAN'S.

a*

the streets of

d In

the fugitive slave law

stand by the grassy
r in this liall, and t lie
and maidens, the boys and
young
"Why do you
girls standing by ask
this? I
day from year to
year, holding it in precious memorial
ur general Iona?"
And
throughout all
"There was
Vc main them this answer
a time in tin history of our nation when
the muttering** of treason were heard on
•Yery side, amt every breeze from the
St>

a*

>«

pursuit of happiness”?
Why then was tiie cry of
allowed to ring in our cars?
the

brought to us threatening* deep
and dark that culminated upon April 12,
HMd in a dastardly attack upon Fort
Bu niter, which was forced to surrender,
and our Hag the stars and stri(>ea that
bad never known stain or dishonor, no
longer floated in the breeze, but was
trailed in tlit dust. as though it was not
the Hag under which our forefathers
fought, that Hag that was seen

«

*r

IBS

“In tin n.'im't c»r!) light, that
proudly we
hailed at Die twilight's last gleaming,
and bright stars through
WL use hro.nl strip*
the perilou* night, from the rampart we
watch* 1 were s«. gallantly streaming.
the ro- ket-' rest glare, aud ImjiuUm burntlug
in
i. the night that our llag was
proof thr*
still then

jBpc*,
8|L

Wl'

...

'*

nerving tilt hearts
soldier and sailor uii
But now Oh, how
peered through the

jlthe night
f»l'van not
arms, to

of

>1 cl«

and

hands

of every

greater effort.
changed! Aud a» we
gathering gloom as
d around u», the tiag
to

there, and the awful cry "to
arms", rang through our startled

country, and there

was seen

the

“Gleam of steel, in*- flutter
And tin tramp of marching

f flag-*
men

There were de-olat* Arc-.idea, aching
[* hearts and long die ary days and night.** of
wives
and mothers and
4 watching b>

daughUiu hilt

iui

battle

raged

on

hill

and in .alley oh. the pity of it between
who ought instead
[■ brotdci -.t.d
J to have been stal ling side by side and
■ •boulder t
‘hr, lighting in one
'ft com’non causi Am 1 vv ben the awful four
ill

northern
was

oppressed
Yes, even on

cities, where
enforced, and

escaped from their bonds
carried back into slavery.
And this was
not done merely tojenforce the law, but to
those that had

show

North that their masters lived

the

in the South and that
make

good

the

they

would

“call

boast of the

Hunker Hill

the

The

war

of

come

when

he

his slaves from

monument”.

WAR
was

not born in

roll

ready to
southern poli-

were

tician that the time would

Houth

4

our

the

LONG

IN

me

vipers were hatched and upon us.
A physician was once asked by a young
mother when she should begin to train
her child. The answer was “twenty years
it is born”.

twenty

Just

so

years In

the

war

training

of ’61.
for it.

It began before Fort Sumter was tired
upon; began when we said in words that
we were a free country, and denied it in
deeds by allowing slavery to exist on our
soil.
Those who looked upon the war, as w6
are told that some did, and said:
“Oh, it’s
only a skirmish; it will be over in three
months,” bad not been reading between
the lines of the history we had been writing as a nation. “Can men gather grapes
of thorns or tigs of thistles?”
No nation
or individual can defy the laws of God
for four score years, and then change the
record In a minute and make it as though
it had never been.
We had sown to the
wind, and we reaped the whirlwind. The
war of '61 was inevitable—a
mighty baptism of blood was required to wash out
h stain so foul and dar.c as that which

slavery

had

refer to the

campaign inaugurated against
ish

power.

Who could have

tie

of

was

not there

its

not there to

to

realize.

for
So

own.

retreat,

until

it

but

was

nation

as a

in

we

to

have not

come

at homo

what

basest motives—the very fact that the
Cuban has been obliged to shoot down
the women of his family rather than that
they should full into the hands of the
the

:

j

j

off!

This kind of

nay. That was left for the Spaniard to do
iu the light of the nineteenth century,

ISethlehein, declaring

to

brought

upon

us.

It is related of Abraham Lincoln that
when a young man he w’ent to New Orleans and almost the lirst thing he saw

be

me; around me, and I realize that it was
you, and those whose graves v\e decorate
to-day, that kept it through the night o
and the

war

that burst

storm of treason

heads when

all

unpresaid, that
“that flag waves over better homes, better
institutions, better schools, than any
other flag”, and that it was you, our boys
upon

characterized the war on Cuba’s
soil, this has become unendurable; it
cease!
The destruction of the
must
“Maine”, the murder of more than 260 of
our citizens, was a tragedy that shocked
the world; but it was a small thing for
Spaiutodo; it was right in her line of
business.
History tells us that “she has
destroyed two civilizations better than
her own and in America destroyed races
better than herself”.
Not to uplift, but to drag down; not
even to “live and let live”, but to imture that

our

pared.

in

realize,

I

as

we were

another has

blue, that placed it there.
I look and review with you your work.

Vicksburg and
victories, for which
Abraham Lincoln “prayed and wrestled
with Almighty God”, and thousands of
I
our brave boys laid down their lives.
I

call to remembrance

Gettysburg,

our

twin

think of the giant army that
the shattered remnant that

torture, to keep in superstitious
ignorance, is the policy of Spain and alto

I

look

enemies

It is not love of Cuba’s
ways has been.
people, not to recognize them as brothers,

the dust, but

better their condition, that Spain
brings her armies there, but to crush
them more completely under her iron
heel, and to wring gold from them.
Had not the isle of Cuba been rich in

dove

went out aud
returned.

into the future and I
that would trample us,

institutions,

not to

and

our

liberties,

over

the

and

our

see
our

flag, into

above all I

eagle—the

one

our

free

see

the

with the

peace which she drops on
the soldier’s grave, the other to perch on
our banner, and in a voice that can be
heard from Maine to California, from the
great lakes on the north to the gulf on
the south, proclaim that victory is ours
again, and the flag still floats “o’er the
land of the free and the home of the
brave”.
olive branch of

resources, had there not been prospects of
wealth to enrich her royal families, then

/

shall

wars

passed, I thank God for what you did and
the victory He enabled you to win.
I look up, I see the flag floating above

The

Cuba would never have seen the faces uf
her proud owners.
From time to time the Spaniard has
taken up his abode on Cuba’s fair soil,
living in ease and luxury, while the people toiled and groaned under a power that
ground them into the very dust.
They
were slaves, and thut to a pow er to whom
Hut even a worm
mercy was unknown.
will turn, and this war is the inevitable
result of Spain’s reign of terror and

that

forever and forever.
Soldiers of the giHiid army, in the name
of the church of Christ, of which I am a
representative, I greet you; in the name
of tlie United States of America, whose
daughter I am, 1 greet you; as one of the
great throng who will live forever, I greet
you; and as we clasp hands and review
the awful struggle through which you
no more

struggle must rise before you as you read
the news from the front, the regiments
marching to the south, the battles fought

prison,

.,

be

Investigated.

you were
and had

an

utter stranger in

me n*t.

a

Enoch B. Hill, late of Buck p r:, ai said
completely lost your county,
deceased. Petition file*'
re
way, whose guidance would you place the H. Smith, administrator of the
of said
most confidence in, a stranger’s lost like deceased, for license to sell, at pan
private sale, the whole of certain
b
of
yourself, or a resident’s born and bred in said deceased, situated in Sullivs.
situthe city? When a ship reaches the offing ated in Hancock, in said county, t..r tin- pay
ment of expenses of sal*- and
m ui.s'raof a strange port, whose hand directs the tion.
1

1

_

with a word strikes deeper than
blow with a sword.—Burton.
A blow

a

ScaUl head Is

an eczema of the scalp—very sesometimes, hut It can be cured. Doan’s
uimment, quick and permanent in its results.
At any druvt store, 50 cents.—Advt.
vere

]

the state of Rhode Island, deceased. Petition
Pled by George M. Ware, admini-tr or of the
estate of said deceased, for license to sell, at
public or private sale, the whole ol certain
real estate of said deceased, situ..:. 1 in Verona, in said county of Hancock, for the payment of debts of said deceased, expenses of
sale and of administration.
(). P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge «>f -*a'-i Court.
A true copy of original order of court.
Attest:—Chas. P. D >i.u, Register.

hole and corner of the Union, except our
Ellsworth and its suburbs? Read
this Ellsworth case:

own

Mrs. L. C. Berry, of 6 High street, says:
“Thirty years or more I doctored for kidney complaint, for the most miserable
pains in the small of the back extending

j

to the shoulder

blades and I could not sit
time I

up 5 minutes. For 3 weeks at a
was unable to walk around and I

roall persons interested in either of the estates hereinafter named.
At a court of insolvency held at HHtwo-th,
had to lie with a fur pillow under the small
in and for the county of Hancock, on the
seventh day of June, a. d. 189s.
of my back, it
as a support and affollowing matters having been preme
some
relief.
For
2
beweeks
fording
sented for the action thereupon hereinfore I commenced using Doan’s Kidney
after indicated, it is hereby ordered that noRills I could get no rest without placing a
tice thereof be given to all person ;; crested,
hot water bottle to my back at night. 1
by causing a copy of this order u> be pubread of Doan’s Kidney Pills and decided
a
in. Ellslished three weeks successively
hi' •' < 1 at
worth American, a newspaper
to try them, as I had many other remedies
for the kidneys, after seeing them adver- Ellsworth, in said county, that they nuiv apat a court of insolvency to I
he id m
] tised, so 1 asked Mr. Wiggin to bring me pear
Bluehill, on the fifth day of hi, 0. d.
I a box from his store. After the treatment
1898, at eleven of the clock in the forenoon,
1
1 had no aches or pains of any kind and I
and be heard thereon if they see
In the case of the partnershb
I’
slept well. In fact, my health was good
:iu
rl
Bros, composed of Hoe! H. Il.u
I in general. Since I have been cured 1 can- |
\V. Hanson, doing business in
in:
Vi
much
for
not
too
Doan's
Pills.
|
say
Kidney
!!. Hun
bor, in said county, and of Hot
u,
! I advise everyone to use them if they re- as
nindividual, of Winter Harbor
quire any medicine for their kidneys.”
H
utge
ty. insolvent debtors. PetitionDoan’s Kidney Pills are for sale by all 1 from all debts provable again;.*•
of
dealers, price 50 cents. Mailed by Foster- | sail! Hanson Bros, and said Ho<
Hanson,
of
Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. V. Sole agents individually, under the insoh
rd
Maine, presented by said Hanfortlie U S.
Remember the name, Doan’s,
H. Hanson, indivic
said
Hoel
by
no
other.
I and take
•'
In the ci.-e ot Daniel A. Mon.
outer Harbor, in said county, in"'
Petition for discharge from all <1
p,. vaMe
u
against his estate under the i:.of Maine, presented by <ni*l de*
ri'HE subscriber hereby gives notice that
F. t
in
In
the
case of John E. Savag
be h
been duly appointed ex«-cu- 1 said
A
both individually
E.
county,
i tor of the last will and testament of Oliver Savage
and company, insolver1 !
the
coun- j tition for discharge from all deb
Higgins, late of
Eden, in
*..ble
v.
ty of Hancock, deceased, and given bonds ; against his estate under the ii.
as
the law directs. All persons having de- of Maine, presented by said del.
*
mauds against the estate of said deceased ;
in the case of Henry C. Sp:,*;.!, v Hum,
'<.1.
in said county, insolvent debtor.
present the same for settle; are desired t
ment. and all indebted thereto are requested I discharge from all debts provab!:i
bis
make
to
estate under the insolvency law
ol Maine,
payment immediately.
|
I
Alonzo Higgins.
June 7, a. d. 1898.
presented by said debtor.
In the case of Wilmot B. Thin
nsubscriber hereby gives notice that ington, in said county, lately m bu->i;i*-ss in
rjMlE
he has been duly appointed adminis- said Stonington, us Thurlow A r.' n. -a 1.u., in
A
I trator
H
his own name, and as Thurlo.
of the estate of David B. Taplcy,
late of Brooksville, in the county of Hancock, insolvent debtor. First account of Franks.
.11.
Warren, assignee, riled for sett.*tleceaseo, ana given bonds as the law directs.
O. P. CUNNINGHAM, Judg<
All persons li.i\itig demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present j A true copy of original order ot court.
Attest:—Chas. P. Dukr, Register.
; the same for settlement, and
all indebted |
thereto are requested to make payment imSamvel \V. Talley.
NOTICE Oh FORECLOSE It I
mediately.
June 7, a. d. 1898.
TIrHKKKAS (ieo. M. Warn-;..
-t:ne,
mi
Hancock county, Maim
the
y\
subscriber hereby gives
notice that
of Sept., lsss, by hi.third
eed
r|Mil\
I
he has been duly appointed adminis- of that date, and recorded in !■■•
’ge
trator
of the estate of Caroline A. Jordan, 204, of the Registry of Deeds
oek
late of Ellsworth, in the county of Hancock,
county, Maine, convey to n..,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs. signed, in mortgage a certain lot
of
;
All persons having demands against the esland at Bar Harbor, in the town m l-.beu,
tate of saiil deceased are desired to present
Hancock county, Maine, and bo,.., n..
dethe same for settlement, and all indebted scribed as follows: Beginning at an ir n bolt
thereto are requested to make payment im- on the east -ide of Eden stru m u d
lieLevi B. Wyman.
v
north side of Myrtile avenue;
hmediately.
May 3, a. d. 1898.
erly by the east line of said Edc str.
buyeight and tive-tenths feet more or less to an
subscriber hereby gives notice that
n ...i
iron bolt, the southwest corner
lot
rpHK
o'-, f,,.
he
JL he has been duly appointed adminis- No. 2u as shown upon the plan u
trator with the will annexed of the estate of
Mount Desert Island Real Esm’.i < mnpany
Ann M. Skinner, late of Bucksport. in the
f
and recorded in the Banco
and
sth
given Deeds, book of plans I, page -; t>
county of Hancock, deceased,
All persons eighty-three degrees twenty-one minutes
! bonds as the law directs.
demands
the
estate
east one hundred thirtj-two ai d
wo-ir.hs
having
against
of said deceased are desired to present
feet to an iron bolt the southwest corner of
the same for settlement, and all indebted
lot No. is upon said plan; thence south six
thereto are requested to make payment im- degrees twenty-four minutes west H"
iirht
Alfred L. Skinner,
mediately.
j feet to an iron bolt in the north side of
said
May 3, a. d. 1898.
Myrtile avenue: thence by said side
Myrtile avenue north eighty-tlu .• degrees
rilHE subscriber hereby gives notice that ; twenty-one minutes west one hundred and
1. he has been duly appointed adminis- twenty-four feet to the place A beginning.
trator of the estate of Elizabeth Thompson,
Being lots Nos. 21 and 22 as shown on said
late of Penobscot, in the county of Hanplan, together with and as appurtenant to
cock, deceased, and given bond's as the each ana every part of the abm. b. ..criLed
law directs. All persons having demands
lot an open and unobstructed right-of-way
against the estate of said deceased are desired for all purposes of a way over M>, :..i. n.ewer
•' 1
».. to
to present the same for settlement, and all
and Maple avenues as shown
indebted thereto are requested to make pay- and from Eden and Cottage streets.
The
ment immediately.
George M. Warren.
above conveyance is made subject to aii the
June 7, a. d. 1898.
mid
restrictions and reservations
1
set forth in deed from the Mount I >t serf
mid
mHE subscriber hereby gives notice that Real Estate Company to said grantor. And
JL lie has been duly appointed executor whereas the conditions of said mongi.ge have
of the last will and testament of Orient H. been broken and still remain broken and unCarpenter, late of Eden, in the county of
performed, now therefore, by reason f the
breach of the conditions of said mortgage, I
Hancock, deceased, and given bonds as the
law directs.
All persons having demands claim a foreclosure thereof and rive this noagaiust the estate of said deceased are de- tice of my intention to foreclos, the a,ne as
n
d
.*. k.
sired to present the same for settlement, and
Van Bi
provided by statute.
all indebted thereto are requested to make
June 10, 1898.
payment immediately.
Ebkn M. IIamor.
June 7, a. d. 1898.
NOTIC E OF I OliECLOSl' ILK.
TirilERhA-S Addison C. Spurlmg on
he
STATE OF MAINE.
b 18*7,
yy twentieth day of Decern1'
IVotiee of Assignee of Ills Appointment. by his mortgage deed of tha„ da
m
-s.
Hancock Registry of Deeds, v<•:.*V..
At Bucksport, in the county of Hancock and
rtState of Maine, the third day of May. conveyed to me, the undersig>■.. V i;
viz.:
-tu..
gage the following described rem
a. d. 1898.
rcommon and undi\
undersigned hereby gives notice of One-half inof
rpilE
land situated in
‘-'11
r,.h.
parcel
.JL his appointment as assignee of the es- tain
loand
and
bounded
described
as
Hanson
tate of tin- partnership of
Bros., comin
mi
the westerly line m
posed of Hoel H. Hanson and Carl W. Han- ginning
Paris
th
street at the southeast c-orno
son, doing business in Winter Harbor, in said
'-ast.
so-called:
thence
south
121lot,
county, and of Hoel H. Hanson, as individual,
s
of Winter Harbor, in said county of Hancock, on said street fifty feet; thence
Whitinsolvent debtors, who have been declared south 77b- degrees wyt to Ja
of
»
more's
thence
line;
insolvent upon petition of said Hoel H. Hannortherly
!
:i
the Whitmore lot and the lint
son, by the court of insolvency for said counlot to the southwest corner of-'’ P ••
ty of Hancock.
on said Davis line to said street at the
thence
Herbert E. Tracy, assignee.
and
place of beginning, containing
Exfour hundred square feet more
m«>rt raiv
press reference is here made to -a
%i.ereas
deed and the record thereof.
,
ha
undersigned hereby gives notice mat he the condition of said mortg
has contracted with the City of Ellsworth,for
broken and now remains broken and unperthe supported liic poor,during the ensuing year, formed, now therefore, by
u
be
and has made ample provision for their support.
I
u
breach of the condition of sai
He therefore toiVds all persons from furnishing claim a foreclosure thereof and
*..>
nosupplies to anypRuperon his account, as without tice for that purpose as \ rovidc
r
his written order, he will pay for no goods so
Dated this 2«th day of May, a. d
furnished.
1/akkyo. Jowls.
JOSBPHINS F. bri'llUNC. 1
often

acting

Spaniard and meet a fate worse than j
death, Hhows that tlie time had come for
t he United States to saj' to Spain: “Hands

warfare must cease!”
Were such things known before? Was
j I here a single instance of this kind
j known during the civil war by any sol| dier who wore the blue or the gray? Nay,

you, who were soldiers in the war of ’61,
that you are reviewing your own experiences?
How the scenes of your own

cause.

It will

photographs of the men who are
managing the business of the war in
Washington.

ily

carry the

or elsewhere, say
continent,
they will as to our motive for entering this war -let them attribute to us

the

Span-

seem

crisis.

cent

Suppose
large city

possession of j

erty. We could not stay at home with
this despot at our very doors.
Let our foes, the Spaniard, our foes on

foreseen that

Does it not

war

Because it is the Experience of an
Ellsworth Citizen and can Read-

back-tracks,

make

to our present high position to go backward in the march of progress and lib-

score years from the time
that peace was declared, we should be in
the midst of another war?
Even now it

hard

of the

his

flag forward

in less than two

is

!

ors.

present

the

beginning

be

the flag far in
Sarah F. Nason, late of Ellsworth, m said
regiment. The colonel tiller and brine’s her safe to her moorimrs?
deceased. Petition file *
Amo W.
sent an order for him to “bring tlie colors A trusty pilot’s or a greenhorn’s? Whose county,
King, administrator of the estate i' --aid deback to the regiment”.
sale the
The soldier opinions, statements, and experience can ceased, for license to sell at pro
whole of certain real estate of said deceased,
looked at the flag, then at the one bring- the reader depend
upon the more, tho.se situated in Ellsworth, in said county, tor the
ing the order and said: “Go tell the col- published from bona fide Ellsworth citi- payment of debts of said deceaset, expenses
of sale and of administration.
onel to bring the regiment up to the col- zens or those
originally drafted in every
Phebe A. Cass Peyser, late of Providence, in
advance

long in coming. It was voice was the voice of God when it said,
campaign of 1860 when concerning butchery, starvation and tor-

hate and arrogance and pride, and it was
many a day and year before the brood of

were

me

j!

color-bearers had carried

the

voted for the immortal Lincoln.
It
was not a plot hatched in a night.
These
eggs of treason were warmed in a nest by

before

let

by sea and land!
This, too, is a righteous

COMING.

you

They

j

now

McClure’s magazine for July will conan account of the daily personal and
official life of President McKinley since
tain

illustrated with war-time scenes in the
White House and the departments, from
i life drawings, and with portraits from re-

incident of the civil war comes to
here. It was in battle, and one of the

ho,

And

is as outspoken as he is clear in
what may be called a memorable “coufession of faith”.

the

|

An

..hi

safe.”

|

God

*•

over

!

essay is an enlargeof that address. Mr.

Bryce

flag;

our

pieces i When the record is made up concernFourth ing the nations of the earth, it will be
f hooks we read that there
In the book
and inhumanity.
It was not only to put I of July”.
was a time when the Hebrew nation kept
written as a memorial for the United
1 call upon you who have the power States of America that she
a solemn feast, when a
lamb was slain, the flag into the place from which it bad
freely gave
been
torn
that
our
went
to
the
now.
and
von
wlm
will
have
if
in
f
iw>
front
boys
her wealth and her sons for the sacred
the blood sprinkled on the door-posts,
in
but
to
rescue
our
beloved
land
to
hold
to
fast
that
1861,
which has cause of freedom, and that not on her
years
and the fathers with their sandals on and
come,
Guard own soil but on what was not her own, or
staffs in t heir hands ate as if in haste of from the clutch of the slave-holder and been twice purchased by blood.
I
make
it
indeed
and
in
truth
what
we
this
I lir I q
11
*'i
nrirt
Ihn vnnm*
day against every hand raised to de- t hat she ever cared to own, but she did
claimed
it
to
the
“land
of
the free and
be,
W by j
I g men am! maidens standing by asked
spoil it of its sacredness and deep signifi- it that she might fulfill her God-given
cance
guard our free institutions; our mission to “undo the heavy burdens and
I do ye t b
why Uc j> this day as a memo- i the home of the brave”.
Our constitution had become a farce;
schools.which are t lie foundation stones of let the oppressed go free”. May it please
En rial thr- ughout all our generations?" they
it would have been a by-word for other our government ; our freedom to worship God that when another
"There was a time in our
made answer.
year has told its
history when Clod stretched out His hand nations ami a stench in the nostrils of God according to tlie dictates of our own tale of days and months, and we gather
Almighty God, for does it not say that consciences; our flag, the emblem of again to pay our tributes of gratitude
f Fgypt and slew the tirst» over the land
a born of him who sat on the throne, and j “all men are created equal, and endowed
equality and justice; guard all these as and love to our fallen comrades, the
him who lay in tin dungeon, but wlfvn lie by their Creator with certain inalienable you guard your honor and your homes.
star of peace may have arisen in our narights, among which are life, liberty and
-aw ihe blood on cur door-posts He passed
tional sky and blended with the star of
Of It WAR WITH SPAIN.
11

|

taking a backward
forward step in the accom-

if you cut him in a hundred
and boiled him down, would he all
w

war,
famous

it is just,
'In God is our trust.’

j

extending slavery into
territories that were to
become states, and so fasten into the very
vitals of the nation this relic of barbarism

|

with

every drop of blood in my veins.
I suppose I must have been one of those • and that at our
very doors. God speed
to whom Wendell Phillips referred when
our boys to bring deliverance to our sishe said that “the true American was one i ters, the Cubans, from such an awful fate.

other states and

its

our cause

principles

our

plishment

the few

cannot he

were

thickest of the fray, tell us that
“the rebellion was a conspiracy organized
in the interest of human slavery.” It was
to follow up the infamous fugitive slave

go into this

will

our

instead of

were

name, threatens
of my country 1

|

de-

should have been

we

the

a

and

they that trust in Him shall never
ashamed.”
Had we not gone to the
rescue of this people, we should have been

my forefathers
the other picture and I

counterpart of the old world

do the

as

he

as

single foe, of whatever
the glorious institutions

the

in the

with

my

same

To all persons interested in either of the estates hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at Ellsworth, in and
for the county of Hancock, on the seventh
day of June, a. d. 1898.
TITHE following matters having been preJL sented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered that notice thereof be given to all persons interested,
by causing a copy of this order to he published three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may appear at a probate court to be noid ul Bluehill, on the fifth day of July, a. d. 1898,
at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and be
heard thereon if they see cause.
Joshua N. Jordan, late of Trenton, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testamenv of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by John A. Peters,
jr., the executor therein named.
Jane Rinalda, late of Eden, in said county,
deceased. A certain instrument purporting
to be the last will and testament of said deceased, together with petition for probate
thereof, and for appointment rf Rob ert M.
of Ellsworth, in said county, as
Campbell,
administrator with the will aunt xed of the
estate of said deceased (the executor named
in said will being now dead,, presented by
Nolia A. Whidden, a beneficiary named in
said will.
Bryant Kench, late of Bucksport. in said
county, deceased. Petition that Charles H.
Rice, of said Bucksport, may be appointed
administrator of the estate of said deceased,
collector of
presented by William A. Hemic
taxes for said town of Buckspo •.
Princeton B. McFarland, late of Trenton, in
said county, deceased. Petition t eat Arno W.
King, of Ellsworth, in said county may he
:•
f said
appointed administrator of tindeceased, presented by James
Do..aid. a
creditor of said deceased.
Rebecca A. Rice, late of Win:
..'arbor, in
said county, deceased. Petition that Ernest
Rice, of said Winter Harbor, i• appointed administrator of the •■-.ate of said
deceased, presented by B. Frank .luiuutr, a
brother of said deceased.
Harvey D. Hadlock, late of Boston, in the
th of
county of Suffolk, and Con
,1 1»
Massachusetts, deceased. Fir-:
of
Charles H. Rice, administrator, u
i„r settlement.
Lauren P. Haslam, late of I 'D
’-t'l, ia
said county, deceased. Fi.st accouni r.i Lynwood F. Giles, executor, tiled
-ant.
Tilden P. Wardwell, late of One.:’*1
-aid
county, deceased. First account *>r .Mary A.
Wardwell, executrix, filed for s'
Danforth Mason, of Orland, in s-iid county,
a person of unsound mind,
tie
nn'.uui of

present
of

new

rewriting

ment and

“and

of

many poor grow poorer and
more ignorant, and injustice become the
Whik
portion of the wen): end helpless.

South.
Those who lived at that

these,

for the

’61,

scenes

Glasgow, and his

prey and lap up their blood.

we

And tills be

same can-

the greedy eyes, the narrow selfish
souls of those who would make our land

that she

people of

that

of

the

important utterances of his
career—namely, a succinct and lucid
statement of his views on equality. Mr.
Bryce recently spoke on this subject in

FIGHT.

W’ILL

love to fight.
They fight
beasts, that they may tear

"Conquer

see

the
among
people, than
United States reap a civil war from the
seeds of oppression that she allowed to be

law

battle-fields

see

I realize

No wonder it brought upon us who
boasted of our light, culture and Christianity, the horrors of a civil war. No
more surely did France reap the guillo-

sown

I

on

manuer

the blessing of his church upon him, inspired by former victories that he has ^ There are men made of such stuff that an
gained over the weak and helpless, ami , angel could hardly live with them withwith the pride and arrogance that marks out some conceit.—Anthony Trollope.
the nation.
We go into it in the
name and with the blessing of
fBctiiral.
Almighty
God upon us, and

or

blood, carnage, starvation and death, and

vas

the

the

of the most

doubt the Spaniards will fight well.

oppressors.
A Spaniard

Not

on

articles

series of

The Bight Hon. James Bryce, author of
“The American Commonwealth”, is about
to put forth in The Century magazine one

to

They have fostered this bloodthirsty
spirit until it is stronger than any other.
But “our boys” will fight because they
love their country and their flag, and are
seeking to carry freedom, one of heaven’s
best gifts, to those whose blood lias
drenched their soil again and again as
they have striven to be free from their

WAR.

THE

that

States

their

vour

soldier’s

a

their owners,
like cattle.

Many

many loyal soldiers have
the roll-call from above, and

more

pass
that

tice and education ; and

sowed

there;

to

in

can

women, some with the same blood flowing in their veins as was in the veins of

the graves of

mound- have been added since
stood

want

They

proud emblem of tlie
flag “they being dead yet
one

fact

SPANIARDS
No

only should we hold them in reagainst using this day for merry-making membrance, but we should perpetuate
and festivity, for base-ball games, pleaswhat they purchased at such great cost.
ure excursions,
dancing, feasting and Let me appeal to the sons of the veterans,
This
was
a
not
set
drinking.
day
apart to the rising generation, you who are ento celebrate our victory, but to honor our joying what these men
fought for, and
and
to call to remembrance their ask that you hold with a deathless
dead,
clasp
honorable death. the blessings that are ours to-day—free
glorious work and
Shame on the hand or voice that is raised schools, free speech, a free press, a free
to belittle this day, for in so doing it beballot.
littles our country, our flag, and the cause
1 fear that we undervalue them as we
for which these men gave their lives.
undervalue the price that was paid for
I/O you UNK
W 11H
HlHl
CHUSC
WHS, yOU
them, for though the war is over and
who like myself looked upon the war peace long ago declared, our enemies are
with childish eyes and realized nothing uui mu uc«u ja.
iicic Hie must? wuu
uu
of its awful import, and you who came not love the ‘‘little red school-house on
upon the scene after the victory was won, the hill”, or the free speech we enjoy in
and grass and flowers were growing on pulpit and on platform (especially if it is
the battle-fields that had once been wet a woman), or the free press that has bewith the blood of America’s bravest and come as the lightning that “shineth unbest? That cause!
Ah!
High Heaven der every part of heaven”, showing up
must have rang with glad acclaim when the
hypocrisy and vileness of many an
our boys went out to do battle for it, for
iniquitous system. There are those who
it was a righteous, a sacred cause—the would like to
who should vote
say
cause of human freedom.
among America’s citizens, and deny the
We, as a nation, had been living a lie. right to those who are not of their party,
We had not been “practicing what we or
politics, or opinion.
preached”. We boasted of our broad, fair
Why bring such things into such a day
land, in song and
Because I see two
story called the as this, do you ask?
“land of the free”, while at the same time
pictures always before me. The one the
the clanking chains of four million slaves battle-fields of 1776, where a little band of
were ringing in our ears, and men and
heroes gave their lives for freedom, jus-

tine from the

grassy
we last

all.
I

No

given

life

THE CIVIL WAR.

OF

here and

this

grave without
buried there.

deter-

That is why there

significance for
And

in-

was

many graves all over the North and
South, and why this day holds such deep
us

Righteous

will be.

a

somewhat in

God has chosen the
be His weapon, His
mouth-piece to administer chastisement
to Spain for her cruelty and oppression,
and to bring in a reign of freedom and
light to the down-trodden people of
Cuba.

flowers on the graves of our fallen
comrades, but place there the banner that
they put back into its rightful place and

are so

When the storm king smites the oceau
With the hollow of his hand,
Rolling, frothing, foaming billows
To the palpitating land,
Then I glamor ot the danger
'Neath the waves that round me reel,
While away Into the woodland rolls
Their thunder, peal on peal;
O’er the bulging, boiling billows

never

in the
United

made it indeed the

of

a

spiritually

strew

be told.

pastime, the war
not
child’s-play—but two mighty
met in deadly
conflict, each
It

God,

Magazine, Book and Newspaper Notes.
The Century Magazine has arranged for

her utter

destroy.
“Battles and Leaders of the Civil War”.
Though there is a grief iu my heart that The series will be eutitled, “Battles and
words cannot express,when I think of the Leaders, Places and Problems of the
loss that will come to us, the broken fam- Spanish-American
War,” and a number of
ily circle, the desolate hearth-stones, the important articles are already promised
suffering that war always brings, I glory for it.

for the sacred cause of freedom and equal
rights for all men.
Divinely inspired was he, our noble
Gen. Logan, who inaugurated this day to
be kept in precious memorial througnout
all our generations, in which we not only

earth—

on

none

and

in

and

the cause, honored every one
who fought under the stars and stripes,

country should be

our

and

above every army that ever went
into the field—and together they stcpck
that foul thing, slavery, such a blow that
it has never been heard of since, and,
thank

deep and wide,

the isle of Cuba.
If the war
annihilation as a nation, it is well—the world will be well rid
of a power that has lived but to oppress

tyranny

J results in

the

upon

few

a

physically, intellectually

the

them

on
ran

auction sale of

an

looking

strange
moments,
then turning to his companions, he said :
if
I
ever
“Boys,
get a chance to hit
that thing, so help me God I’ll hit it
hard.”
God gave him the chance, and gave him
the G. A. R. to help him—an army that

nation’s

“passover”, for
fell, their blood

for

scene

towered

sword

was

He stood

negroes.

Btory of sacrifice and suffering, of our
fallen, martyred heroes, and shall they
not more and more regard this day, and
tread softly the ground where sleep our

ocean

as Is the

badges of

with the

his arrival

upon

this

and that

Sultry suffocating air.
Not a single sound emitting
Or of gladness or despair;
o’er the sleepy sluggidi water

a

that

them, and yet with their hands
flowers, shall we not tell them

free—a nation second to

smoky

a

gathered here,

army upon
laden with

O’er the

When the sallow

over, out of 2,213,365 men
had laid down

were

enlisted, 389,400

their
lives—shot on the battle-fields, died in the
hospitals or starved to death in the prison
pens of the enemy.
And so when those standing by ask the
meaning of this day, why these veterans
had

11HE
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SCHOOL.

Castine

Wednesday,

last

time

of

republican

the

last

held

caucus

Saturday afternoon, Capt. Jerry Jones
and S. W. Tapley were chosen delegates
to the convention at Ellsworth Wednesday. Capt. Robert Tapley will go as delegate to the convention at Augusta.
The body of Capt. Lewis 1. Yarnum,
who died at the hospital in Boston from
Injuries received on board his barge a few
days before, was brought to t his place and
buried from the Congregational church
last Wednesday. Rev. J. S. Richards conducted the funeral service. Rev. 1). Smith
also

spoke

words of consolation to the be-

reaved.

Important
made

at

improvements
Cougiegational

the

being

are

parsonage.
some of its

The well has been uncovered,
wall relaid, some few feet of the top laid
in brick and cement and a new covering
put on. The stable is being enlarged by
adding twelve feet to its length, and a
lean-to

the

upon

twenty-five

rear

feet

long.
The people of West Brooksville have decided to utilize a Fourth of July celebraHon. George
tion as a church benefit.
M. Warren, of Castine, has been engaged
to deliver an oration. Other speakers will
be heard. Music and a general entertain-

provided

ment will be

in

all

the

grove,

where also tents will be pitched and a
first-class dinner served.
Arrangements
for the fire-works and other evening entertainment have not yet been perfected,
but that is expected to be something

DECKED IN NATIONAL
COLORS.
was commencement day for
Ellsworth high school. A wet morning, a glimpse of sunshine, then showers
again, caused dreary forebodings, but a

Yesterday

the

day
by cloudy skies

re-

streets.

or

pointment, white dresses and dainty
slippers may suffer, but when the class
stands at last on the platform, it will
always find an eager audieuce, ready with
word of praise and loud applause.
The showers

The class of ’98 fared well.

which

caused such grim forebodings,
material
inconvenience, and
the audience which assembled in Hancock hall to greet the class of ’98, was the
largest graduation-day crowd that has
caused

Edville Gerhardt Abbott, of Sullivan,
graduated this week from the medical department of Bowdoin college. Mr. Aboott was the presidem of his class of
thirty-three graduates.

stage,

Not, Rest Not.

Haste

and
the

mented

the

:

of

screens

wings.

evergreen
flowers orna-

Cut

front of the stage along the

foot-lights.
GRADUATION EXERCISES.

class

entered

tile,

Drummey,

hall

the

by Miss

led

in

Annie

close
Isabel

marshal, with baton
decorated with red, white and blue ribbons.

class

The

class

junior class,

led

dealers

in

as

all

dull

patriotic
front of the platform they divided,
the class entering upon the stage
the left, the others from the right.

be, it

being the case,
having a stock of

Such

near

and I

public—particua

low

so

platform

the store

be

supplied by.

Choice

Fruit,

Confectionery,
Nuts and the like.
appropriate purchase

An

by
is

a

man

a

lorence Davis

Ethel Blanche Jellison

ou a

giving evicompetitive

declamations in

members of

which

the

Fbr

was an

to whom

it

CONCERT

HENRY

GOULD.

PETERS BLOCK,

ELLSWORTH.

WORMS

Hundreds

of Children and adults have wnrnu
but ar«- treated for other diseases. The symp^
toms are —indigestion, with a variable aptpetite, foul tongue offensive breath hard and
% full belly with occasional gripings and pains
heat ami itching sensation in
about the ave!
W
be rectum and about the anus. eyes heavy and
dull; itching of the nose; short, dry cough;
grinding of the teeth; starting during sleep;
alow fever, and often in children, convulsions.
w

\

\

«J«

^
J

PIN WORM

^ ELIXIR

%

N

\
^
w

TRUE’S- $

|

J

SS^

a

^>

Miss

is the best

worm

IthMbaroln

remedy made
4fl.vears

use

purelynr vegetable,
are

S
traoc

mank

——-—~

Where

mm

present

W

^

effectual. ^\

harmless twl
it acts as a Ionic,
and corrects the condition of the mucous mem
A positive
"na,
st
h and bowe.s
of
r.v
cure for Constipation and Biliousness, arid a valliable remedy in all the common complaints of
children. Price :ioc. Ask your ilruggist for it.
|>r. 4. F. Titl’E 1 CO.. Auburn. MeSnecia! treatment for TapeWorms Write f-r free pamphlet
is

\
a

enjoyment of the evening.
The officers of the evening were: Floor
managers, Henry H. Higgins and Harry
F. Rowe: aides, F. E. Doyle, M. J.
Thorsen,*. P. Whitmore and E. F. Small.

An excellent supper was served in the
lower hall by the junior class, according
to custom.

a

^

J

J

Hood’s Pills

cure

gestlon, headache.
ate.

‘Ijc.—Advt.

liver

ills, biliousness, indlEasy to take, easy to oper-

the

marks of

care, and every

who attended

the

school

department president,

tlie

of

Riid

corted to the G. A. R. hall, where
dinner
After

was

\V«**t

Maddoeks

Brewer,

where

has

es-

picnic

a

was

of

bountiful

a

repast,

taken

he

orchard,

then

crossed

ng them, and
int.

making

the

visit

so

However,

she advises all

to

know

what

women

who

dea that

[{.

men

>rder

is

only wives or daughters of G. A.
eligible to membership, the

open to all loyal

women

of

“L.F." Atwood's ‘Bitters make
good blood.
if

put

on

you

|

<

mtemporartes.

j

|

"

VISITED

Furniture House

ami

|

li not. you have

pleasure yet in prospect, ami
a
too.
profitable pleasure,
Every var«l of carpet,
t every article of furniture in the large stock, is new,
^ fresh and of the very latest style, having been pur^ chased within three months.

|
%

a

sriAiAL

VM.r i:s

ix

bers and

duration at

Wesleyan university.

lerigwlRk.
E. I. Carter, who has been in town
I lelpitig his brother, O. P.
Carter, left for
J lis home. He hHs entered unon his sumner work at the
“Louisburg”.
Schooner “Leonora”, of
«

lelivering

a

imith Bros.

Ellsworth,

load of coal at the wharf

is

for

The Baptist society is having the church
epaired, and frescoed inside; the work
! nil
add lots to the interior effect of the
j

touse.

June 20.

C

3

^
3

%

|

BANGOR,

|

MAINE.

No. 2 State St., next to Post-Office.

z^

time
what

Mail orders recched and

benefits

carefully

3

tilled.

N. B. Mr. Frank I,. Hodgkins is connected with this establish- 3
fc: ment, and would be glad to welcome all his old friends and acquainf- 3
fcr ances from Hancock County.
3
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WHEN

desire tiie

very best results

1

J HNE

at

the least expense
you \\:d

Special line

—3

i..

YOU PAINT

If you

Confec-

use

The

of

Shehwiii-Williams

HAMMOCKS.

Paint.
SOLD BY

M. J.
f idd

SOLD

DREMMEY,

Fellows’ Block,

P.

Ellswokth.

1

{

3

and DINING ROOM FURNITURE.

tionery

summer.

been elected instructor in Latin and
iterature at the seminary. She also is a
1 iraduate of the seminary,
completing her
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G. H. OAKES & CO.?

Provisions, Grain,
Tobacco, C i g a r s,
Boots, Shoes, Bob-
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experience as a teacher was in the
.'niversity of the Northwest, Sioux City,
owa.
Miss May A. McKay, of
Camden,
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returned

Miss Marion P. Stover, daughter of
tichard B. Stover, has been elected
preeptress of the E. M. C. seminary in place
Miss A. M. Wilson, resigned. Miss
hover graduated from the
seminary in
S9! and Wellesley college in 1895.
Her

for “L. F.,

fc:

is to have another steamboat
The Bteamboat “Salacia” is to
the route between Portland and
the
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home at Indian Point.
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June 20.

he corps, and their curiosity will be amply rewarded. Contrary to a prevailing

|

*

Thk American print* more vital staistics—births,
marriages and deaths—
Mrs. Abigial Mayo is visiting relatives
han all the other papers printed in the.
it Indian Point.
( ounty combined,
and most of them it
Mrs.
Susie
Iceland, with her little
laughter, is visiting her parents at Beech l Tints from one to two weeks ahead of its

done to join

was

Hadley

fever and

pleas-

After the meeting adjourned the women
buckboards and went on the drive
•ailed the “ten-mile drive”.
Railroad
ickets being good for two days, some of
he Ellsworth delegates did not return
mtil Saturday evening.
The member of the Ellsworth corps who
jave this report to The American says
die wishes she could give the public a resort of the business meeting, but as that
vas secret work it could not be done.

Will

1*1-

and returned to her

ook

L. A. H.

_

I
![

Kflen.

John

Blood

:

Bertha P. Parker, of Bar Harbor,
stopping with her mother, Mrs. Priscilla Purvey.
Percy Higgins is employed at D. W.
McKay’s.
Joreph Richardson, who is quite ill, has
gone to Trenton to reside with his daughter, Mrs. Cecelia Douglass.
A very protitable term of school closed
Friday, June IT, under the instruction of
Marie Maddocks, of Par Harbor.
Miss It a "rown, who has been
teaching
the Emery district, has closed her school

press thanks to the members of James M.
Parker W. R. C. for so kindly entertain-

Brewer

she has

x

Mrs.

up. The women who
did not avail themselves of this opportunity to learn more of relief corps work
missed a great deal.
It was regretted
that every member could not be present.
All were disappointed not to see Eluehill
represented. The Ellsworth women ex-

a

Helen

M«»ro than .*sno l>enutlful <io*larns, more endui
ng than stone and Ie«*a expensive. Send *
ml description* to s. It. .IOIINHOX, SA Par
'tCans: r, Mattie, agent for Penobscot and
llanc-.ck I'inties.

is

in-

served.

partaking

business

The

other pages,

gone to

valked off.
June 20.

Evening Breeze.Langey

much to the

\d

Barker Saunders had a call from a line
buck deer recently.
He came almost to
bis house and walked
leisurely through

A

Selection, Tannhauser.Wagner
Finale, American Republic.Theile
Dancing followed the concert. The
march was
led by Henry H. Higgins,
president of tbe class, with Miss Effie Ehtella Davis. Excellent dance music was
furnished by the orchestra, and added

fi

ittending school.

BALL.

Pizzicato gavotte.Latann
Hunt in the Black Forest.Voelker
’Cello solo, selected.Jones
Ceorge C. Jones.

was

borne from

buite lor strings,
a
b

s>

welcome,

to

Miss M A Carroll, Southwest Harbor
Mis Littlefield, of Vlnalhaven, State

struction at liar Harbor June 17. report a
very enjoyable time.
They were met at
the wharf by a delegation from the liar
Harbor corps, headed by its president

large party ot sportsmen
Bangor Sunday.
Miss Addie James, of Nicolin, is visiting Miss Isabel Saunders.
Elias Swett, the road commissioner, hag
made great improvement in the roads.

Popular medley.Meyer

W

worth

Lake.

There

Moore.

The concert and ball in the evening
formed a successful close to a successful
day. Tbe music by the Columbian orchestra was enjoyed by a large audience.
It was a rare musical treat for Ellsworth,
and was perhaps
the finest orchestral
music ever heard in this city.
The programme was as follows:
overture. Romantic.Keler Bela
Danse des Odalisgues.Trac\
Piccolo polo, Les Echos des Bois.Daman
Kenneth M. Blake.

Response

but from

presented by Super-

AND

law

Tlie W. K. ('. at liar Harbor.
The members of the W. K. C. of Ells-

•urious

additional County News

Mary Emery has
dressmaking.

to the audience.

TOBACCO and CIGARS.

daughters.

nearly eighty-six years,

1---

trimmed for the

Mrs.

by Rev. W. R.
inspiration not only to those
was directly addressed, but

The diplomas were
intendent of Schools

rector of W C T U for Maine.
Address of welcome from the church,
Rev Mr Wallace, of Stonington M K church
Solo...Mias Christie Thurlow
Welcome from the Union by Mrs Knowlton,
president Stonington union.
Solo.Miss EdLh Simpson

1

of

of

Lireen

The address to the class

Hunt

from

COUNTY NEWS.

tbe class have participated.

MEERSCHAUM PIPE.

present.

was

tastefully

:

Paper by
superintendent, mercy and help department.
At the close of her address the presiding officer introduced Mrs. Stevens, acting national prescient, who was greeted
^ supreme court and appeared at every term With an enthusiastic
Chautauqua salute.
of court since that year, with the excepJ Mrs. Stevens spoke for a short time on
tion
of
when
he
was
at
least
sick,
I
once,
1
the importance of the temperance moveuntil he was over eighty yea-s old.
ment dosing with an eloquent tribute to
I
Mr. Paine is known as the originator of ;
the lamented Miss Willard. The meeting
of
laws
on
the
the
statute
books
of
j
many
closed with singing “All Around the
the State, the most notable being that one
j World the Ribbon White” and the benewhich gives to a man accused of crime the
diction.
right to testify in his own behalf. Mr.
The regular convention work occupied
Paine appeared before the Maine legislaFriday all day and evening. It will be
ture for six years, and agured to have this
reported in full later.

Falls

number

children,

all

UF

BRONZE

MONUMENTS and STATUARY.

He has been called the oldest lawyer in active practice in the State.
In 1838 he argued three cases before the

Harry Austin, Mittie Cottle, Sadie
Clough, Bessie Gray, Roy L. Haslatn, Harry T. La din, Charles 11. Lake, Edward R.
Leslie, Harold Moore, Shirley Moore, Josephine II. Salisbury, Blanche Webber,
Ethel Young.

was

every instance was excellent,
dence of benefit received from

large

in

Country.E P Leslie
AY ESI ELLSWORTH.
Drafted.H V Monro 1
>ur Banner.
Harry Austin ■
Mrs.
Hattie Rarron returned from
Boat song..school
j
Lincoln’* (Jetty-burg Speech.ib.v s Ha-lam !
Cove Saturday.
Her daughter.
Brave Kate Snellev ..Sadie Cloueh i Salisbury
Mrs. Alice Hamor, is still quite ill.
Presentation exen-.*es.Harry Lat.in ;
Ride of -Jennie M’ Neal.Ethel Young
Miss Ethel Giles closed a very profitable
Dur Flag.Shirley* Moore I t-rin of
school in No. 10 Friday, with
E-*ay on Whittier.Josephine Salisbury
ieclamations
and readings by the pupils.
>on-. Breeze from Home.Schoo’l !
Parents and visitors congratulate the
File Revenge.Harry T Lailin
eacher
on
the
orderliness and advanceBurba* a Freiteide. Mittie r.»ttl«nent of the school.
The pupils not abi»ver ttie River.Blanche Webber
son-. Merry Party .Graduate*
ieut one-half day were Gertrude Seeds,
L'los.iig speech.Charles H Lake j -aura Carter. Mabel
Stackpole, Gussie
Valedictory .Best-ie Gray
£emp, Elmer Smith. They received as
I’re entation of diplomas.Supt E L Moore
•eward pictures of ttie “Maine”.
June 20.
B.
Following is a list of the graduates:

The class essays were of more than the
usual excellence. The delivery in nearly

who smokes

BOX of CIGARS

all,
part

very

a

He

commissioner

ta^

MANUFACTURERS

WHITE

faculty clear.

new

Live

’98, which numbers twentytoo large to allow all to
take
in the graduating exercises.
The other members are Bessie Alice
Byrue, Frances Idella Cook, Louis DeLa itt re Cook, Annie Isabel Drummey,
Annie MacKenzie, Eugenia N. Moore,
Annie Frances Scott, James Potter Whitmore.
The class officers are Henry H.
Higgins, president; Alice May Bonsey,
vice-president; Winnie Florence Davis,
secretary; Harry Eugene Howe, treasurer.
in

of the rain

office of

the age of
after over

free

GRAMMAR.
exercises of the

bank and insur-

was

Tli« Mmntal Broazea

Singing by the choir from the White Ribbon
hymnal,“Around the World."
Scripture leading,
Mrs 1’ C Clark, of Southwest Harbor
Prayer by Rev Mr Lewis, of Stonington Congregational church.
Solo, Miss Sarah Hall, of Rockland, musical di-

sixty years of active
practice, Mr. Paine can
j be found still at work every day. He has
had a~ large practice, and his eye is still
bright, his hand steady, his countenance

graduates:

Rnging, America.School
Prayer.Rev K L Hunt

The class of

one

the

1889 he

uninterrupted

who

feature of the exercises was a
Dreseutation to the school by the gradJating class of a gift. This year it was a
Sue picture of George Washington.
Following was the order of exercises:
A

•Excused.

long occupied by the late J. W. Coombs, is
prepared to fill every want that can

At

occasion.

Nut; Rest Not,”
Alice May Bonsey
Oration, Collegiate Education,
Fred Eugene Du vie
•Essay, Opportunities of Wealth,
Ethel May Knowlton
< iasProphecy.Ray Nelson Whiting
Es.-ay, Early History of Maine,

so

spite

room was

Bertha Lancester Giles
<'ration, Athletics.Martin John Thorsen
Essay, A Christian Hero.Eflic Estella Davis
The Rise of the Novel—Valedietory
address.Hattie Perry Bowden

keeps

graduating

parents and friends

Superin-

Nellie Frances Drum me v
H Higgins

COULD,
now

In

M.

Essay, Women In Business,

No. 5 Main St.

who

h's

Cla.-sHi-tory.Henry

that all

G RE ELY.

YV.

t

of

lows

re-

In

and

school, Miss Carrie A. Whitaker,
principal, were held Tuesday forenoon.

Moore, and
Revs. W. R. Hunt and 1). L. Yale.
The exercises were opened with music
by t he orchestra, followed by prayer by
Rev. D. L. Yale. Then followed the class
essays, interspersed with music by the
Columbian orchestra, of Lawrence, Mass.
The class parts were as follows:

Class essay, “Haste

A.

were

Winnie

accommodated.

be

can

prices,

At

of the

list

the

with four

grammar

Oration, Applications of the Monroe Doctrine,
Harry Eugene Kotvc
Essay, The Rewards ot Ambition,

lib-

eral reduction from my al-

ready

Chilcott and Miss Julia E. Mullan.

right

The

of
the

a

FALLS

semi-circle at
At the left

Salutatory address—Essav, Truthfulness,

ladies—want, I

the

decided to make

have

a

tendent of Schools Ernest L.

GOODS

larly

in

platform.

is

has since

1840 he married Mary Jones
Hale, a descendant of Rev. John Hale, of
Beverly, Mass. Their union was blessed

Foster, Arthur L. Gould.
Henry A. Brown, Mary E. Holmes, Mary
Hurley, Essie W. Douglass, Sara A.
Lattin, Ralph Austin, Frances E. Greenan.

half

platform were the teachers of
school—Principal Hoyt A. Moore and
assistants, H. E. Walker, Miss Clio
the

Desirable and Seasonable

the

seated

Following

he

commissioner for three years.

1874.

Georgia C.

In

186S and

held

Conferring diplomas.
Columbia.School

from

the

...

that

was

the back of the

to

fact.

a

tone of the exercises.

The class

of

it

be pretty

must

as

classes

merchandise affirm

was
followed by the
by Herbert Monaghan.

The classes marched up the centre aisle to
the strains of “Columbia”, which added
to the

business is

In

ance

A merican hymn.School
Recitation.*.
Lessons?.Lena Foster
only a Cog in the Wheel.Ralph Austin
The Drummer Roy's Burial.Ruble Dav
Dialogue, Yuan" America,
Marv A Campbe.l, Ruth Fields, Fred Silvy, Otis
Webber and Robert White.
Let the Hills and Yales Resound.School
Recitations.
The Hem of Manila Bitv.Annie I. Lord
The True Grandeur of Nations, Ilenrv A Brown
The True Story of Boy Blue.Hazel Holthes
Down the Track .Essie Douslns*
Barbara FreitHile.Robert Wiiite
How Girls Study.Fannie E Greenan
Dialogue, <>in Fla-.
Ella Neal ley, Ruth Fields, Hazel Holmes, Annie
Bowers, Sadie Eaton, Helene Bellattv.
Our Flag.School
recitations.
Little Chi l*i 1.Marv Holmes
The Soldiers Pardon.Sadie A Ratlin
The Good >ldp Never Fail.Mary A Hurlev
Life’s Game of Ball.Arthur L Gould
The Burning Prairie.Georgia C Foster
A Little Wanderer.Sadie O’Connell
The Silent March.Grace M Wagg
June. Clarence B Dav

artistically decorated,

was

huge

formed

double

If

graduates

the

where

He was admitted to practice in
the United States supreme court in 1835.

noon :

The
evergreen being effectively
stars and stripes formed a background for
the evergreen trees in the recess of the

The

DULL...

are

Bangor,

1835 at

Abhie

class motto:

THE

SAID TO BE

sided.

is the programme:

received

festooned along the galleries and curAbove the stage
tained the windows.
was a huge American shield bearing the

icitmcrtisnnmts.

:

ing

The following

used.

West Sullivan.

the class of 1832, studied law with Hon.
Thomas Rice and Gov. Samuel Wells, and
was admitted to the practico of law in

diplomas:
Haynes. George Parchor. Louise
Eppes, Harry Joy, Estelle Morris, Blanche
assembled in Ellsworth in recent years, as Stone,
Lola
Graves, Fulton Redman,
has graduwas due t he largest class t hat
Howard Smith, Charles Knowlton, Roy
Hancock hall Haines, Susie Jordan, Edward Doyle,
ated from the high school.
was crowded to overflowing, and many
(trace King, Edmund Burke, Bessie Joy,
were obliged to stand.
Helen Davis, Arthur McDonald, Leon
THE DECORATIONS.
Moore, Edward Robinson, John Haskell,
The class of '9S will be known as the Charles Joy, Harold Higgins Katie Scott,
patriotic class, as is befitting the year. Viola Pierson.
The class colors are red, white and blue,
WEST SIDE GRAMMAR SCHOOL.
and Hancock hall was gay in its national
The closing exercises of the West S’de
dress.
grammar school, Miss Mary A. Gay nor,
Broad streamers of red, white and blue principal, were held Monday afternoon,
were draped from the centre of the ceiland passed off in a very happy manner.
ing to the galleries, and bunting was Following is the programme of the after-

;

following article:
Colby's senior alumnus is Albert Ware
Paine, who was born in the town of
Winslow, Me., August 12, 1812. He graduated at Colby university, Waterville, in

The closing exercises of the East Side
school, taught by F. W. Drake,
principal, assisted by Miss Georgia Frazier,
took place Monday afternoon. Follow-

no

Annual Convention of Hancock County W. C. T. U.
Stonington, June 20 (special).—The
county convention of the W. C. T. U. in
this place commenced Thursday evening
with a public meeting at the M. E.
church. Mrs. P. C. Clark, of Southwest
Harbor, presided at the meeting. The
programme for the evening was as fol-

and the

grammar

iltriicrtigcnunts.

WHITE RIHBONERS.

Colby's Oldest Alumnus.
The Boston Journal Saturday printed
likeness of Hon. A. W. Paine, of Bangor,

a

school.

Columbia.Class
Vio’in trio, Mr*. Morris, Bessie .Toy, Harry .Toy
“The Old School house Clock”... Edwr.rd Doyle
“The Marble t^ueen"..Lola K Graves
“Tubal Cain”.George Lurcher
“The Bravest Boy In Town”.Grace C King
Piano solo, “Pure as Snow”.Helen C Davis
“A Legend of the Navy".Howard Smith
“The Accuser Prepared”.VIctorinc Wyman
“Legend from Maurituri Salutamus,”
Fulton .1 Rodman
“The Golden Gate”.Susie K .Ionian
Solo, “The Message”.Blanche Stone
“The Slave’s Dr •am”.Roy ( Haines
“A Leak in the Dike”.Charles* Knmvlion
Closing address.Louise W Kppes
America.Class
Presentation of diplomas.

muddy
The graduates may shed tears of disaptarded

The stage
R.

crowd is not to be

commencement

worthy the day.
June 20.

HALL

RECEPTION—HANCOCK

high

of

EAST SIDE GRAMMAR.

not

its

postponement
lrom the stormy day before.
At

tbe

CLASS

AND

EXERCISES

GRADUATION

None of the West Brooksville people attended the district Sunday school conin

Kllsworth’s
Graniitiar Grades.
This week closes the school year of the
lower schools in this city, as well as of

CLASS OF '9S, ELLSWORTH HIGH

HrookMville.

vention at

SCHOOLS.

Graduating Exercises

The funeral of Mrs. Charlotte (Blake)
Calham was held at the Creek schoolhouse, Cape Hozier, Tuesday of last week,
Rev. J. 8. Richards officiating.

learning

GRAMMAR

COMMENCEMENT.

an

CARRIAGES.

He gives good bargains.
Call
,nd see if he can’t suit you. A lot
( if second hand to hire or sell.

NEW WAREHOUSE.
S.
! iouth street,

L.

Ellsworth, Me.,
DEALER IN

excellent stock of

FINE

STRATTON,

No. li Main St.,

LORD
Has

H.

BY

LORD,
Ellsworth.

i

GUILDERS’

HARDWARE,

Paper, Lead. Zinc and Nails of all kinds.
I ALSO 1IAYE A FULL LINE OF

IANTEES,

MOII.I)EI)

and

PRESSED

ERICK

for

FIRE-

PEACES, FIRE SETS and ANDIRONS.
PAINTrnS- SUPPIIES

HOUSE and CARRIAGE VARNISHES.

